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ABSTRACT 
The diagenetic history of the Oolite Group from Pwll du to 
Blaen Onneu has been unravelled. Cement types, solution events, 
dolomitisation, concretions and other authigenic minerals are 
described. 
The calcite cement crystals show chemical zonation through 
staining but cathodoluminescence (CL) has proved the most 
useful method for displaying internal features of calcite crystals. 
CL makes it possible to trace the growth of crystals and ~ o n i t o r r
changes in crystallographic form during growth. Seven cement 
zones are identified using stained specimens. Each zone has a 
characteristic luminescence. The age of these zones relative to 
the exposure of the top of the Oolite Group is established. Two 
distinct diagenetic areas are recognised on the basis of the 
distribution of the cement zones. 
Area 1 : the Pwll-y-cwm and Blaen Onneu Oolites in the Clydach area, 
in which Zones 1, 2b and 5 are present, 
Area 2 the rest of the Oolite Group, in which Zones 2a, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 are present. 
It is possitiB to correlate the cement zones of Area 2 along the 
outcrop for a distance of 8 km and also with cements in the 
overlying Llanelly formation. Oolomitisation prevents correlation of 
cements in Area 1 over a distance of more than t km. 
Using CL it is possible to identify solution surfaces, on a micron 
to millimetre scale, within the cements. four solution events are 
identified in Area 2. Solution affects that are previously unreported 
are described. The presence of solution surfaces is used to 
i l l u s t r ~ t e e the constantly changing nature of the pore waters that 
hava affected the Oolite Group. 
x 
Carcon and oxygen stacle isotope analysis of allochems and 
cement zones highlights the distinction between Areas 1 and 2 and 
are used to try and identify the nature of the pore waters 
affecting the Oolite Gr:up during its diagenesis. The carbon 
isotopic composition of the allochems and cements pre-dating the 
exposure of the top of the Oolite Group is related to their 
distance below the exposure surface at the top of the Oolite Group 
and thus seems to reflect meteoric alteration. The successive 
cement zones do not show a progressive trend in caroon and oxygen 
values; however, in different samples successive cement zones do 
show the same pattern of changes in carbon and oxygen values. The 
values typical of a specific cement zone are thought to relate to 
the pore fluids from which it was precipitated. The pattern of 
changes seen in successive cement zones is explained in terms of 
changing pore water chemistry and isotopic composition with time. 
These changes occurred over an area at least tt.e size of the study 
area. Vary light oxygen values in veins are attributed to increesed 
temperatures associated with deep burial. 
An attempt is .ade to reconstruct the peleohydrology of the 
study area in an attempt to explain the nature and distribution of 
the cements. 
xi 
F O R E ~ O R O O
The various diagenetic events affecting the Oolite Group are 
discussed first in the text, i.e. cementation, solution, 
dolomitisation, authigenic mineral growth and concretion growth. 
Then an attempt is made to combine these along with carbon and 
oxygen stable isotope data to give an overall picture of the 
environments in which diagenesis within the Oolite Group was 
occurring and how and why these changed with time. 
Numerous photographs are used to illustrate the various 
diagenetic features within the Oolite Group, especially the cements. 
All black and whits photographs were taken using cathodoluminescence 
(el) unless otherwise stated. For the conditions under which these 
photographs were taken see Appendix A. Scale bars are all 100 ~ m . .
unless otherwise stated. 
Tables, graphs, line drawings and black and white photographs 
are all given 'rigure' numbers. Each 'rig.' number consists of 
two parts. The first number indicates the chapter to which it is 
related and the second number runs consecutively through the chapter 
and indicates the relative position of the ~ i g . ' ' in that chapter. 
Colour photographs are termed 'Plates'. The numbering system for 
these is the sama as that described for 'rigs.' 
Samples collected from the stUdy area have been given five 
figure n u ~ b e r s . . These numbers will be used later in the text when 
specific samples are referred to. The localities and stratigraphic 
levels from which the samples were collected are shown in Fig.l • 
Fig.i J,OCATlON OF SflMrLJI'S IN THE S'l'IJDY f U l ~ ~ A A
Section t h r o u ~ h h the stun.y I1rcn showing the position of samples and their 
referencp. numbers. The locl1tions of place names are shown on Fig.l/2. 
xiii 
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1.1 aackground 
CHAPTER ONE 
I:'HROOUCTION 
1.2 Lithological description and environmental interpretation 
1.1 Background 
Geological setting 
The limestones, dolostones and shales of the Carboniferous 
Limestone in South Wales lie between the fluviatile Cld Red 
Sandstone below ana the deltaic-paralic Millstone Grit and Coal 
Measures above (George, 1970). It is the product of flooding of 
the Old Red Sandstone continent by shallow shelf seas at the 
beginning of the Carboniferous. This mainly carbonate sequence 
was deposited as a nortnward thinning wedge, procably up to 100 
km. wide, between the deeper water shales and turbidites of the 
Culm Basin to the south and a land area, St. George's Land, to 
the north. The thickest exposed sequences are along tne southern 
coast of Wales where it is over a 1000 m. thick. Northwards, 
across the syncline of the South Wales coalfield, the succession 
thins to less than 150 m., partly because of post-Lower 
Carboniferous overstep and erosion by the Millstone Grit, but 
mainly due to the effects of disconformities within the sequence 
that become more numerous towards st. George's Land. The tapering 
northern edge of the carbonate wedge is removed by erosion in 
central Wales. 
The attenuated succession in the northern part of tne 
South Wales Coalfield ccnsists of four main divisions: the Lower 
Limestone Shales, the Oolite Group, the Llanelly Formation and 
the Oowlais Limestone. This study is concerned only with the 
2. 
Oolite Group exposed between Pwll cu and Blaen Onneu (Fig. 
1/1 and 2). Within the field area the Oolite Group outcrops as 
an almost continuous string of qUArries (Fig. 1/2) which lie in 
a north-west to south-east direction, i.e. at right angles to troe 
shore line that existed at the time of Oolite Group deposition 
(Robertson & George, 1929). The good exposure means that 
identification and correlation along the outcrop is easy. 
However, the sheer nature of the Quarry faces does mean that 
close examination of much of the rock is impossible. The extent 
of the field area chosen is delir.eated to the east by the 
complete dolomitisation of the Oolite Group. The western limit 
of the field area is taken at 3laen Onneu, for west of this 
locality the outcrop deteriorates in Quality and identification 
and correlation of the beds becomes difficult. 
Previous work 
Accounts of the Oolite Group are given oy George (1927, 1954), 
Robertson (1927) and Robertson & George (1929). These are 
concerned with the stratigraphy of the Group rather than any 
sedimentological or diagenetic interpretation. Detailed 
sedimentological studies have recently been undertaken of the 
Lower Limestone Shales (Burchette, 1977) and the Llanelly 
Formation (Wright, 1981). Wright (1981) summarises the geology 
of the area and discusses previous interpretations of the Lower 
Carboniferous in the northeast part of the 5. Wales coalfield. 
~ r i g h t t (1980, 1981, 1982) gives a comprehensive account of the 
nature and origin of the top of t ~ e e Oolite Group, which was first 
described by Thomas (1953) and later by George (1954). 
The dolomites of the east crop that extend into the southeast 
of the study area are discussed by George (1955) and Bhatt (1972, 
1973, 1976). 
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5. 
Gill et ale (1977) determined the degree of metamorphism 
of the study area as part of a larger study of the South ~ a l e s s
coalfield. They placea the study area in 'Diagenetic Zone 1', 
i.e. pre-metamorphic. A maximum temperature and depth of ~ u r i a l l
was not suggested for this zone, but the temperature probably 
a 
never exceeded 20D C, which is given by ~ i n ~ r r (1979) as the 
upper limit for the diagenetic zone. 
stratigraphY 
The stratigraphy of the lower part of the Carbonifercus Limestone 
of the northcrop and the development of the nomenclature of these 
rocks is summarised in Fig. 1/3. During the course of this 
study it became evident that the nomenclature of George et ale 
(1976) was inappropriate and it has been revised as fcllows:-
1. the 'Coral Bed' has been placed in the Gilwern Oolite 
rather than the Clydach Beds since it grades into typical 
Gilwern Oolite sediments; 
2. the Clydach Beds are extended downwards to include any 
dolomites, micrites anG shales aoove the Blaen Onneu Oolite; 
3. a new name is given to the beds between the Slaen Onneu 
and Pwll-y-cwm Oolites. These are called the 'Daren Ddu 
Beds'; 
4. the dolomite at the base of the Oolite Group is separated 
from the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite (as in George, 1954). This has 
not been named. 
These revisions are identical to those proposed by Barclay 
(pers. comm.) However, he calls the Daren Ddu Beds, of this 
study, the Pant-y-daren Dolomite. 
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1.2 Lithological description and environments of deoosition 
Lithological descriptions 
The various rock units that make up the Oolite Group are 
described below. This information is summarised in Fig. 1/4. 
Pwll-y-cwm Oolite 
The Pwll-y-cwm Oolite forms a massive unit approximately 8 
m. thick. In the east of the area it is completely dolomitised. 
Dolomitisation progressively decreases west of Cwm Dyar, although, 
as far west as Craig y Gaer, small areas are sporadically 
completely dolomitised. Further west than this, dolomitisation 
is virtually absent. 
In the Clydach area the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite is dark with a 
pungent odour (H2S?), although weathered surfaces are white. 
The base of the oolite is bioclastic, containing brachiopods, 
bivalves (as micrite envelopes, Bathurst (1966», bryozoa, 
echinoderm and ostracod remains as well as ooids. The brachio-
pods vary in their state of preservation from intact, unbored 
shells to small, rounded, highly bored fragments of valves. 
There is much evidence of early diagenetic pyrite. This facies 
grades upwards into a pure, well sorted oosparite containing 
structure less 'algal balls', similar to allochems called 
rhodolites by Becker and Moore (1979), which are slightly larger 
than the ooids (Fig. 1/5). These and other larger allochems are 
concentrated in thin, a ~ p r o x . . t em. thick, laminae that lie sub-
parallel to bedding. 
As one m o ~ e s s west.ards the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite loses its dark, 
pungent character and is a pale sparite. The trend from bio-
clastic to more oolitic facies upwards is still maintained, 
although the uoper portion of the oolite contains appreciable 
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numbers of bioclastic grains, mainly from brachiopods and 
echinoderms as well as the 'algal balls'. Again these tend to 
be concentrated in laminae sub-parallel to bedding. Brachiopod 
valves are oriented convex surface upwards suggesting the action 
of moving water. 
The top of the oolite is usually flat. At Chaw Pant-y-rhiw 
vertically walled pits, up to 4 cm. deep and 1 c ~ ~ ~ i d e , , penetrate 
the top of the oolite and are filled with clay. These are 
possibly borings. 
Sedimentary structures are generally not seen in the Pwll-
y-cwm Oolite. 
Daren Odu Beds 
The Daren Odu Beds show a marked thinning and change in 
lithology westwards. From Coed Pant-y-daren eastwards they 
consist of fine grained dolomites and shales. These occasionally 
show poor algal laminations. Oolomitised biosparites can be 
recognised at Coed Pant-y-daren. West of this, dolomite is 
restricted to two beds, one at the top and the other at the 
bottom of the Daren Odu Beds. The dolomite within these beds 
occurs either as bedded sheets which pinch out abruptly or as 
irregular to 'dune-shaped' units (Plate 1/1a, b). In the latter 
form, the steeper face always dips west. The dolomite is fine 
grained and usually structureless although occasionally signs of 
penecontemporaneous brecciation, algal laminations and burrowing 
are found. The dolomite alternates latarally with concretions 
which are described in eh. 5 (Plate 1/1a) and, in the lower oed, 
with bioclastic rocks. The concretions are embedded in shale 
which drapes around them. The amounts of dolomite and oioclastic 
material decreases westwards being replaced by an increasing 
b 
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proportion of concretions. The shales, concretions and oio-
clastic sediments yield abundant conodont and vertebrate 
(scales, teeth, bone) remains. This partly explains a 
higher than average (4-7%) acid insoluble content. The lower 
biosparite contains authigenic glauconite. 
The dolomitic beds are separated by 2t m. of massive 
oObio- to biosparita. The proportion of ooids decreases UP-
wards and they are absent from the top metre. The bioclastic 
fragments are dominantly of echinoderms, brachiopods and 
molluscs (bivalves and gastropods preserved as micrite envelopes), 
in the lower portion. In addition, bryozoa are present in the 
upper portion. The top of this unit has an undulating surface 
(Plate 1/1b), the hollows of which are filled in by the over-
lying dolomite. 
alaen Onneu Oolite 
The Blaen Onneu Oolite is first identifiable at Daren D d u ~ ~
east of which it is completely dolomitised. Like the Pwll-y-
cwm Oolite of the Clydach area it is a massive, dark, pungent 
rock at Daren Ddu. Elsewhere it is light in colour. It 
contains only 1-2% acid insoluble material. Its thickness is 
constant at approximately 9 m. 
The oolite is mainly a poorly sorted, impure oosparite. 
Only very rarely is it a pure oosparita. Common bioclastic 
components include brachiopods, bivalves (as micrite envelopes), 
echinoderm plates and occasionally pellets. Larger bioclastic 
grains are usually concentrated in laminae sub-parallel to 
bedding, brachiopod and bivalve shells are oriented convex 
surface uppermost. In the top t m., ooids disappear and the 
rock contains much pellet and echinoderm debris. 
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Between Darren and Daren Cilau a 4! cm. thick micri:e crust 
is found on top of the oolite. This and the underlying marine 
sediments have a mottled green, brown and red colouration. This 
has been identified as a calcified soil profile (v.P. ~ r i g h t , ,
pers. comm.) This is overlain by a nodular horizon (Plate 1/1a) 
that is thought to represent a calcrete deposit. Burrowing, 
which predates nodule formation, io eviaent in some of the 
nodules. west of Daren Cilau the top of the Blaen Onneu Oolite 
is not exposed so it is not known whether these features continue 
westwards. They do not continue much further east than Darren. 
At Coed Pant-y-daren highly asymmetric dolomite 'pods' similar 
to those found in the dolomitic beds of the Daren Ddu Beds further 
west, are found at the top of the oolite (Plate 1/2). 
Clydach Beds 
Like the Daren Ddu Beds the Clydach Beds show a lateral 
thinning and change in lithology westwards. In the east they 
are predominantly dolomitised, only the top metre or so being 
unaffected. In the east, the dolomitised portion of the beds 
consists of fine grained dolomites and shales. The dolomites 
show algal and sedimentary lamination, burrowing and pene-
contemporaneous brecciation. The undolomitised portion consists 
of shales, some up to 60 cm. thick, micrites, pelsparites and 
pe!micrites. Occasionally, oncolotic horizons occur. The 
shales become thinner and more infrequent westwards. Detrital 
quartz is common everywhere. 
In the Darren to Daren Cilau area the base of the Clydach 
Beds consists of up to 2 m. of pelsparites and pelmicrites. 
Above this lies thin micrites, pelmicritas, intermittent coarse 
clastic beds (quartz grains having diameter5 up to 2 cm.) and 
'j '\ .. ..., 
-"'" -
· r r . ~ ~
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thin micritic crusts; these are often stainea red and green 
and may be associated with fibrous calcite layers which are 
similarly coloured (Plata 1/3). All the upper beds contain 
abundant detrital quartz. Most beds are separated by thin 
shales 1 - 2 cm. thick. 
West of Daren Cilau the Clydach Beds are only, at 
best, poorly exposed. They thin and disappear westwards as a 
result of the erosion that occurred prior to Llanelly formation 
sedimentation. 
Gilwern Oolite 
The Gilwern Oolite is a white, dominantly impure and 
poorly sorted oosparite. At most it contains only 1t% acid 
insoluble material. Unlike the other two oolites it does not 
have a black, pungent character in the Clydach area. It remains 
virtually unaffected by the dolomitisation that is pervasive in 
the underlying beds as far east as Pwll du, although locally 
it is completely dolomitised. In the east of the study area it 
reaches 14 m. in thickness. To the west, it thins and disappears 
as a result of erosion prior to Llanelly formation sedimentation. 
The base of the Gilwern Oolite is a coarse pelbiosparite: 
the Coral Bed of George (1954). The bioclastic components 
consist of brachiopods, bivalves and gastropods (as micrite 
envelopes) and echinoderm plates. Occasionally clasts of the 
underlying Clydach aeds are also present. Ooids are absent. 
The thickness varies from less than a metre to more than 2 m. 
At Twyn-y-dinas and Craig y Gaer the Coral Sed contains beds of 
pelsparite displaying parallel lamination and eroded upper 
surfaces. Angular clasts of pelsparite are included in the 
overlying limestone. In both these localities the Coral Sed 
16. 
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consists of 2-3 fining upwards cycles up to SO cm. thick. Cross-
lamination is commonly seen in the Coral Bed. 
The Coral Bed grades upwards into an impure oosparite. As 
well as ooids, allochems include echinoderm plates, brachiopods 
and pellets; the latter occasionally being the dominant allochem. 
Occasionally intraclasts are also common. At Daren Odu an erosion 
surface is found within the oolite. The sediment immediately 
underlying this is a pure oosparite which grades downwards into 
the typical impure oosparite lithology. The ooids in the pure 
oosparite are distinct in that they are larger than those found 
in the impure oosparite and show an obvious radial-concentric 
structure, the ooids in the impure oosparite being completely 
micritised. In the Clydach area the top 1-2 m. of the Gilwern 
Oolite is also a pure, well sorted oosparite in which the ooids 
again are large with obvious radial-concentric structure. 
Sedimentary structures are only rarely seen within the 
Gilwern Oolite, for instance at Twyn-y-dinas and Pwll duo Here 
they consist of cross laminated sets up to 20 cm. high. 
The top 2 m. of the Gilwern Oolite is highly brecciated. 
The blocks in the breccia zone are surrounded by green clay. 
Solution pipes up to 1 m. long are found at Llanelly ~ u a r r y y and 
Craig y Gaer. In these two localities a fissure zone exists 
at approx. 2 m. below the top of the oolite. Both these features 
have been described and illustrated by Wright (1980, 1981, 
1982). He interprets the fissure zone as a water table cave. 
A calcrete horizon is occasionally found above the oolite, else-
where calcrete-like material may be found coating blocks in the 
brecciated zone. As the Gilwern Oolite thins and disappears 
westwards the brecciation described above affects progressively 
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lower stratigraphic levels and to the west of Chaw Pant-y-rhiw 
disrupts the Clydach Beds and the Blaen Onneu Oolite. 
Environments of deposition 
The intention behind this study of the Oolite Group was to un-
ravel the diagenetic history rather than to interpret the 
environments of deposition. However, some environmental 
interpretation must be made as the early diagenesis of the sedi-
ments will depend on the environment in which they were deposited. 
No attempt has been made to fit the sediments of the Oolite Group 
into a regional sedimentological model. That is beyond the scope 
of this study and the limited two dimensional section of the 
Oolite Group seen in the study area makes this impossible in any 
case. The reader is referred to ~ r i g h t t (1981) for a discussion 
of models previously suggested for this area. 
Wright (1981) suggests that the rocks of the Oolita Group 
represent three cycles of sedimentation. These are typified by 
the following sequence. At the base is a biosparite which 
represents a transgressive phase. This grades upwards into 
oosparites which are true marine sands. Regression results in the 
oosparites being overlain by peritidal deposits which are seen in 
the Clydach and Daren Ddu Beds. These consist of shales, micrites, 
pelsparites and pelmicrites, stromatolites and calcretes. These 
cycles have been correlated with cycles 1-3 of Ramsbottom(1973h 
in Fig. 1/3. 
Investigation of the lithofacies of the Bahamas Banks has 
shown that active ooid shoals consist almost exclusively of ooids. 
The oolitic facies on the lagoonal side of the active ooid shoals 
contains only 60-70% ooids, the rast conSisting of pellets and 
bioclastic allochems (Purdy, 1963). For this reason the bulk of 
the oolites seen in the study area are t h o u ~ h t t to have been 
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deposited, not as active ooid shoals, but rather as lagoonal 
sands, the ooids being washed f r o ~ ~ active ooid shoals further 
south and east. This would explain the general lack of sediment-
ary structures and the high degree of micritisation. The 
convex-upwards orientation of shells indicates the influence of 
moving water during their deposition. This and the concentration 
of larger allochems in sub-horizontal laminae may be the result 
of reworking of the sand during storms. Pure, well sorted oolites 
are found within the Oolite Group. The larger, unmicritised ooids 
found in these suggest a more active, shallower environment or 
deposition where micritising algae were not so active. Within 
the Gilwern Oolite this type of grain is associated with erosion 
surfaces. The erosion surface found in the middle of the Gilwern 
Oolite at Daren Ddu (described in 2/1) is or limited extent and 
the pure oosparite may well be associated with shoaling that 
resulted in the formation of a small island. The erosion surface 
found at the top of the Gilwern Oolite is associated with wide-
spread exposure. The pure oosparite at the top of the Gilwern 
Oolite contains keystone vugs. These have been used to indicate 
sedimentation in a beach environment (Dunham, 1970). Cements from 
these sediments have been interpreted as beachrock cements 
~ e s c r i b e d d in 2/1). 
The Clydach and Daren Ddu Beds are considered to be 
peritidal deposits. The lateral change in these beds is considered 
to reflect facies changes as one approaches the shoreline. There 
is increasing i n d i c ~ t i o n s s of subaerial exposure in these beds as 
one moves westwaras, i.e. shorewards, in the form of calcretes 
(on top of the Blaen Onnau Oolite), karsts and micrite crusts. 
There is increasing evidence of clastic input also. 
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It is not clear how the Daren Ddu Beds of the west of the 
study area fit into tnis model. They are dominantly biD 
sparites and lie landwards of typical peritidal deposits. 
Sedimentation in the concretionary horizons was certainly vary 
slow as evidenced by the presence of authigenic glauconite. It 
is not clear whether the concretions are calcretes or are of a 
later, diagenetic origin. Also the origin of the dolomite 
lenses is uncertain. The borrowing and brecciation suggests 
shallow to emergent conditions. 
The breccia zone at the top of the Gilwern Oolite has been 
interpreted by ~ r i g h t t (1980, 1981, 1982) as a karst. He interprets 
the fissure at the base of tna brecciated zone as a water table 
fissure, hence marking the paleowater table. The karst probably 
took several thousand years to form (Wright, 1980, 1981). The 
overlying calcrete is also a subaerial deposit and the change 
from karst to calcrete formation represents a major climatic 
change (Wright, 1980), from wet to arid conditions. 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CEf'IENTJ.\ nON 
'Early' cementation 
'Late' cementation 
Correlation of cement zones 
Crystallography 
Crystal deformation 
The cements af the Oolite Group were studied using a number of 
techniques. Thin sections were stained (Oickson, 1965) and 
examined with transmitted light. Salected thin sections were 
polished and their cathodoluminescence (CL) studied. Many thin 
sections were polished several times so it was necessary to start 
examination with a thick (40-60 ~ ~ ) ) section which made detailed 
study of fabrics difficult. Consequently, ultra-thin sections 
were made (approx. 10 ~ m . . thick) for detailed fabric analysis. 
The cements of the Oolite Group have been divided into two 
groups:-
1. 'Early' cements - those cements precipitated before or during 
the period of exposure which affected the top of the Oolite 
Group. This group will include the cements that farmed 
contemporanously with sedimentation in the older Oolite 
Group units. 
2. 'Late' cements - those cements precipitated after the exposure 
of the top of the Oolite Group. 
2.1 'Early' cementation 
Evidence which indicates that cementation was synchronous with 
deposition may be regarded as criteria for identifying 'early' 
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cements and is outlined below:-
1. distinctive fabrics. Certain cement ~ a b r i c s s (fibrous, 
meniscus and cryptocrystalline cements for instance) 
develop in near surface diagenetic environments at t ~ e e
present day. Ancient examples of these fabrics presumably 
formed in similar environments. Although these recent 
cements are not always contemporaneous with deposition, this 
is usually the case. In the Oolite Group they are 
invariably the first cements precipitated. 
2. the presence of diagenetic sediment (Ounham 1969). The 
presence of diagenetic sediment has been used as an 
indicator of early cementation (Ounham, 1969; Meyers, 1978). 
The use of this criterion depends on the depth to which 
di2genetic sediment can penetrate. This is a function of 
the source of the fluids carrying the sediment and the 
environment in which it is introduced. Examination of thin 
sections makes it obvious that there was a major influx of 
diagenetic sediment between calcite and later ferroan 
calcite cementation. The introduction of this sediment 
can be dated as after exposure and hence this criterion must 
only be used in conjunction with other evidence. 
3. cements cut by intraformational erosion surfaces. Caments 
cut by erosion surfaces must pre-oate the erosion event. 
4. cements present only below erosion surfaces. These cements 
mark a cementation event that preceded the deposition of the 
overlying sediments. 
5. intraclasts (Folk, 1959). The origin of most lime clasts 
(Wolf, 1963) is unknown. They may either be intraclasts or 
extraclasts (Wolf, 1965). Care must be taken to identify 
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true intraclasts if they are to be used as indicators of 
'early' cementation. Intraclasts can be used in the same 
way as intraformational erosion surfaces in identifying 
'early' cements. 
6. cements overlain by deposits known.to be associated with 
the exposure of the top of the Oolite Grcup. This feature 
is associated with calcrete-like cements and clay. 
7. by correlation with known 'early' cements. Correlation 
on the basis of characteristic fabric and zondtion, as 
revealed by staining and el, with similar features in 
cements that are known to be 'early' can be used to identify 
'early' cements for which there is no other evidence. 
The bulk of the 'early' cements that are found are associated 
with the exposure surface at the top of the Gilwern Oolite. 
Therefore these are considered first. The 'early' cements from 
the rest of the Oolite are then catalogued. 
'Early' cements associated only with the top of the Gilwern Oolite 
The subaerial exposure surface at the top of the Gilwern Oolite 
has been described in Chapter 1. The solution piping and 
brecciation that occurs at this surface could only have developed 
in an indurated sediment, indicating that 'early' cementation 
occurred at this level. There is a clear sequence of cements 
developed at the top of the Gilwern Oolite, although some of 
these are very restricted in their occurrence. They are 
summarised in fig. 2/1 and are described in detail below, starting 
with the oldest. 
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CEMENT TYPE ENVIROMENT POSITION RELATIVE 
TO WATER TABLE 
calcrete meteoric vadose 
menISCus meteoric vadose 
~ ~VEROSION/KARSTIFICATION ............... ~ ~
sparry meteoric phreatic TIME 
fibrous marine? phreatic 
cryptocrys tall ine beach? vadose 
3':.0 0 2./1 
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Cryptocrystalline cements: 
Jhen found these cements are the earliast present. They are 
rare and in only one sampl2 are they abuncant. They are restricted 
to the top metra of the Gilwern Oolite and none h ~ v e e been fcund 
west of Craig y Gaer. 
The cement is dark brown in colour and very finely crystalline 
(approx. 2 ~ ~ ) . . The lack of coarse detritus within the calcite 
suggests that it is not an internal sediment. The outer edges 
of the cement are concave and it shows an increased thickness at 
the bottom of pores (rig. 2/2a,b), on some occasions producing 
a flat base. It may be absent from the top of pores, other pores 
are completaly filled. 
The CL of this cement is dull, similar to the allochems 
(Fig. 2/2b). The grain size is too small to detect any possible 
variation in CL intensity within individual crystals. 
The concave outer margins of the cement are reminiscent of 
meniscus cements (Ounham, 1971), which would indicate vadose 
precipitation. The thickening of the cement at the bottom of 
pores and the flat base that this sometimes produces could be the 
result either of precipitation of the cement from pools of water 
sitting at the bottom of pores or the settling out of fine grained 
sediment from suspension. The former would occur in the vadose 
environment, the latter could occur in the phreatic environment. 
As mentioned previously an origin as internal seciment is thought 
unlikely, although Taylor & Illing (1969) do describe internal 
sediment forming 'pronounced collars' at grain contacts. 
Cryptocrystalline cements have been found forming in marine 
related environments, both below and above sea-level (Shinn, 1969; 
Taylor & Illing, 1969). Fine grained 'calcrete' cements will be 
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described later which, in transmitted light, a r ~ ~ indistinguishable 
from these, a l t h o u ~ h h a distinction can be made using CL. Thus 
it seems unlikely that these are calcrete-like cements. The 
meniscus distribution and the thickening at the base of pores 
probably reflects precipitation above the water table and the 
cryptocrystalline habit suggests a marine dominated environment 
of precipitation. Precipitation in a beach or intertidal setting 
would seem appropriate especially as they are found in sediments 
containing keystone vugs (discussed in 1/2). 
'Fibrous' cements 
Only one unusual occurrence of fibrous cement has been found. 
The single example comes from the very top of the Gilwern Oolite 
at Llanelly Quarry. There is a thick development of what is 
presumed to have been fibrous carbon3te lining near vertical, 
elongated vugs in the oolite. These are approx. 5 mm.wide, at 
least 1 cm.high and of unknown lateral extent. The growth around 
ooids is highly asymmetrical, occurring preferentially into the 
vugs, being up to four times thicker into, rather than away from, 
the vugs (Fig. 2/2c). The maximum development is approx. 5 mm. 
thick normal to the substrate. Fibrous growth on ooids not 
immediately adjacent to the vugs is thin or absent. Crude 
concentric banding is the result of variations in inclusion density. 
Occasionally concentric bands of sparry calcite are present within 
the 'fibrous' rim (Fig. 2/2c) and elsewhere sparry calcite may lie 
between ooid and the 'fibrous'rim where the latter has spalled 
away from the ooid. 
Examination of ultra-thin sections reveals that the 'fibrous' 
cement rim is composed of elongate crystals that taper towards 
the ooids and that lie perpendicular to the ooid surface (average 
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dimensions: width 10-15 ~ ~ ~ l e n ~ t h h 300 ~ m J . . Individual crystals 
rarely extend the entire width of the rim; this may be due to the 
plane of the section not lying parallel to the elongation of 
the crystals. Twinning is cammon and occasionally twin planes 
are curved (concave towards the substrate). Under crossed polars 
the crystals show progressive extinction as the stage is rotated 
(Plate 2/1a). Individual crystals may show undulose extinction. 
The contacts between the elongate crystals are irregular and 
equant carbonate inclusions with sutured contacts clustered along 
them (Fig. 2/2d). The inclusions vary in size and shape, but 
are approx. 5-10 ~ m . a t r o s s . . Similar carbonate inclusions are 
found within the elongate crystals, as well as small fluid 
inclusions with vapour bubbles (1-2 ~ m ~ , , but they are not common 
(fig. 2/2e). Under crossed polars the carbonate inclusions do 
not extinguish in continuity with the elongate crystals (Plate 
2/1b). The sparry crystals outside the 'fibrous' rim have 
grown syntaxially on the elongate crystals (Plate 2/1a). No 
carbonate crystals are found within or along the contacts of 
these crystals, also the contacts are straighter than the contacts 
between elongate crystals in the 'fibrous' rim. There is no 
evidence of a farmer acicular precursor, e.g. needle-like 
inclusions (Kendal & Broughton, 1978) within the elongate crystals. 
The CL of the cement is very irregular. It is generally dull, 
but is dottea with brightly luminescing patches (Fig. 2/2f,g). 
Occasionally it is dominated by very brightly luminescing calcite 
(Fig. 2/2h). Rarely elongate, parallel sided, non-luminescing 
areas are seen radiating from the substrate (fig. 2/2g). These 
areas do not typically extend the full width of the rim nor do 
they necessarily originate from the ooid substrate. The farm of 
a 
b 
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:?late 2/1 ' ~ I 3 R O O S ' ' CALClrE 
a)Transni1:"Ced. light ;>ho1:om::'crog=a;:h of 3D. ' ~ l t r 3 3 - t b . i l l l sec-;;ion of 'f:''orou.3' 
calcite viewed under crossed ::;lol3I's . I'he QU-;;er l.i:!:.t of cae i.:lcl'.l.sioc.s ::larks 
~ t . e e edge of ~ b . e e 'fi':lrous' c a l c ~ t t . : ' . ? : ~ e . r r calci"t;e g=ew s y n - r ; a . : c ~ a l l J J on the 
':ibraus' crys<:als . The 'f:"brous' crySl:als scow sweepi.:J.g e:c:;iD.ctioc. . 
b)Trallsmitted. Lgt.1: ::;lhQ1:oc""crograph of an. ' l . i . . 1 : r r - ~ t : . . i z l . . sec-;;:'on of 'fibrous' 
calc ice viewed under c ~ s 5 e d . . polar5 . Ca.::'::>or:.ace L : : . c c ' l s ~ o n 5 5 3.I'e concen.;;rate<i 
between the crys1:als. l'hey do a01: nalre 3. s i ~ i l a . r r op1;ical or::.entac:..oD. 3.5 ct:.e 
' : ~ b r o U 5 ' ' crystals . 
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the terminations of these areas are often diffuse and hard to 
define. In Fig. 2/2g they appear square-ended, elsewhere they 
have sharp terminations (Fig. 2/2h). The dimensions of the 
individual non-luminescent areas are of the same order or 
magnitude as the elongate crystals identified in transmitted 
light, the only difference b e i n ~ ~ that the crystals seen in 
transmitted light are tapered whereas the dark areas seen with 
CL are not. 
Since the original cement crystals were parallel sided, 
there must initially have been gaps between these crystals which 
no longer exist. If they were filled by the syntaxial growth of 
carbonate on the cement this would explain the diffsrence in 
shape between the original cement crystals and those now seen in 
transmitted light (fig. 2/3 1 and 2). Therefore the rims are 
the combination of original cement and later filling material. 
The irregular boundaries between the crystals may reflect the 
uneven filling of the primary porosity within the original cement 
and/or the effects of later diagenetic processes. The occurrence 
of carbonate inclusions with random orientation can be explained 
either in terms of a solution model, summarised in Fig. 2/3, or 
as the result of recrystallisation. The distribution of 
inclusions dominantly along crystal boundaries is similar to 
that found by V.p. Wright (1982) for fibrous crystals from the 
Llanelly Fm. He attributes these to the process of degrading 
recrystallisation. Similar recrystallisation features are 
described by Borak & Friedman (1981). If the carbonate inclusions 
are the result of this process, it must have occurred prior to 
the precipitation of the overlying sparry cements, since these 
do not contain inclusions along their crystal bouncaries, i.e. 
ng.2/3 
1)?aralle1 siied ! ~ = r o u . s s : ; ~ e t : : ; ; ; :;r::st;als g=o-n O!l oolc.s. 
2 ) ~ ~ e e space c e ~ n e e n n ~ h e e ! i c ~ e s s ~ s s filled ~ 7 7 l a ~ a r r : ; e ~ e n t . ~ e e i o ~ t e d d : ~ e s s
::aJ:'k -;he position. ;)! !OL':ne= ~ a ! : l e n 1 j j cr:rs';3.1s. 
3)Solu";io!l o c c u r s . r ; ; . ~ s s can reS' ... l: ~ ~ t::a removal of 8n.tlre : : ~ s s of ,=!:e :illl 
Soluti.J!l can also occur alocg cr.lsta.l t o ' ~ ! l ~ i u u p r o d . u c ~ ~ a o l u t ~ o n n 'Tolia 
( , ' a ) . ~ h e e arro','ls l..:::1icate -::c.e c-axis e ; . . " " t ! . ! l c ~ i o n n ; : o s : . ~ ~ o n . C = 7 s : a l l ai:t 
laither ti!le grained carbonate sedimsn.t that ~ s s ~ a ~ h e d d ~ ~ or ;:.eces of the 
cement rim i';581t :ietacned oy 501u.tlon) accUIr. ... ':'ate ie tla 5Ol.t.O:l ·/o .. d ~ ~ ;c). 
rc.e crystallographic orient a'; ion ot t ~ e e crys-::al silt c . i ! ! ~ s s frolll that 0: 
the i::.ost crystals. Filling or ~ h e e void by the syntaxial growtll or car=onate 
yields m irreg-..uar junction ... ::t1:. carbonate inclusions alocg 1.t;the 
c r y s ~ a l l o g r a p h i c c o r i e n t a ~ i o n n or the i!lclusions be1ng anrelated. to that or 
the !lost CIjstal (3c(2» .'hnere !lO cry3ta: silt is i.:lcrc.iuced s:::::.tax!.al 
fillillg results only ill ,in irreg'.11ar j·.lIlCtion.(3c(l».The e - ' ~ e e 0: tee 
!or::er 'loid. is marked by a lic.e of dOi;S. 
':;')7;;.e later preci;:i-::atlon I): 5yarry calcite,71!lic:' gro',7S sY!ltax:'u":r ... c t ~ e e
=im,is ~ ~ e e !ic.al stage in i ; ~ a a i e v e l o p m e n ~ ~ or ~ ~ e e ! a o r ~ c c ~ ~ ~ ~ m p l & t e l y y
fills all ~ c = e e space. 
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recrystallisation was an 'early' phenomenon. However, it seems 
probable that raised temperatures, a l t h o u ~ h h below metamorphic 
conditions, are necessary for degrading recrystallisation to 
occur. Also, the few examples of degrading recrystallisation 
that do exist are restricted to crystals much larger than those 
described here (Vall, 1960; ~ a r d l a w , , 1962; Tucker & Kendall, 1973; 
Borak & Friedman, 1981). 
The presence of bands of sparry calcite within the rims and 
the patchy nature of the CL is ~ c s t t likely due to dissolution 
processes. This lends more credibility to the solution model for 
the origin of the carbonate inclusions. In the former case, 
bands have been selectively removed from the rims and filled 
with later sparry calcite. The latter characteristic reflects 
smaller scale, mora pervasive solution, the resulting voidS 
being filled by brightly luminescing calcite. Brightly luminescing 
calcite filling solution vugs in inclusion-rich syntaxial over-
growth are described in 3.2. The gross morphology of the crystals 
as seen in transmitted light, is basically unchanged by this small 
scale solution process since vcies are filled by the syntaxial 
growth of calcite on the etched crystal surfaces. Solution must 
have occurred after filling of the primary porosity of the rim, 
but prior to the preCipitation of the sparry calcite since 
patchy brightly luminescing calcite occurs throughout the entire 
rim but is absent from the overlying sparry calcite. In most 
cases this process has completely obliterated the ori£inal CL 
fabric, hence the rare occurrence of the original cement crystals. 
Unfortunately, the crystal size is too small to check the distribut-
ion of the brightly luminescing calcite to see if it agrees with 
that predicted by the model outlined in Fig. 2/3. 
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Although some crystals display a slightly radiaxial fibrous 
habit, the luminescence is very different to that described for 
radiaxial fibrous calcite crystals by Lohmann & Meyers (1977). 
This, together with the lack of evidence of an a c i c u l ~ r r precursor 
and the preservation of apparent relics of the original cement 
crystals, suggests that the rim is not the result of recrystallisa-
tion of an acicular precursor (Kendal & Tucker, 1973). Undulose 
extinction is by no means common and could be attributed to the 
application of late tectonic stress (a common feature throughout 
the Oolite Group, see 2.5). 
The original cement crystals s e e n ~ i n g g CL are similar to 
modern aragonite, marine cements described by Shinn (1969), 
Milliman (1974), Bathurst (1975) and others. This would suggest 
that they were originally marine precipitates. However, the 
asymmetry of the rims is unusua'l. The preferred direction of 
growth is governed only by the orientation of the vug and is 
irrespective of any 'way-up' effects, so a phreatic environment 
seems most likely. Presumably the vugs contained a micro-
environment that was more suitable fer csment precipitation than 
elsewhere in the sediment, the rapid falloff in thickness of 
the cement away from the vugs reflecting a chemical gradient 
between the vugs and the surrounding pores. The origin and nature 
of the microenvironment within the vugs is a mystery. An origin31 
aragonite minerallogy would explain the extensive 'early' solution 
which these crystals have undergone. 
Sparry Calcite 
Sparry cements occur both as drusy rims and completely 
filling pores. Drusy rims are up to 50 ~ m . . wide (Fig. 2/4a,5a). 
There is no t h i c k e n i n ~ ~ of the rim at pore throats. The cement is 
3'ig.2/4 
a)Tra.o.smil:l:ed l!.gt:t ;hotolllicrograi'h SCc"!li.cg a drus;;r cement ri:l ( ~ : : developed 
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non-luminescing (Fig. 2/4b). In many cases it is overlain by 
what is presumed to be a clay film which was probably introduced 
during exposure. These are interpreted as cutans (Brewer, 1964; 
Meyers, 1978). The cement rim is easily distinguishable when 
it is covered by a cutan or when it is directly overlain by 
ferro an calcite (Fig. 2/4a), but it is harder to see when overlain 
by non-ferro an calcite. This type of cement has been identified 
along the length of the Gilwern Oolite where studied. It extends 
from the upper surface of the oolite as far as the fissure zone 
(2 ~ ) ) in the Clydach area and approx. 1 ~ ~ elsewhere. 
Above the fissure zone, pore space is largely filled by 
'early' sparry calcite, as are cobbles of the Gilwern Oolite 
found within the overlying Llanelly Fm. (Wright, 1981, 1982). 
This is in marked contrast to below the fissure zone where 
appreciable amounts of 'late' non-ferroan and farroan calcite are 
present. In the fissure zone itself there is little cement, the 
only large crystals being syntaxial overgrowths on echinoderm 
fragments. Here most of the pores are filled with clay and there 
is much pressure solution between the ooids and between ooids and 
syntaxial o v e ~ g r o w t h s . . Ooids encapsulated in syntaxial overgrowths 
are not affected by pressure solution. Pore filling sparry calcite 
cements are illustrated in Figs. 2/4c-j. That they are pre-
exposure in age is proved by the application of the criteria 
outlined previously (Fig.2/4f-j). The largest, most complete and 
most easily studied cement sequences occur in syntaxial overgrowths 
on echinoderm fragments (Fig. 2/4d), but equivalent cements are 
also seen around ooids (Fig. 2/4c). 
The initial overgrowth is usually composed of inclusion-rich 
calcite, but the density of the inclusions is very variable and 
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they maybe almost absent. This is followed by inclusion-free 
calcite. A thin, faintly ferroan zone is occasionally found 
separating the two. CL reveals 2 lot more detail. Each of the 
three zones described above has a distinctive luminescent 
character: 
1. inclusion-rich calcite. This is dominantly non-luminescing 
but often contains irregular patches of dull and brightly 
luminescing calcite; 
2. ferroan calcite, where present, is represented by a dull 
luminescing zone. This luminescing zone is also p ~ e s e n t t in 
samples where no ferroan calcite was evident. This may 
reflect the insensitivity of the staining technique to 
very small amounts of iron, or could be a true representa-
tion of the situation. This zone sometimes contains irregular, 
non-luminescing patches that cut across the zonation (Fig. 
2/4g). These are discussed in 3.2. 
3. clear calcite. This is dominantly non-luminescing but 
contains a brightly luminescing, harline zonation pattern. 
The clear, sparry calcites show no evidence of characteristic 
vadose fabrics. Their 'early' formation, clear sparry nature and 
zonal geometry (Meyers, 1974) suggests a phreatic meteoric origin. 
The origin of the initial inclusion-rich calcites and their 
patchy luminescence will be considered later. 
Meniscus cements 
Meniscus cements are best seen in the fissure zone as here 
there is little other calcite cement. They are never found in 
the rocks overly ins the fissure zone in which the pores are filled 
by sparry calcite. For this reason they are thought to post-date 
the pore filling calcite. They are usually intimately associated 
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with the cutans previously mentioned (Fig. 2/5a, b). The cutans 
are often continuous with the cements that bridge across the 
pore throats. The amount of clay within these cements makes them 
dark. 
At Daren Cilau the menisci are formed by clear, non-
luminescing calcite (Fig. 2/5c). These do not show the typical 
smooth, concave surfaces of menisci (Halley & Harris, 1979), but 
qre spikey. This is due to overgrowth of later calcite. When 
non-luminescing calcite completely fills the pores the menisci 
are almost totally obscured, even using CL (Fig. 2/5d). As with 
the other 'early' cements, meniscus cements are patchily developed. 
Most samples from the top of the Gilwern Oolite show no recognisable 
meniscus cements. 
As Dunham (1971) pointed out, meniscus cements invariably 
result from precipitation in the vadose environment. It is 
unusual to find much clay within them, presumably this reflects 
the large amount of clay associated with the exposure surface. 
Green clay is found within the breccia zone at the top of the 
Gilwern Oolite. The lack of meniscus cements b e l o ~ ~ the fissure 
zone is consistent with this marking the water table (see 1.2). 
~ a l c r e t ~ ~ cements 
Microspar is found filling the pores of some samples from 
the top metre of the Gilwern Oolite. It post-dates some sparry 
calcite (rig. 2/5 e-g). CL reveals that it is made up of zoned 
rhombs, identical to those found in the overlying calcrete (Fig. 
2/5h). Therefore, it is considered to have formed in a similar 
way and at the same time as the calcrete. In one sample micro-
spar of two d i f f e r i n ; ~ ~ grain sizes was found (Fig. 2/5g). Exact 
equivalents of these two microspars can be found in the overlying 
Fig. 2./5 
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calcrete (Fig. 2/5h). The earlier of the two is finer grained 
and brightly luminescing, the later one is coarser grained and 
CL reveals zoned rhombs. The earlier one lies between cement 
that has spalled from its original ooid substrate and th2t ooid. 
This requires the cement framework to have expanded. This has 
resulted in crystal boundaries pulling apart and the spaces thus 
produced have been filled with brightly luminescing calcite. 
The later microspar only occurs in large primary pores that were 
never completely filled with sparry calcite. The restriction of 
the earlier microspar to pores produced by spalling and the later 
microspar to primary porosity is not understood. Nor is the 
process causing expansion. However, this is not the only example 
of expansion fabrics associated with 'calcrete' cements. 
Sparry calcite associated ~ i t h h calcrete formation 
A thin, often irregular, brightly luminescing calcite layer 
is sometimes fOGnd on crystals cut by the karst surface and on 
crystals within the oolite itself (Fig. 2/4f, 5i, j). ~ h e r e e present 
within the oolite the surface that it coats is often irregular 
(Fig. 2/5i) and does not represent the original crystal face. 
The uneveness of the surface is probably the result of etching. 
This cement is interpreted as being associated with the calcrete 
development because its CL has a similar intensity to that of 
the calcrete and it post-dates the karst formation. 
Discussion 
There is a well developed sequence of cements at the top of 
the Gilwern Oolite. The sequence is most complete in the eastern 
portion of the outcrop, the earlier cements being absent further 
west. The inferred environments of precipitation of these cements 
are summarised in Fig. 2/1. 
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The micrite and fibrous cements are probably of marine 
o r i ~ i n , , whereas the l a t ~ r r cements a ~ e e meteoric. This change is 
associated with the marine regression that resulted in the 
exposure of the top of the Gilwern Oolite. The absence of the 
earlier cements in the west is not unexpected since t h e y . ~ e r e e
developed before the erosion surface that progressively removes 
more and more of the top of the oolite as one moves westwards. 
If these cements were eller present in the west any evidence of 
them has now been removed. 
The meteoric cements record a change from phreatic to 
vadose conditions at the top of the Gilwern Oolite. The karst 
surfaca we see today cuts phreatic cements. No evidence of the 
vadose zone that must have once lain above these cements is seen; 
erosion associated with karst formation must have resulted in its 
removal. The lowering of the land surface associated with karst 
development has lead to the situation that exists today where the 
karst lies well below its original level, in fact, within what 
was once the phreatic zone below the karst at an earlier stage 
of its history. This is discussed further in Chapter 8. 
The absence of rocks with abundant phreatic cements below 
the top 1-2 m.is a problem. It may be possible to explain this 
on textural grounds since the only samples that contain abundant 
phreatic cements are very pure oQsparites. The ooids in these 
retain much of their original structure, unlike those from the 
impure oosparites lower down which are generally smaller and 
completely micritised. In the pure oosparites the first cement 
forms a dense, drusy rim around the ooids (Fig. 2/4c, e), whereas 
in the impure oosparites few cement crystals nucleate on the 
ooids. The ability of micritisation to prevent nucleation may 
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be a result of the small size of the micrite crystals, alternatively 
it may reflect the presence of organic matter. Areas in which 
there are many calcite crystals growing will possess a larger 
surface area on which calcite can be precipitated and hence the 
pores will fill more quickly than pores which have few crystals 
growing in them. In the case in question the pores in the pure 
oosparite were often completely filled whereas the pores in the 
impure oosparite lower down still retained much porosity. 
Alternatively, the change in nucleation density could reflect a 
change in water chemistry with depth (Halley & Harris, 1969). 
If the degree of cementation is only controlled by the 
nature of the substrate, the same cement zonation pattern should 
be seen in 'early' phreatic cements from both the pure and impure 
oosparites. This is the case for zone 2, but the non-luminescing 
calcite (zone 3) seen in the pure oosparite contains many brightly 
luminescing hairline subzones (Fig. 2/4c-f), far more, in fact, 
than are seen in the crystals in the impure oosparite. Unfortunately, 
initial 'late' calcite cement has a similar Cl to zone 3. Unless 
a marker exists between 'early' and 'late' calcites with this 
sort of Cl, as in fig. 2/Si,j, they cannot be told apart. Such 
markers are extremely rare. Therefore it is impossible to be sure 
that the zone 3 calcites in the pure oosparite are not present in 
the impure oosparite also. 
Although the preCipitation of meniscus cement was associated 
with the introduction of abunaant clay during exposure, Cl suggests 
that the meniscus cements were not precipitated from the same 
groundwaters as the calcrete, since they are non-luminescing 
whereas the calcrete and the sparry cement associated with it are 
brightly luminescing. The meniscus cements probably pre-date the 
calcrete as they are often oV3rlain by more clay. The water table 
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at this time seems to have been at the level of the fissure zone 
in the Clydach area, since this is the limit of vadose cementa-
tion and clay penetration. This is in agreement with the 
interpretation of Jright (1980, 1981, 1982). 
The brecciation of the top of the Gilwern Oolite is 
associated with karstification and post-dates phreatic cementa-
tion. 
'Early' cementation in the remainder of the Oolite Group 
a. Within the remainder of the Gilwern Oolite 
Evidance that 'early' cementation has occurred in the remainder 
of the Gilwern Oolite includes:-
1. sculptured, intraformational erosion surfaces; 
2. intraclasts; 
3. diagenetic sediment; 
4. cements with fabrics typical of early cementation. 
These criteria are discussed below. 
Sculptured, intraformational erosion surfaces 
These surfaces are highly irregular, with overhanging 
edges and holes (Fig. 2/6). They have a relief of 15 cm. 
or more and in some cases probably have a lateral extent 
in excess of t km. They are the r e s ~ l t t of erosion of cemented 
sediments, for unconsolidated sediment could not retain such 
intricate shapes. These surfaces are not obvious in outcrop 
unless they separate two very different rock types, i.e. 
pelsparite and biosparite. Two surfaces were sampled unwittingly 
and were onlymentified on cut and ground surfaces so there 
is the possibility that more exist. There was no sign of 
encrustation or boring of these surfaces either on a hand 
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specimen or outcrop scale. The three surfaces found will 
be described below and an attempt made to identify the 
cements responsible for their 'early' lithification. 
SAMPLE 18337, Coral Bed, Pwll du 
This is the surface illustrated in serial section in 
rig. 2/6. It separates an oobiosparite aoove from an 
oopelsparite below. Coarse bioclastic debris is concentrated 
immediately above the surface. The surface cuts sedimentary 
laminations in the pelsparite. Although the surface is a 
very noticable feature in slaDs, it is diffuse and hard to 
recognise in thin section. This is because the surface is 
not micritised and grains are not obviously cut. 
Above the surface, cementation is by faintly ferro9n 
calcite which has a dull luminescence, followed by calcite 
which is non-luminescing but contains brightly luminescing, 
harline subzones (Fig. 2/7a). Syntaxial overgrowths have 
an earlier inclusion-rich calcite zone. In ooid-rich areas 
below the surface, exactly the same cements are present (Fig. 
2/7b). In pellet-rich areas the pores are too small to 
positively identify the cements, but it appears to contain 
many inclusions, giving it a brown tinge. CL shows it to 
be non-luminescing except for irregular patches which are 
brightly luminescing. The inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowths 
above the surface have a similar Cl, although the bright 
patches (probably filled solution vugs, see Chapter 3) do 
not appear to be so abundant here 
SAMPLE 21661, Coral Bed, Twyn-y- dinas 
This surface is clearly visible in outcrop, and possibly 
• 
equivalent junction is found at Craig y Gaer. A pelsparite 
is overlain by a coarse pelbiosparite. This junction is 
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stylolitised along much of its length. Much detrital quartz 
is concentrated along it. Sedimentary laminations within 
the pelsparite are cut by the surface. 
The intergranular areas within the pelsparite are very 
small, making it impossible to identify the cement. CL 
reveals it to be non-luminescing except for irregular, 
brightly luminescing patches. Similar areas are found within 
the echinoderm plates and earliest syntaxial overgrowths 
above the surface. As in the case of the previous sample, 
there is no apparent difference in the cements above and below 
the erosion surface. 
SAMPLE 17856, middle of the Gilwern Oolite, Daren Ddu 
This surface separates impure ossparite above from pure 
oosparite below and not surprisingly is obscure in outcrop. 
It is best seen at the north end of the Daren Ddu quarries, 
where it can be traced the whole length of the quarry (approx. 
16 m.) It can also be found at Craig y Gaer and possibly 
at the southern end of the Daren Ddu Guarries. It has not 
been found at Llanelly Quarry. The shape of the surface is 
similar to that described from 18337 (Fig. 2/6) but in this 
instance it is micritised. At one point in the sample the 
surface is broken and a fissure extends several millimatres 
below the surface clearly c u t t i n ~ ~ the grains. This may be 
a boring, but there is no evidence of extensive boring or 
encrustation of the surface. 
The pure oosparite below the surface is almost entirely 
cemented by non-ferroen calcite, whereas there is a far 
higher proportion of later ferroan calcite above the surface. 
This is a situation similar to that deacribed for the sparry, 
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phreatic cements at the top of the Gilwern Oolite. In both 
cases this does not mean that there are different cements 
above and below the surface as is made clear with CL (Fig. 
2/7c, d). The only cement that can be identified below 
the surface, but not above, is an exceedingly thin isophachous 
rim (5-10 ~ ~ ~ thick). It is only visible where it is covered 
by micritic diagenetic sediment (Fig. 2/7e). It appears to 
be non-luminescing (Fig. 2/7f). 
It has proved remarkably difficult to identify the 
'early' cements responsible for the lithification of the 
sediment associated with the erosional surfaces. In only 
one case, 17856, has such a cement been positivelymentified 
and even here it is only present in miniscule quantities. 
Possible reasons why 'early' cement is impossible to identify 
within the Coral Bed are:-
1. only very small amounts of cement are needed to 
lithify sediment sufficiently for intricate eroaion 
surfaces to develop (as is evident from 17856). The 
pores are so small in the pelsparites below the erosion 
surfaces in the Coral Bed that it may just not be possible 
to ~ e e e these cements with the methods employed; 
2. similar cements developed contemporaneously with 
sedimentation both above and below the erosion surfaces. 
Hence, the distribution of pre-erosion cement is not 
unique to the lower unit. 
The morphology of the erosion surfaces qescribed above is 
similar to erosion surfaces described by Ginsburg (1953) and 
Read & Grover (1977), which they interpreted as being the 
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result of intertidal erosion. A similar origin is 
envisaged for the intricate erosion surfaces from the Gilwern 
Oolite. 
Intraclasts 
The abundance and size of intraclasts varies within the 
Gilwern Oolite. Fig. 2/8 illustrates this variation in the 
Clydach area. At the west end of the outcrop, where only 
the base of the sequence is represented, intraclasts are rare. 
In tne Clydach area there is an increase in the size 
anJ abundance of intraclasts in the middle of the Gilwern 
Oolite. This occurs close to the level at which the erosion 
surfaces are found at Daren Ddu. It has been suggested that 
the erosion surfaces formed in the intertidal zone. If 
the intraclasts were locally derived, as seems l i ~ e l y , , their 
increased size and abundance may reflect the shoaling and 
associated increase in erosion that resulted when this area 
was raised to near sea-level. 
Not surprisingly most of the intraclasts found immediately 
above the erosion surface at Daren Ddu look very similar to 
the sediments immediately below the surface and show the same 
very thin isopachous rim. Intraclasts from elsewhere vary 
greatly in lithology, with varying proportions of ooids, 
pellets and bioclasts. Many of the clasts have their pores 
completely filled with micrite: this may be a cement or an 
internal sediment. Sparry calcite cements can be matched 
with the cements in the surrounding sediment. The margins 
of intraclasts are usually well rounded and grains at the 
edges are truncated. Often the cuter 100 ~ m . . or so is micrit-
ised. Occasionally the centres of the intraclasts have fallen 
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out and been filled by later cement; the margins are 
preserved since they have been micritised. This illustrates 
how poorly cemented some of the intraclasts were when they 
were incorporated into the sediment. 
Diagenetic sediment 
'Early' internal sedimentation is rare in the Gilwern 
Oolite. Only one example has been found, which is from the 
Coral Bed at Daren Odu. Carbonate diagenetic sediment over-
lies an inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowth on an echinoderm 
fragment (Fig. 2/7g, h). Ferroan calcite overlies the 
diagenetic sediment. This suggests that the syntaxial 
overgrowth formed very early. 
Typical 'early' cements 
Cements that fall into this category are rare in the 
Gilwern Oolite. Cements reminiscent of marine, phreatic 
cements are occasionally found. These have fabrics very 
similar to those described by Dravis (1979) for oolitic 
hardgrounds (Fig. 2/7i). Cemented layers are not found 
though. The cement is restricted to small, irregular 
patches with no distinctive margins. In one case it is 
only found within the sediment within an articulated shell. 
Obviously the right physical and/or chemical environment for 
this type of cementation was rarely attained. The only 
examples of this type of cementation are found from Coed 
Pant-y-daren westwards. 
These cements are non-luminescing, but are mottled with 
dull luminescing patches (Fig. 2/7j). They appear to be 
similar to associated inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowths. 
Assuming that the fibrous Carboniferous marine cements were 
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like recent ones, this may reflect a change in mineralogy 
from aragonite or high-Mg calcite to l o ~ - M g g calcite. 
b. Within the Clydach Beds 
Evidance of 'early' cementation is rare in the Clydach Beds. 
This is in part due to their fine grained nature, micrites 
and pelsparites predomin2ting, which makes the application 
of the criteria for the recognition of 'early' cements 
impossible to apply with the methods of investigation employed, 
and partly because much of the Clydach Beds are dolomitised. 
The presence of micrite crusts in the west indicates that 
at least part of the outcrop was subaerially exposed, pene-
contemporaneously, which would make 'early' meteoric 
cementation a distinct possibility. Unfortunately the rocks 
underlying the crusts are pelmicrites, so no evidence of any 
'early' cementation can be identified. Two pieces of 
information that do illustrate that 'early' cementation waa 
occurring are: 
1. intraclasts; 
2. diagenetic sediment. 
Intraclasts 
Unfortunately all intraclasts found are micrites or 
biomicrites, very similar to the rocks exposed in the Clydach 
Beds themselves. There is no possibility of identifying the 
cements in these with the methods of investigation employed 
here. However, the presence of abundant, rounded intra-
clasts w i ~ h i n n the Clydach Beds (Fig. 2/9a) does suggest that 
'early' cementation was occurring. 
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Diagenetic sediment 
Although diagenetic sediments usually do not overlie 
cement this does occasionally happen (Fig. 2!9b). The 
cement involved is very faintly ferroan and has a CL 
unlike any found elsewhere in the Oolite Group; it is dull 
to bright and shows zonation. 
c. Within the Blaen Onneu Oolite 
There is only rare, scattered evidence of 'early' cementation 
in the Blaen Onneu Oolite. This is in the form of: 
1. intraclasts; 
2. diagenetic sediment; 
3. CL cement fabrics similar to those of known 'early' 
cements. 
Intraclasts 
The only intraclast found is well rounded, consisting 
of a relatively pure oosparite (17872). A thin, isopachous 
rim of cement surrounds the grains, similar to that described 
in sample 17B56. This is not present outside the clast. 
Especially near the intraclast's margin, the isopachous rim 
is overlain by micrite which assists in its recognition. 
As in the case of 17856 it is difficult to identify the 
isopachous rim using CL. It is probably at most only dully 
lumineSCing, similar to that of 17856 (Fig. 2!7d). Later 
sparry cements, within the clast, are identical to those 
in the surrounding sediment. 
Diagenetic sediment 
Diagenetic sediment is only found in sample 17887 where 
it overlies inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowths. 
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CL cement fabrics similar to those of known 'early' 
cements 
The first cement in sample 17841 (Fig. 2/9c) has a 
CL character very similar to that of the original cements 
found in sample 21657 (Fig. 2/2g). There is no other 
evidence as to the age of this cement. Presuming that the 
similarity is due to similar environments of precipitation 
this cement may be 'early'. 
d. Within the Daren Ddu Beds 
It is only possible to study the cements of the Daren Ddu 
beds at the west end of the outcrop; further east they are 
very fine grained and largely dolomitised. There is 
virtually no evidence of 'early' cementation except in the 
biosparites directly overlying the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite at 
Chaw Pant-y-Rhiw (samples 17885, 6). within these biosparites 
many episodes of diagenetic sedimentation a ~ e e found. The 
biosparites are unusual in that they contain authigenic 
glauconite, indicating low sedimentation rates. Therefore, 
it would be possible to introduce many generations of diagenetic 
sediment from the sediment-water interface. 
Internal sediment is found lying directly on allochem3 
(fig. 2/9d) as well as diagenetic sediment overlying cement 
(Fig. 2/ge, f, g, h). large sparry calcites are found filling 
some of the bigger voids; thesa are also overlain by diagenetic 
sediment (Fig. 2/9i, j). The calcite overlying this diagenetic 
sediment can positively be identified as 'late' (see 2.2). 
The 'early' cements have a very d i s t i n c t i ~ e e CL which 
cannot be correlated vertically and only dutiously horizontally 
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(Fig. 2/9d, f, h, J). The inclusion-rich syntaxial over-
growths have a typical patchy and variable CL (Fig. 2/9f, 
h), similar to that found in inclusion-rich syntaxial 
overgrowths elsewhere. 
e. Within the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite 
'Early' cements have been identified within this oolite on 
the basis of: 
1. diagenetic sediment; 
2. fabrics typical of early cements; 
3. CL fabrics similar to known 'early' cements. 
Diagenetic sediment 
Sampla 17846, from within the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite at the 
western end of the outcrop, is one of several samples that 
contain diagenetic sediment overlying isopachous rims around 
ooids (Fig. 2/10a, b). Of en the rim is too small to study 
in detail, but in one case it could be correlated with the 
inclusion-rich stage of a syntaxial overgrowth (Fig. 2/10c, 
d). In most cases the rims show patchy, dull luminescence 
(Fig. 2/10b, d), but occasionally they are very brightly 
luminescing. Well developed, non-luminescing fibres are 
occasionally seen radiating from some ooids (Fig. 2/10e), 
with average dimensions of 3 ~ ~ ~ by 1 ~ m . . (c.f. fibrous cements 
at the top of the Gilwern Oolite, Fig. 2/2g). Equivalent 
syntaxial overgrowths have spires that have the same 
irregular luminescence (Fig. 2/10d). 
Fabrics typical of early cements 
Allochems at the top of the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite at 
Chaw Pant-y-rhiw are cemented by isopachous, fibrous (7) 
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cements (Fig. 2/10f, g). This cement decreases rapidly in 
a b u n ~ a n c e e away from the top of the oolite and has disappeared 
1 em. below the toP. Here sparry cement fills the pores 
(Fig. 2/1Ch, i). The isopachous cements have a brown 
tinge suggesting that tney contain may inclusions. Contemporary 
syntaxial overgrowths on echinoderm plates are also rich in 
inclusions. In places the irregular top of the oolite cuts 
down below the level of the isopachous cements and here the 
pores near to the surface are filled with internal sediment, 
there being no cement. 
The isopachous cements have a very irregular luminescence, 
as do the equivalent syntaxial overgrowths (Fig. 2/18b). 
The cements are basically non-luminescing, but contain 
brightly luminescing patches. In syntaxial overgrowths this 
occasionally forms a zone outsice the non-luminescing area. 
Syntaxial overgrowths, showing similar luminescing character, 
are found even where the isopachous rims are not developed 
around the ooijs. 
Isopachous, fibrous cements have been described from 
elsewhere in the Oolite group and a marine origin attributed 
to them. This also implies a marine origin for the inclusion-
rich syntaxial overgrowths. The decreasein the amount of 
this cement downwards is reminiscent of the distribution ona 
would expect for a hardground ( O ~ a v i s , , 1979). However, 
there is no sign or encrustins organisms on the top of the 
oolite, although there are steep-sided pits, described in 
Chapter 1, which could be interpreted as borings. Unfortunately 
other samples collected from the top of the Pwll-y-cum Oolite 
do not contain the top few centimetres and so are below the 
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level where one would expect the hardground cements to be 
developed. 
CL cement fabrics similar to known 'early' cements 
One example of such a cement has already been described 
from the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite and is illustrated in Fig. 2/10e. 
other examples are from the eastern portion of the outcrop, 
close to the example described from the Slaen Onneu Oolite 
(Fig. 2/9c). Here the crystals are non-luminescing and often 
show sharp terminations. 
These look very similar to marine, fibrous cements 
previously described. There is no direct evidence as to 
their age. 
Conclusions 
from the account of 'early' cements ~ v e n n above several observations 
can be made: 
1. despite abundant evidence of subaerial exposure in the form 
of karsts, calcretes and micrite crusts there is very little 
indication of 'early' meteoric cementation. Indeed, it is 
largely limited to the very top of the Gilwern Oolite; 
2. there is abundant evidence for the 'early' age of inclusion-
rich syntaxial overgrowths from most units of the Oolite 
Group. Much of this evidence is provided by the presence 
of diagenetic sediment overlying these cements. The syntaxial 
overgrowths in these situations are not thought to be the 
result of neomorphic replacement of internal sediment (Bathurst, 
1975 p. 492), since they are identical to the majority of 
the inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowths which show no 
association with internal sediment. 
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The similarity of this cement throughout the Oolite 
Group is thought to reflect the fact that it developed 
contemporaneously with sedimentation in very similar 
environments. It is not thought to represent a single 
precipitation event occurring after the Oolite Group had 
been deposited. The equivalence of the inclusion-rich 
syntaxial overgrowths to isopachous fibrous cements 
suggests they have a marine origin. The irregular CL 
that is typical of these cements is discussed in Chapter 3; 
3. cements precipitated at different times but in similar 
environments tend to have similar CL characteristics. 
This is illustrated by the inclusion-rich syntaxial 
overgrowths; 
4. cements that are very limited in their distribution (as 
shown by CL) have generally been identified as 'early'; 
5. fibrous cements are usually greatly altered, although 
occasionally what are presumed to be their original internal 
structure is, at least in part, preserved and is visible 
using CL. ~ h e r e e it can still be seen it consists of prismatic 
crystals several microns long and a micron wide. These are 
non-luminescing. The poor preservation of the original 
structure is thought to reflect the unstaOle nature of the 
original minerallogy during freshwater diagenesis. 
2.2 'Late' cementation 
Cements that were precipitated after the exposure of the 
top of the Gilwern Oolite have been termed 'late'. The 
criteria used to identify these cements are listed below: 
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1. cements that fill fractures in the calcrete must post-date 
calcrete formation (fig. 2/11a); earlier fractures are 
filled with calcrete-like material; 
2. cements that overlie pore fillings that are interpreted as 
being synchronous or penecontemporaneous with calcrete 
formation must be 'late'; 
3. the presence of markerswithin a cement sequence which are 
associated with calcrete formation can be used to separate 
'early' from 'late' cement (Fig. 2/5j). These markers consist 
of etched surfaces or layers of brightly luminescing calcite. 
However, these tend only to occur at the top of the G i l ~ e r n n
Oolite; 
4. cements that can be correlated, through distinctive staining 
and/or CL patterns, with cements that are known to be 'late' 
from the above criteria or with cements from formations 
overlying the Oolite Group (Fig. 2/11b-e) must themselves 
be 'late'. 
Using the above criteria the following sequence of 'lata' cements 
has been identified: 
1. predominantly non-luminescing calcite. This contains fine, 
brightly luminescing lines; 
2. faintly ferroan calcite (at least inthe case of 22361) which 
is brightly luminescing and shows slight zonation; 
3. zoned ferroan calcite which has dull luminescence, the 
zones of which have slightly different CL tones; 
4. baroque dolomite which is non-luminescing. 
The above divisions of the 'late' cements are discussed further 
in 2.3 where they are fitted into a gen9ral zonation scheme. 
, 
Fig. 2/11 
a)Cement filling a trac7J.re cavity in calcrete (C:) . ~ h e e dull luminescing area 
(Fe) is ferroan a.'ld ehe non-luminescir.g area wi,:::" fine, brightly luminescing 
lines (L) is no n-ferro an. A. thin laye= of brightly luminescing oalcite 
se;arates the ewo (arrow).Sample 17843. 
b)Cements from the base of the PenllwY:l Oolite,Llanelly Pm.Brightly Luninesc-
iL:g calcite (A.) lies between predominandy non-luminescing calcite 
dull luminesckng ferroan calcite (?e).Sample LX14 of V.P.Wright. 
(. , 
I,.J.J, and 
c ) C e m e n ~ ~ from t ~ e e Cheltenham Limestone Member,Llanelly F m . ~ h e e same sequence of 
cements are present as described in (b).Sample 1-17. 
d)Cement from the top of the Gilwern Oolite.A similar series of cements are 
present as described from the Llanelly Fm. in (b) and (c).Sample 17823. 
e)Cements from the Gilwern Oolite.A similar series of cements are present as 
described from ehe Llanelly Fro. in (b) and (c).Sample 20539. 
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The 'late' cements also occur within the Llanelly Formation 
and therefore must be younger than the sedimentation of this 
formation. Further than this there is no evidence available at 
the present time to date these cements more accurately. 
2.3 C o r r e l a t ~ f f cement zones 
The importance and implication of being able to correlate 
cement zones was first pointed out by Evamy (1969). Since then 
several correlation schemes, using CL as a basis of zone identifica-
tion, have been documented (Ebers & Kopp, 1972; Oglesby, 1975), 
the most far reaching being that of Meyers (1974, 1978). Meyers 
(1978) was the first to introduce the concept of 'cement 
stratigraphy' which requires the ability not only to correlate 
cements but also date their precipitation and recognise such features 
as unconformity surfaces within them; drawing analogues with 
l i t h o s t r a t i g r ~ y . .
It has proved possible to correlate cement zones through 
much of the Oolite Group in the study area and indeed further 
westwards, since thg same zones have been identified in samples 
from Cwar y Ystrad, 5 km. west of 8laen Onneu. The identification 
of the same zones further eastwards is limited by the dolomitisa-
tion that occurs in that direction. Some of the cement zones identifiea 
have been mentioned in 2.1 and 2.2. These and the other zones 
are fitted into a cement zonal scheme outlined below. 
What is meant by a 'cement zone'? 
Before going further it is necessary to define what is meant by 
'zone' in the context of cement stratigraphy. A cement zone must 
be easily identifiable using either staining and/or CL techniques. 
In the case of t h ~ ~ Oolite Group, cement zones were intially 
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identified on the basis of staining since isotope sampling 
was done from stained thin sections. However, it became 
apparent that the zones identifieo in tnis way also had a 
characteristic CL pattern. 
Fig. 2/12a illustrates zoned calcite. However, this shows 
only part of a crystal. If a larger portion of the same crystal 
is considered (Fig. 2/12b) it can be seen that the zones 
illustrated in Fig. 2/12a are part of a zone in a larger scale 
zonation pattern. This zone is itself part of an even larger 
scale zonation pattern (fig. 2/12c). Therefore, one can have 
zoned zones and zoned, zoned zones and so on. It is the largest 
scale variation that, in the Oolite Group, corresponds to the 
staining pattern and it is the largest scale zones that are 
considered as 'cement zones'. These can be correlated within 
the Oolite Group. Simply, a 'cement zone' is an area within 
which the staining and/or CL is fairly constant. This interpreta-
tion agrees with that of Meyers (1974, 1978). 
The different scales on which zonation can occur can easily 
lead to misunderstanding and confusion when considering the 
subdivision of cements into zones. Therefore, a terminology is 
required that immediately makes it clear on what scale zonation 
is being discussed." One possibility is to divide cement zones 
into subzones. This is only a bipartite division and since 
subzones may themselves be zoned it is considered to be inadequate. 
The following open-ended system is preferred. The cement zone 
is considered to be a first order zone. This is sub-divided into 
second order "zones and these into third order zones and so on. 
In practice it is unlikely th3t more than a four-fold division 
would be needed. 
Fig. 2/12 
a) Z o ~ e d d calci -;;e :::0 l l s i ~ ~ s of br:.g='-;;:'y alld non-1Ullli.:lesc ing -::a':-:: i -:;e. ~ i e e brightly 
: ~ m i n e s c i n g g calcite is itsel: z o ~ e d . S a m p l e e 17SC5. 
'o)1:he ll'ea sho'om in (a) is sl:.o'Nn ~ ~ che tox. :'l:.e zonae. cal;::i ';;e $o.'ill ir:. \. a) is 
itself a zene ~ ~ a larger s;::ala zonatiQll ? a t , ; ; e r n . S ~ ; : e e 17905. 
c)!l:.e zor:.es il:
'
.lstrated ill (b) are the tr i g h ~ l y y lumir.esci:.g hairU.nes closest 
';;0 the allochems.These zo::es foo par,; of a la....oger scale zonation :pattern. 
Sample 17905. 
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Another problem with cement zones is how much variation to 
allow within a first order zone before two separ3te first order 
zones can be identified. Too rigorous a limitation cannot be 
applied for t h ~ ~ followinQ r=asons: 
1. variation w ~ ~ ~ a zone is to be expected and is the result 
of the nature of the cementation process. This is discussed 
later in this section; 
2. the CL seen will vary with the instrument and working 
conditions used. Photographs will vary with equipment, 
processing, exposure time etc. Variations will also 
exist between observers, since CL can only be described 
quantitatively. 
The cament zonal scheme 
The first order zones that have been identified are described 
below. These are illustrated in Fig. 2/13-15. It is impossible 
to illustrate an isolated zone, but an attempt has been made to 
group the illustrations to highlight various features of specific 
zones. 
Zone 1 
This consists of inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowths on 
echinoderm and brachiopod fragments. It is strongly ferroan. 
It is non-luminescing although it often contains irregular Patches 
with dull to bright luminescence in three or four tones. Very 
brightly luminescing spots correspond to brown inclusions of 
unknown origin. An irregular, dull luminescing area is visible 
between the echinoderm plate and Zone 1 in Fig. 2/13c. This is 
also ferroan. Similar areas are present in other samples althoUgh 
they may be overlain by Zone 2a rather than Zone 1 (Fig. 2/13d). 
In view of its unusual distribution the origin of this calcite 
p l.e; • 2/1 3 ZC.'{E 1, 2a. 2:: ~ ; : ) ) 3 :::::,:::r:5 
a)Syn1;ari.al o"le"'g=-o71til : o n : : a : . ~ q ; ; Zcn.es 1.Zb ~ d d 5.Sattp1e 1 7 ~ G - l . .
b),syn"Ca.xial . J " l e : - g r o ' ; I V ~ ~ c : ; : l : 3 . ! . r . ~ ~ ~ 2.:>:les :,2:: !lila. E..Zwr.e 1 1s ~ a s l . : : : a : : ' J J :lOn-
l u = i : l e s c ~ g g ~ t t c o n ~ a 1 : l S S ; a t c ~ e 3 3 ;f 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ e s : : : 1 ~ ~ : ; a l ~ . w e . : ~ ; i e e 1d;1;. 
c)Syntanal o v e ; ' ~ t ' O : l t : : " " c o n . ' ; a . : ' ~ = - e ; ; ZoJ::.es 1 a:::! 2 b . ~ ~ . l . . = e ~ : 3 . 1 ' , i \ 4 l ~ ~ lu::u:.escUlg 
area lies b e ~ ~ e e n n lone 1 a n ~ ~ :ce s ~ C 3 ~ r a t e . r ~ ~ : o ~ s ~ s t s s of ~ l o n g a w e e a:eas 
er;eude<i ; e ~ e m i ~ : : : ; . U a : : ,,0 -;;::"e sucst n.te. ~ : : ' i 3 3 ::.as been :::al.led ';00 =1:/ d.efUed' 
ZJn.e 1 ( l ? ) . S a c ~ l e e 1 7 8 ~ l . .
j ) ~ ~ i.regular,d;.lll l'.l::!.:les::::;'!lg area lies ::ew":;.en e ~ e e sueS'::!."a". and Zone 2a 
":alci"e.:':"is l.S ' ~ o o r l y y det1::::.ed' z-,ue I (1?).It :::onsiats ot t:'7Io ~ 7 i > 8 s s ox 
calc1te taat CaL be !.dent1tied as t:'7Io d1swinct !erroan :::alc1ees bJ staining, 
~ h e e ligcwer ot toe t ~ ~ ~ c a l o l . ~ e s s appears to overlie tne duller one.Sam;le 
17872. 
e).3:-ll."taxial overe,ro-.r.;l:. c o ~ ~ a . L ; ' n g g :ones 2a,20,3 ~ d . . 4.ZoJne 2a ;!as a -=-nica1 
,atcny l ~ ~ e s c e n . c e . S a = r l ; ; :7869. 
~ ) 3 : ; : a r = 7 7 calcite con"tai.c.i.:lg ! ' e r ! ' : l ~ ~ Zo::.e 3 :.1:'1::::. is iull. l'.t:1::.esc;.ng.Sac;>le 
13337. 
;; 3pa=.=y c a l c ~ ~ -;;e c o : r ~ a ~ ~ ~ ! u l ~ ~ : a : l I : ' ; : e s c ~ = g g Zone ;. ;;iwlutl.On ·r...ufS (5) wil:h.:.n 
Zv.:;.e j are fi':'led ",71th n o n - l u t ; ~ e s c i ! l g g ::alc1te.Zcne 3 is ov-erlun by ZOnes 
~ ~ 3.C.d o . .3ac.?le 205ac. 
a.)Zon8 ) st.o'il:'.:;.g second. o=o.e. Z O n a ~ l O t l l p a t 1 ; e r : l . ~ l u " l . o n n 'russ (5) 011'; ac:oss 
' ; ~ e e zouativn ~ a e " t e r n n ~ ~ ~ are filled ~ 1 , ; h h n o n - l ~ i : l e s c ~ ~ ~ : : : a : c i ~ e . S 8 Q p l e e
17854. 
i),syz:.-;;a.xial overgro'r.:n : : o n < ; a . : . ~ i r 6 6 Zones 2a,),4,5 !l!:.:1 6.2.:>ae 3 .,a::o''''8 s8Cvnd &Ad 
~ h i . d d o.der z o n a 1 ; i ~ n . S o l u - ; ; i o ~ ~ ! e a ~ ~ ~ e s s (S) are : d . e n . t i f i e d . S a c ~ l e e 17882. 
~ ) : o s s i b : e e Zone 3 c ~ e n ~ ~ ~ r o ~ ~ tne Jaren Jdu 2 e d a . S a z ~ l e e 17ee6. 
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is uncertain. It may not be a primary precipitate. In future 
such areas are termed 'poorly defined Zone 1'. The origin of 
this is considered further in Chapter 3. 
Zone 1 can be found occupying cavities that are presumed 
to have resulted from aragonite dissolution. There is no 
direct evidence as to the age of this zone, but i n d i ~ e c t t evidence 
suggests that it is 'early' since Zone 2b, an 'early' cement, 
commonly overlies it. 
Zone 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2/13a-d. 
Zone 2 
This zone can be divided into two second order zones, a and 
b. Zone 2a is the inclusion-rich,non-fe=roan calcite cement 
that ~ p i c a l l y y occurs as syntaxial overgrowths and is described 
in 2.1 (Fig. 2/7g, h, 10c, d, 13d, e). Its 'early' age has 
already been postulated. Zone 2a cannot be considered as a true 
cement zone since it did not result from a single precipitation 
event. However, since the inclusion-rich calcite always occurs 
in the same position in the cement sequence it will be treated 
as such. 
Zone 2b (Fig. 2/13a-c, e) consists of inclusion-free,non-
ferroan calcite. It must be 'early' in age as it can be found 
lying between zones that have both been identified as 'early'. 
Its CL is dull to bright and, on Qccasions, shows second and 
third order zonation. 
Zone 3 
Zone 3 consists of inclusion-free calcite that is often 
faintly ferroan on staining, although, as mentioned in 2.1, it 
often appears non-ferroan in the Gilwern Oolite. Its CL is dull 
and usually shows second and third order zonation. Fig. 2/13 e-j 
illustrates some of the variability found in this zone. 
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Irregular areas filled with dominantly non-luminescing 
calcite are common within Zone 3. Th, se are interpreted as 
solution features and are discussed in Chapter 3. 
Evidence establishing the 'early' age of Zone 3 was 
furnished in 2.1. 
Zone 4 
Zone 4 is composed of inclusion-free, non-ferroan calcite. 
It is a c o m b i n ~ t i o n n of 'early' and 'late' cement. The difficulties 
involved in distinguishing the two were outlined in 2.2. Due to 
these d i ~ f i c u l t i e s s both are included in the same first ordar 
zone. The CL has been described in 2.1 and 2.2. 
The third order, brightly luminescing, hairline zones that 
are present in Zone 4 tend to be clustered to form a second order 
zonation pattern. This is highly variable, but it has been possible 
to distinguish four second order zones, a d. Zone 4a is 'early' 
whereas Zones 4b, c and d are 'late'. It is not always possible 
to recognise the second order zones within Zone 4 calcite. This 
is particularly true of the Gilwern Oolite, especially the Coral 
Bed. Hairline, third order zones are virtually absent from the 
'lozenge-shaped' crystals of the Gilwern Oolite although they are 
found in associated larger crystals that grow into moulds (Fig. 
2/14i, j). 
Zone 4 calcites are illustrated in Fig. 2/14. The third 
order zonation pattern is responsible for picking out changes in 
crystallographic form during growth. This is considered further 
in 2.4. 
Zone 5 
A dull to brightly lumineSCing zone commonly occurs at the 
outer edge of Zone 4 throughout most of the Oolite Group in the 
Fig.2/14o ZONE 'I- C"EMEtTTS 
a)Second. order zonation within Zone 4 is defined ':y variations in t:J.e density 
of brightly l ~ o i n e s c i n g , t a i r l i n e , t ~ i r d d order zones. Second order zones a,b 
and c and identified. Sample 17905. 
b)&yntaxial overgroW'Ch containiLlg Zones 2a- 6.20n9 'I- contains second order 
zones a. 9.D.d b.l'ne latter lies i.1ncon!'or:naoly on an etched surface (arrow) at 
the outar edge of a.Sample 18349. 
c)Syntaxial o v e r g I ' I J ' l n ; ~ ~ containillg Zones 2a - 6. Zone 4 consists of sBcund order 
zones b and c.Zvne 4b lies U.;lco.::.ion::ably on Zone .3 (ar·ro1l).3amjfle 18350. 
d)Syntaxial overgrowth containiIlg Zones 3 - 6.It is hard to decide which 
second order zones Zone 4 can be div1ded into.:t probably represents Zone 40. 
Sample 17882. 
e)Syn"taxial o'lergrowth containing Zones 2a - 5.Second order zones c and d are 
identified in Zone 4.Sample 178G9. 
f)S;;ntaxial overgrowth contaicing Zones 2b,3,4 and 6.Zone 4 is thi.nner than 
is typical.It contains second order zoneS c and d.Sample 17836. 
S)Spar!'y calCite containing Zones 3 - 5.Zone 4 cannot be iivided into the 
second order zoned identified in the bulk ot the Oolite Group. I'lle brightly 
l ~ i n e s c i n g , h a i r l i n e , t h i r d d order zonation pattern highlights changes in 
crystallographic form that are typical of Zone 4 cements from the Coral Bed 
in the eastern portion of the 9utcrop.Sample 17825. 
~ ) S ~ a r r y y calcite c o n t a 1 n ~ g g Zones 4 - 6.The second order zonation is s u g g e s t e ~ ~
Zone 4b lies unconformably on Zone 'l-a (arrow) .Note the changing crystallo-
graphic form 1n Zone 4b.Sample 20550. 
i)Sparry calcite filling a mould in "the Gil'.'1ern Ool1te.Zones 4c and 4d are 
identified. Sample 20562. 
j ) S ~ a r r y y cement crystals from the same sample as in (i) .. These crystals grew 
b e t ~ w e e n n ooids.Note the 'lozenge-like' shape and the lack of second order 
zonation w1thin Zone 4.Sample 20562. 
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study area. This is Zone 5. It was identified as a 'late' 
cement in 2.2. Examples of Zone 5 are i l l u s t r a ~ e d d in 
Fig. 2/15a-f. 
Zone 5 can of tan be ioentifiad as faint:y ferroan by 
staining. However, it also occurs as a combination of ferroan 
and non-ferroan second order zenes in which the ferroan calcite 
has a CL similar to that of the single ferroan zone described 
above, while the non-ferroan calcite is dominantly non-
luminescing (Fig. 2/15e). At Coed Pant-y-daren the transition 
between one and more than one ferroan zone can be seen (Fig • 
. 2/15d). 
Despite the obvious variability of the zones labelled 5 in 
Fig. 2/15a-f, they are all thought to be equivalent since they 
lie in the same position in the cement sequence. 
Zone 6 
This zone is mainly composed of highly ferroan calcite that 
has a dull CL. It typically shows a pdtchy distribution of second 
order zones which do not correspond to a normal growth zon2tion 
pattern. Occasionally a more regular, although still not normal, 
growth zonation pattern is seen. This has been termed 'Fir-tree' 
zonation and its origins are considered in 2.4 Normal growth 
zonation is found within Zone 6 but this is largely restricted to 
later Zone 6 calcites. The later Zone 6 calcites show a progressive 
decrease in iron content and eventually become iron-free. The 
later non-ferroan Zone 6 is brightly luminec,cing. It is often 
found occupying fractures. 
Some Zone 6 cements that show normal growth zonation seem 
unrelated to other Zone 6 cements. These have a second order 
E'ig.2/l.5 ZONE .5 A.:iD 6 C 2 . ~ z . : ; ~ S S
a ) 3 p a ~ r y y c ~ e r . t t c = J s ~ a l s s c o c ~ ~ i n g g ; e = e n ~ ~ Z ~ c e s s 3 - 6 . : w ~ e e ~ ~ s ~ w s s the 
';ypical ' 1 o z e n . ~ e - l l . ~ ' ' st.apa ut tr.e G:.l-,ver.::! ';o1ite.Z.;.:.e .5 co.::!s!.sts ot a 
sl..Ilgle,t:lghtl:r l ~ i n e s c ! . ~ ~ z o c a . Z o ~ e e 5 S1::0'/iS '.::!o=:nal',3.lt=.ouga. atn1c91, 
zon.ation.Sacple 178;6. 
b)Sparry c a l c l ~ e e crystals ;c.::!tainicg Z ~ . : : ! e s s ~ ~ - c.:oce ; cocsis';s of t.ro 
';rlghtly lw:lJ.llescing seconi o=1.er zo::.es s e ~ a r ' i ~ e d d ty .::.o::.-luo::icescillg calcite. 
Zon.e 6 shows z o n a t i ~ n n similar ~ o o that seen. in ( a ) . S a m ~ l e e 2 C 5 9 ~ . .
l:znineSClIlg zone.Sac:ple 17906. 
i)Cec:s.a.t c r y s ~ a l l in "anich Zone .5 con";ains two !erroan, crigb:;lj 1;J:linescu:.g 
second. o ~ 1 e r r zones.T::'ese are sat:aratad. cy an in';er::u.;cent 1a;-e:- of non-
l u : l i n e s c i ~ ~ c alc!.te (a:-ro":I). S a l ~ : ; l e e 2C5.58. 
Sacp:'e 17887. 
g)SoClS Zone 6 shows reg'..:.lar,'Fir-c:.-se' zonat::.on.SaIIl;>le 17862. 
= . ) S ~ : s s of c r ~ g h ~ l y y l U : i c e s c i ~ ~ zalcite d i t h ~ ~ Z o ~ e e 6.Sa:;:e 2C552. 
l.)I.:u:tlal Zone 6 calcite is strongly !"erroa!1 !Ul.i l::.as i:ll.l b : l ~ e s c e n . c e . ~ a t e e
Zo:le 0 cal:;ite is !!Cn.-farr-laJl and. b r i ! h ~ l J J J::l:1i=:.esci.c.g.Sac:;le 21061. 
j)Zo::.e 6 from a vein.3r1gct1y l ~ i n e s c ~ ~ calcice !ills later ~ a c t ~ r e s . S a m ~ l . .
l7!:69. 
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zoncltion pattern of ferroan-non-ferroan-ferroan calcite. The 
intermediate calcite is brightly luminescing, but is often 
a b s e ~ ~ from the sequence (Fig. 2/15a, b). 
In some instances Zone 6 consists of a patchy distribution 
of calcite and ferroan calcite. The distribution of the calcite, 
which is brighly luminescing, can be irregular, in sheafs (Fig. 
2/15h) or in elongate areas parallel to twin lamellae. The latter 
is illustrated and discussed in 2.5. 
Cements of Zone 6 are illustrated in Fig. 2/15f-j. 
Zone 7 
The final cement zone is fer=oan dolomite showing undulose 
extinction and curved clevage. It occurs both as a pore filling 
and as a replacement mineral. This type of dolomite has been 
called saddle dolomite by Radke & Mathis (1980) and baroque 
dolomite by Folk & Asserreto (1974). It is non-luminescing. 
The cements found throughout most of the Oolite Group 
consist of Zones 2a, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (Plate 2/2a). Zones 1 and 
2b are restricted to the Pwll-y-cwm and 8laen Onneu Oolites in 
the Clydach area (Plate 2/2b). Some cements do not fit into this 
pattern at all well. These include some of the 'early' cements 
described in 2.1 and many of the cements from the Daren Odu Beds. 
for instance in the cements from sample 17879 (Plate 2 /3) the 
following zones can be identified: 
1. inclusion-rich syntaxial overgrowths which are dominantly 
ferroan but are zoned with non-ferroan calcite; 
2. ferroan calcite; 
3. non-ferroan calcite (this is very rare); and 
4. patchily zoned ferroan calcite, probably equivalent to Zone 6. 
a 
b 
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? l a ~ e e 2/2 
a ) T = a n g n i ~ e d d l ~ g ~ ~ ~ , c o ~ o m ~ c = o g r a ~ h h 0= ~ ~ 3 t a i ~ e d d ~ h i n n s e c ~ ~ c ~ ~ C a l : ~ : e e ~ e c e n ~ ~
c = y s ~ a l s s g r o w L : ~ g g : . . : : ~ o o a bi7alve(? ) lIIould COCl':a.!.':: Zones 2 a , 3 , ~ , 5 5 and 6 . 
5am:;:>le 18303 . 
b ) T = a n s n i ~ ~ e ~ ~ l : . g h ~ ~ , h o ~ o m ~ ~ = o g r a p c c 0: a s ~ ~ e d d ~ t i . : : : s e c ~ ~ o ~ . C ~ c ~ ~ e e ~ e m e ~ ~ ~
c c n t ~ s s Zones :,2b ~ ~ ~ 6. 
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?la"Ce 2/3 C ~ T T CRYSTALS S H C W ~ G G A.'l'Y?!CAL ZONi\:r:ON 
r=ausni"Cted l ~ g ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ o m ~ c = o g r a p h h o£ ~ ~ s ~ a L n e d d ~ ~ ~ ~ sectiun.rhe z o a a ~ i o ~ ~ seen 
i::J. -chis salll"ple cannot be cor=elated. ·,7i-vh 1jb.e tY:9ical zonation sc::'eme.Saa:ple 
17879. 
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Difficulties involved with c ~ r r e 1 2 ~ i n g g cement zones 
It is obvious from the illustr3tions of the cement zones a!reacy 
given in this section t ~ a t t thera is much v ~ r i a t i o n n ~ i t n i n n a 
given zone and it may oe difficult to correlate on anything 
other than a first oreer zone l ~ v e l l from one sample to another. 
Over what distance can a detailed correlation en a second order 
zonal lavel or more be made? T h ~ ~ difficulties of correlating 
over ever increasing distances is discussed below. Reasons are 
suggested to explain the di:ficulties encountered. 
Correlation within a single crystal: 
The zonal pattern seen in thin section through each crystal 
is usually constant. However, there are three situations where 
this is not true: 
1. discontinuity surfaces within crystals. 
In some crystals it has been noted tr.at zones stop part 
of the w a y ~ o u n o t h e e crystals (fig. 2/15a). The incomplete 
zon3S may represent the recommencement of precipitation 
after a hiatus in growth. Each successive layer of 
calcite precipitated is deposited in lattice continuity 
on the crystal below. ~ f t e r r a pause in growth the next layer 
precipitated may be incomplete perhaps reflecing some 
contamination of surface during the period of no growth; 
2. changing crystal form. 
~ a n y y of the cements of :he Colite Grcup display const2ntly 
changing crystal form (see 2.4). Crystal form is c h ~ n g e d d
by the preferential ;rowth of certain faces. Changing form 
will result in a variation in t ~ ~ ~ zonal pattern throu;h the 
crystal. In sections cut obliquely to the c-axis this nay 
result in a v a r i ~ t i o n n in t ~ e e zonal ~ a t t e r n n arcund the crystal 
Fig.2/l6 
a)Dl.scor .. <;1nuous zor.es around a crystal.l'he i..niti.al calcii:e preci;i.i:ated on top 
of: Zone 3 only Covers :9art of the aur:'ace. Sample 17878. 
t)Section 1;::'rough a CI".fStal CUi: approx. :;;:erpendl.c1.llar -co the c-axis.rhe 
zonation ,Pattern varias arou!ld the crystal.Sacple 18303. 
c)-rwo sec"tions thro'..lgh c!'ystals both CUi: approx. perpendicular to the c-axis. 
The zonation seen varies with the level at which t:'e section is taken. 
Sample 18303. 
d)Syntax1al overgrowth containi.:lg hairline,third order zones A and B.A and B 
a x ~ a n d d to give brightly luminescing bands (L) on the faster growing faces. 
Sam;le 17905. 
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(Fig. 2/16b). This is particularly true of sections cut 
through the terminations of crystals. Also sections taken 
at different levels through the crystal will revaal different 
zonations (Fig. 2/16c). This is also the case for simple 
crystals which have a constant farm. The most complete 
zonal sequences are usually seen in sections cut parallel 
to thG c-axis through the centre of the crystal. 
3. variations in growth rate around a crystal. 
Crystals may grow more rapidly in one direction than another 
(syntaxial overgrowths on echinoderms are a common example). 
A zone will be thicker on the face that is growing faster. 
Fig. 2/16d illustrates such a case. Hairline zones A and B 
are not recognisable on the faster growing face but are 
equivalent to brightly luminescing zoned bands, A is equivalent 
to L. If such variations in growth rate were represented 
by crystals growing in separate pores the two cement sequences 
would be difficult or impossible to correlate although they 
are equivalent. Usually, however, the case is not this 
extreme. 
Correlation between 'nearby' pores and/or moulds 
'Nearby' in this context is taken to mean in the same thin 
section. All crystals within a pore tend to have a similar zonal 
pattern although cut effects, the other factors discussed above 
and a variety of substrates can cause some variation. Although 
it is apparent that the cement zones identified in the Oolite 
Group can be correlated over many kilometres, the correlation 
between nearby pores can often be made on only the crudest of 
levels. This is illustrated below by a number of examples. 
91. 
SAMPLE 17882, alaen Onneu Ooli:e, Darren 
The thin section studied is illustrated in Fig. 2/17. 
It contains three shelter cavities below brachiopod valves 
in a pelsparite. As can be seen there is a marked variation 
in the proportion of Zones 3-6 in these areas. The increased 
thickness of Zone 3 in the lowest cavity implies an increased 
growth rate which has resulted in a much more detailed second 
and third order zonation being visible. The v2riation in 
thickness is not related to cavity size since they have 
similar dimensions. The condensed sequence in the upper 
cavities cannot be recognised in the expanded sequence of 
the lOI·.l8st cavity. 
SAMPLE 18303, Coral Bed, Twyn-y-dinas 
This sample contains many bivalve mculds. They are 
illustrated in Fig. 2/18. Zones 2-6 can be identified by 
staining and the distribution of these zones are summarised 
in Fig. 2/19. It is clear that: 
1. most moulds contain Zone 2a, so dissolution of the 
bivalves must have occurred prior to Zone 2a 
precipitation; 
2. the majority of moulds contain Zone 4; 
3. the complete cement sequence is not seen in any of 
the moulds; 
4. Zones 3, 5 and 6 are rare and often absent. 
These initial observations suggest that the filling of the 
moulds was not a simple process. Precipitation occurred 
in different moulds at different times and at different 
rates. 
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When the CL of the cements is also considered the 
situation becomes even more complic2ted. The CL of the 
cement filling 10 of the moulds is snown in Fig. 2/18. 
The major observations that can be made from this new 
information are: 
1. cements that have been assigned to Zone 4 have 
greatly varying CL second and third order zonation 
patterns. Occasionally cements from adjacent mould 
may show similarities. 
2. the typical zon2tion pattern that is pervasive through-
out the eastern section of the Coral Sed and is 
dominated by Zones 4-6 is only present in mould 8/9, 
earlier zones being very thin; 
3. Zone 3 has been identified in moulds using CL where it 
was not apparent with staining (Fig. 2/19). In these 
situations it is very thin; 
4. mould 1 has a cement whose CL is unlike that of any other 
in the Coral 8ed (or elsewhere). The ferroan zone 
that might have been identified as Zone 3 by staining, 
in fact is not Zone 3. 
CL confirms that the filling of the moulds was a hetero-
geneous process. The variation in the zonal patterns can 
be explained by the following processes: 
1. filling of the moulds did not occur at the same time. 
While precipitationwas occurring in one mould it was 
not necessarily occurring in another nearby. The 
variations in the location of precipitation at a given 
time may be controlled by a number of factors: 
98. 
a. substrate - this may have an inhibiting (as 
in the case of contaminated surfaces) or an 
enhancing (as in the case of large seed crystals) 
effect; 
b. permeability of the surrounding material - inherent 
variation in the permeability will central the 
path taken by pore fluids passing through the 
rock. This may result in small volumes being 
periodically isolated from the ambient pore fluids; 
2. variations in growth rate both within and between 
crystals. The causes of this are likely to be the same 
as discussed in 1a, b above. 
3. variations in the chemistry of microenvironments. 
Although the gross chemistry of the precipitating 
fluids is governed by factors outside the study area, 
small variations may occur as the result of local 
effects. Changes in Eh would be particularly important 
since this would affect the Mn and Fe content of the 
calcite precipitated and hence the CL (Oglesby, 1976). 
If such variations were on the scale of a single mould 
it would explain some of the variations of the zonation 
pattern in given zones. Small scale variations in 
chemistry may also explain the development of 'atypical' 
zonations as seen in Mould 1. Such changes may be 
influenced by the isolated occurrence of decaying 
organic matter or exotic sources of Mn2+ and Fe 2+ ions. 
SAMPLE 17829, Pwll-y-cwm Oolite, Daren Ddu 
The variation within a section from this sample is illustrated 
in Fig. 2/20. ? There are six distinct areas ~ i t h i n n 2 cm-: 
Fig. 2/20 V I\RJATION IN CEMENT ZONATION IN A 'NIIN EJECTION 
A. sketch of a thin seotion from Sample 17829 distinguishes areas that have 
undergone compaction and pressure solution(dashed)from those that have not 
(white) .CL p h o t o ! ~ r a p h s s show the varIation that is found within the cement. 
Scale bar of photomlcl'op;raphs rel;resents 2(0)lm. 
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The following observaticns can be made: 
1. late cements are restricted to areas that retain 
high porosity, i.a. that have not undergone pressure 
solution; 
2. pre-Zane 6 cements are best developed within the 
largest pores, especially within brachiopod shells; 
3. t h ~ ~ earliest zones are only present as syntaxial over-
growths and are largest on the largest seed crystals; 
4. possible solution features have a very limited distribution. 
They are found in the areas that have undergone pressure 
solution. 
As in previous examples cementation has been a heterogeneous 
process. Pressure solution and compaction seem to control 
the distribution of Zone 4 and 5 cement, it beinQ excluded 
from areas in which this has occurred. Pressure solution and 
compaction will cause a decrease in permeability and hence 
pore fluids will move less easily through areas in which 
this has occurred. The presence of thicker cement zones 
within shell cavities may also be a permeability effect, the 
shell cavities being large voids within the rock. 
Tho effect of substrate on the zonal pattern developed 
is illustrated by the earliest cement being observable only 
as syntaxial overgrowths. Thus the zonal pattern seen in 
a rock is also a reflection of the allochems that make up 
that rock. 
S A ~ P L E E 18335, Pwll-y-cwm Oolite, Daren Ddu 
Variations in the relative abundance of zones even occurs 
in the most homogeneous of rocks. Fig. 2/21 shows cements 
from a pure, well sorted oosparite. Again s u b s ~ r a t e e plays 
Fig. 2/21 
A sketch of a \ ; b . ~ . : l l section. free Sac-.ple 18335 sho'llS oosparite( stippled) and 
spar filled. m01.A.ld.s( '.'Ihite) .Ct p b . o ' C ~ g r ~ a s s shc-.v 7ariatiouS i!::. ";:le proportion 
of ce:nent ZO.les at 1ii'::ereu"C lflaces -,'li-';::un. the tai!l section.Scale bar of 
~ h o t o m i c r o g r a p h s s rep:ese.:J."CS 2 C C ~ . .

1 ~ . .
a role in controlling the relative thickness of zones, 
early z o n ~ s s precominating in syntaxiul overgrowths on rare 
echinocerm fragments. The v ~ r i 2 t i o n n in thickness and 
relative ~ b u n : o n c e e of zones probably mainly reflects 
small, inherent vari2tions in the permeability of the sediment, 
despite its homogeneity. 
Correlation between samples 
In the ligh: of the foregoing discussion it seems incredible 
that it is possicle to c o r r e l ~ t 2 2 zones between sampleS that are 
kilometres apart, ~ i t h h any confi8ence. However, this is possible 
and in some cases co:relation can be very detailed. That this 
can be done is m a i ~ l y y due to the f o l l o w i ~ g g facts: 
1. many of t h ~ ~ problems encountered with ccrrelation on a thin 
section scala are a dir8ct result of the inherent inhomogeneity 
of the rock, i.e. variations in allochems, pore size, etc. 
8y taking a large enough sample many of these problems are 
overcome. Nevertheless, it is often necessary to piece 
together the complete cement sequence; 
2. the chemical vari3tions c2using the zonal sequence seen are 
of external origin. Local effects are too minor to 
significantly affect this. However, it may be sufficient 
to affect the second and third order z o n ~ t i o n . . If such 
changes occur on a centimetre scale it w o u l ~ ~ be impossible 
to correlate between s a ~ p l ' s s on anything more than a first 
oreer level. 
The di3tribution of the cement zones within the study area 
The distributions of the cement zones outlined earlier in this 
section are illustratec in Fig. 2/22-25, and are described below: 
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Zone 1 
The distribution of Zone 1 cements is shown on Fig. 2/22a. 
They are restricted to the alaen Onneu and Pwll-y-cwm Oolites 
in the Clydach area. The dolomitisation that affects these 
oolites to the east of the Clydach area m e a ~ s s that it is 
impossible to trace Zone 1 cements further eastwards. 'Poorly 
defined' Zone 1 cements have a wider distribution but, due to 
their uncertain origin, the significance of this distribution 
is unclear. 
Zone 2 
Zone 2a has a wide distribution (Fig. 2/22b). Zones 1 
and 2a are mutually exclusive. This makes it impossible to 
assess tha relative ages of these zones, but it is possible 
that they are laterally equivalent. The abundance of Zone 2a has 
been evaluated on a purely qualitative basis. It is most abundant 
in bioclastic samples. This is because these have larger pore 
spaces and they contain a higher proportion of allochems on 
which syntaxial overgrowths can develop. Sampling Cas has probably 
resulted in the overestimation of the amount of Zone 2a ~ n n ~ o c k s s
which contain bioclastic laminae since these areas were examined 
preferentially. The absence of this zone from the Clydach Beds 
may well reflect the lack of suitable substrate in these beds on 
which syntaxial overgrowths could grow and the fine grained nature 
of these rocks. 
The presence of abundant brightly luminescing calcite within 
Zone 2a (discussed in Chapter 3) is restricted to several horizons, 
the most prominent and widespread occurring at the base of the 
Coral Bed. Its abundance is not associated with the abundance 
of the zone itself. Another horizon occurs within the Blaen Onneu 
Oolite in the western portion of the outcrop. 
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Zone 2b has a similar distribution to Zone 1, being 
restricted to the 8laen Onneu and Pwll-y-cwm Oolites in the 
Clydach area. However, it does extend as far west as Coed Pant-
y-daren where it lies between Zones 2a and 3 (Fig. 2/13e). 
Zone 3 
In Fig. 2/23a a distinction is made between Zone 3 cements 
that can be recognised as ferroan by staining and those which 
cannot. Non-ferroan Zone 3 is restricted, almost entirely, to 
the Gilwern Oolite above the Coral Bed. Isolated examples of 
ferroan Zone 3 are found within the Gilwern Oolite and occasionally 
non-ferroan Zone 3 is found elsewhere. It was pointed out in 2.1 
that the non-ferroan nature of soma of the Zone 3 calcite may be 
an artifact and not a reflection of the true situation. If Zone 
3 within the Gilwern Oolite is truly non-ferroan, then the change 
to ferroan calcite with increasing depth must reflect a change 
in either the environment of precipitation or the chemistry of 
the parent fluids of Zone 3. The lack of non-ferroan Zone 3 at 
the top of the Oolite Group in the west of the outcrop is associated 
with the disappearance of the Gilwern Oolite, to which the non-
ferroan Zone 3 calcite is restricted. This is in accordance 
with its identiFication as 'early'. 
As with Zone 2a, Zone 3 is absent from the Clydach Beds, probably 
for the same reasons as for lone 2a. 
In the Clydach area Zone 3 is Fauna within the Gilwern Oolite. 
However, in the Blaen Onneu and Pwll-y-cwm Oolites it thins and 
disappears eastwards from Coed Pant-y-daren. In these oolites 
its most easterly extent is Daren Ddu. Here it is found overlying 
Zone 2b (Fig. 2/14f). This distribution is similar to that of 
Zone 2a. 
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Zone 4 
As with Zones 2a and 3, Zona 4 thins and disappears east-
~ a r d s s from Coed Pant-y-daren within the Blaen Onneu and Pwll-y-
cwm Oolites. In these oolites its easterly limit is Daren Ddu. 
Other than this Zone 4 is rarely absent. An attempt has been 
made to group samples into areas showing similar second order 
zonation patterns. These are represented by the variously shaded 
areas on Fig. 2/23b. These areas are considered in turn below. 
Area A: Here Zone 4 consists of second order zones a, band c 
(Fig. 2/14a). Often a marked 'unconformity' exists 
between a and b (Fig. 2/14b, c). The greatest similarity 
between samples in this area is shown by the Pwll-y-cwm 
Oolite. The variability within the rocks in the overlying 
portion of the section is such that often ·Zone 4 cannot 
be considered similar enough to be included into this area. 
The cause of such variability has already been considered. 
Area 8: In this area Zone 4 cements are simple, containing few 
brightly luminescing, hairline third order zones. These 
are probably Zone 4c calcites (Fig. 2/14d). 
Area C: Zone 4 calcites in this area are transitional with those 
found in Areas A and B. They contain Zones 4c and 4d 
(Fig. 2/148). Occasionally, Zone 4b is present, lying 
unconformably on Zone 3, confirming this interpretation. 
Further eastwards in Area C, Zone 4 becomes thinner. 
This is accompanied by a decrease in the n u m b e r ~ ~ third 
order zones present in 4d. At the eastern limit only 
two such zones are present (Fig. 2/14f). 
Area 0: This area is restricted to the Coral Sed in the eastern 
portion of the outcrop. It is difficult to place the 
110. 
second order zones seen in this area within the second 
order zonation scheme developed for Areas A-C (Fig. 
2/14g). 
As one moves westwards the cements of Area 0 cease 
to show their typical zonation and changes in 
crystallographic form. This is largely achieved between 
Craig y Gaer and Coed Pant-y-daren. Cements from the 
Coral Bed at Coed Pant-y-daren show similarities within 
Zone 4 cements from lower in the same section. The 
outer portion can be identified as Zones 4c and 4d. The 
nature of the inner portion is unclear. 
Area E: In this area Zone 4 consists of 'lozenge-shaped' crystals 
containing few third order zones (Fig. 2/14j). The 
cements of this area are related to those found in Area 
D in that the crystals have similar terminations and to 
Area C in that larger crystals found filling moulds 
contain Zones 4c and 4d (Fig. 2/14i). 
Area F: This area has the same spacial distribution as the pure 
oosparite at the top of the Gilwern Oolite. The cement 
cannot be correlated with that in any other of the areas. 
Since this cement has been identified as 'early' (see 
2.1) whereas most of Zone 4 in Areas A-E is 'late' this 
is not surprising. Within the area itself the cements 
are variable. Specific zonation patterns can only be 
correlated over a few hundred metres at the most. 
Zone 5 
As with Zone 3, it is possible to divide Zone 5 cements into 
two types on the basis of whether they can be identified as ferroan 
by staining. A distribution very similar to that of Zone 3 exists 
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for ferroan and non-ferroan Zone 5, although there appears to 
be more cases of non-Ferroan Zone 5 within ti-:e Blaen Onneu and 
Pwll-y-cwm Oolites (Fig. 2/24a). As with Zone 3 this division 
may result from the inadequacy of staining technique rather than 
a reflection of the true situation. This is thought to be more 
likely in this case because: 
1. Zone 5 only stains very faintly and is often hard 
to idEntify even in large crystals; 
2. Zone 5 is often present on only a few crystals and 
is usually very thin when it does occur. Due to 
the difficulty in identifying it, it is easy to miss 
occurrences of it when examining stained thin sections; 
3. the precipitation of Zone 5 occurred after erosion of 
the Gilwern Oolite. Therefore on would not expect 
that the junction between ferroan and non-ferroan Zone 
5 would occur parallel to the bedding, a fact that 
would suggest that precipitation happened prior to 
the erosion of the Gilwern Oolite. 
More work needs to be done to clarify the situation. 
Zone 5 has a similar distribution to Zones 2a, 3 and 4 in 
the Blaen Onneu and Pwll-y-cwm Oolites in the Clydach area. 
Like Zone 4 it does occur within the Clydach and Daren Ddu Beds 
of that area. 
The tendancy for Zone 5 to develop alternating ferroan and 
non-ferroan second order zones in an eastward direction is shown 
in fig. 2/24a (see numbers indic,;ting the number of brightly 
luminescing second order zones present). Laterally, the development 
of second order zonation occurs between Darren and Coed Pant-y-
daren. In the eastern half of the outcrop, except at Pwll du, 
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there is also a v8rtical decrease in the number of second order 
zones present, most of the Zone 5 occurring within the Gilwern 
Colite consisting of a singls, undivided zone. It is interesting 
to note that t ~ 9 9 disappearance of second order zonation in Zone 
5 coincides with the western limit of Area 0 of Zone 4. It is 
not clear whether this is by chance or not. 
Zone 6 
Zone 6 is ubiquitous (Fig. 2/24b). It is the first cement 
zone to occur both in the 91aen Onneu and Pwll-y-cwm Oolites of 
the Clydach area and elsewhere in the Oolite Group. A patchy 
zonation is usual but at the base of the Coral Beds well formed 
'Fir-tree' zonation is found. This again is limited to the 
eastern half of the outcrop and corresponds to Area 0 of Zone 4 
and the occurrence of second order zonation within Zone 5. Whether 
the coincidence of all these special features is by chance or not 
is unclear, but there seems to be 'something special' about the 
base of the Coral Bed in the eastern half of the outcrop. 
The shaded area in Fig. 2/24b shows where the unusual, 
normally growth zoned Zone 6 cement occurs (Fig. 2/15a, b). The 
relative age of this cement with respect to other Zone 6 calcite 
is unclear. Thl! reason for the limited distribution of this cement 
is unknown. 
The limited occurrence of late Zone 6 cement and its frequent 
restriction to veins reflects the lack of po=e space remaining 
at the time of its precipitation. The widespread, though limited, 
occurrence of late Zone 6 Shows that its parent pore fluids were 
pervasive throughout the study area. 
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Zone 7 
Like late Zone 6, the limited occurrence of Zone 7 (Fig. 
2/25a) reflects lack of pore space available at the time of 
its precipitation. Again the widespread distribution shows that 
its parent pore fluids were pervasive throughout the study area. 
The change from calcite to dolomite precipitation must reflect 
a major change in pore water chemistry. 
Discussion 
From the above description of the distribution of the various 
cement zones a number of observations can be made. 
1. there are two areas within the Oolite Group of the study 
area that are diagenetically distinct:-
Area 1 - the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite to the top of the 
Blaan Onneu Oolite in the Clydach area, which 
contains the zonal sequence 1, 2b and 6; 
Area 2 - the rest of the Oolite Group, which contains the 
zonal sequence 2a, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
The lateral transition between the two areas is achieved 
between Coed Pant-y-daren and Daren Ddu, a distance of 
approx. 2 km. The vertical transition is more abrupt, 
occurring between the top of the 8laen Onneu Oolite and 
the top of the Clydach Beds. Some of the 'early' cements 
found within the Clydach Beds are similar to Zone 2b 
(fig. 2/9b). The vertical transition is largely obscured 
by dolomitisation. 
The possibility exists th8t Zones 1 and 2a are laterally 
equivalent. At Coed Pant-y-daren Zone 2b is found between 
Zones 2a and 3. If this represents the entire precipitation 
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event of Zone 2b, then there must have been a considerable 
period when cementation w ~ s s occurring in Area 2 but not in 
Area 1; spanning the precipitation of Zones 3-5. 
The first cement zone t ~ a t t the two areas have in common 
is Zone 6. Therefore the distinctive character of the two 
areas must have been lost prior to Zone 6 precipitation. 
It is known that a major phase of diagenetic sedimentation 
preceded Zone 6 precipitation. The fluids carrying this 
sediment may have flushed the entire Oolite Group in the 
study area, resulting in the replacement of the pore fluids 
in both areas. 
The distribution of dolomitisation in the east of the 
study area is clo3ely associated with Area 1 (Fig. 2/25b). 
Dolomitisation is thought to pre-date Zone 6 precipitation 
(see Chapter 4). The distribution of the dolomitisation may 
be c o n ~ r o l l e d , , or be controlling the unique chemical environment 
of Area 1; 
2. the Coral Bed in the eastern half of the outcrop appears 
to be 'special'. The following factors set it apart from 
th2 rest of Area 2: 
a) Zone 2a contains abundant brightly luminescing calcite; 
b) Zone 4 occurs as well formed crystals showing character-
istic. changes in crystallographic form. The second 
order zonation pattern does not fit with that identified 
in the rest of the outcrop west of Coed Pant-y-daren; 
c) these are virtually the only rocks to contain Zone 5 
consisting of alternating ferroan and non-ferroan second 
order zones. The number of second order ferroan zones 
increases eastwards; 
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d) this is the only place where 'Fir-tree' zonation is 
commonly found within Zone 6. 
All these 'special' features disappear west of Coed 
Pant-y-daren, which is the western limit of features 
associated with Area 1. Prior to Zone 6 precipitation two 
diagenetic environments existed inthe Clydach area. Area 
2 lay above Area 1, the transitional zone being only a few 
metres. The unusual features seen in the Coral Bed in the 
Clydach area may result from the mixing of the pore waters 
in these two areas. Unfortunately this explanation cannot 
be extended to explain the development of 'Fir-tree' 
zonation, since this formed after the distinction between 
the two diagenetic environments had been lost; 
3. there appears to be a lateral change in Zone 4 cementation 
in the Pwll-y-cwm and Blaen Onneu Oolites between Craig y 
Castell and Daren Ddu. In the west of the study area, second 
order zones a, band c are developed. As one moves east-
wards the second order zones that are developed change to 
c and then c and d. East of Coed Pant-y-daren this is 
accompanied by a thinning of Zone 4. This shift in the 
position of the second order zones suggests that the focus 
of cementation moved progressively eastwards during the 
precipitation of Zone 4. It is not clear how the Zone 4 
cements from the Gilwern Oolite fit into this picture. This 
may be partly explained by the factors considered in (2) 
above; 
4. a problem exists with the identification of ferroan and non-
ferroan calcite in Zones 3 and 5. 00 these zones appear non-
ferroan in some instances due to variations in iron content 
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of zones or is it a result of the limitations of the staining 
technique combined with small crystal size? The problem 
can only be resolved by dGtailed chemical analysis; 
5. Zone 6 within the Gilwern Oolite between Pwll du and Daren 
Ddu is atypical, being well zoned. Similar Zone 6 is not 
found anywhere else in the Colite Group. The origin or this 
unusual Zone 6 cannot be specul2ted on at this stage. 
However, it again highlights the unusual aspects of the 
cementation of this half of the outcrop; 
6. the change from calcite to dolomite precipitation that 
occurs with the precipitation of Zone 7 must mark a major 
change in pore water chemistry; 
7. substrate plays an important role in controlling the 
distribution of 'early' cements. Hence, Zone 2a is only 
found in rock with echinoderm fragments. Therefore it is 
absent from the Clydach Beds. Another factor that may play 
an important role in controlling th0 distribution of 'early' 
cements is the porosity and permeability of the sediment 
for the earlier cements are excluded from the finer grained 
sediments. 
These ideas will be expanded and discussed further in Chapter 8. 
2.4 CrystallographY 
The presence of abundant luminescing zones within the cement 
crystals of the Oolite Group has meant that it is possible to 
determine their crystallographic form. The following procedures 
were used to identify the crystallographic form of the cement 
crystals which changed at various stages of their growth: 
1. measurement of the angle between terminal faces in sections 
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cut approx. parallel to the c-axis. This method is 
limited in its use since it gives no information 
regarding the rhombohedral or scalenohedral nature 
of the crystal. Rhombohedra and scalenohedra often have 
very similar terminal angles; 
2. observation of the shape of sections cut approx. 
perpendicular to the c-axis. It is only possible to 
distinguish between scalenohedral and rhombohedral forms 
using this method. Scalenohedra have hexagonal cross-
sections and rhombohedra have triangular cross sections. 
The hexagonal section through a scalenohedron is unique 
in possessing alternate large and small angles; 
3. measurement of the angles between faces in sections cut 
approx. perpendicular to the c-axis, the calculatim of 
the angle of the c-axis relative to the plane of the section 
using the universal stage and from this information the 
calculation of the crystallographic form using stereo-
scopic projection (Oickson, pers. comm.) This method gives 
the most specific information about the crystallographic 
form of a crystal. However, ane mdjor assumption is made; 
that the form under investigation is one of the 19 most 
common forms (Dana, 1932). Only if these cannot be matched 
with the data is one of the less common forms considered. 
Even this method may not give a unique a n s w ~ r . . Some of the 
forms are so similar that with the errors inherent in this 
method (2_30 ) they cannot be resolved. It is important to 
know the angle of the section under investigation because 
different rhombohedra cut at different angles can give the 
same section. Also it makes the stereographic process less 
random. 
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In the hundreds of thin sections examined very few sections 
perpendicular to the c-axis, in the size range required, were 
found and these were predominantly through Zone 4 (this zone 
having the greatest thickness parallel to the c-axis). This is 
because the c-axes of the cement crystals predominantly lie 
perpendicular to the substrate and the largest crystals (from 
which it is possible to calculate the crystallographic form) 
occur within moulds and shelter cavities and so their c-axes 
are vertical. All sections were cut in the vertical plane, 
hence the overwhelming majority of crystals are sectioned parallel 
to their ·c-axis. Also, difficulty has been encountered using some 
of the suitable sections because the crystals have developed 
abundant deformation twin lamellae making them unsuitable for 
orientation on the universal stage. 
The crystallography of the cements found in the Oolite Group 
is outlined below: 
Zone 1 
This is best seen as spires in syntaxial overgrowths on 
echinoderm fragments. The spires have acute terminations (approx. 
40 0 (Fig. 2/13a-c). Only tiny sections through Zone 1 perpendicular 
to the c-axis have been found. This indicates a rhombohedral 
form. This, together with the angle between the faces in the 
sections cut parallel to the c-axis, means that it possibly has 
a (4041j form. 
Zone 2 
Zone 2a has triangular cross-sections when cut perpendicular 
to the c-axis (Fig. 2/26a), hence it is rhombohedral. The small 
number of such sections and the diffuse, irregular nature of their 
outer margin makes it impossible to work out the exact ~ r m m present. 
Flog. 2/26 r:iE C2YSTAL1OGR;.:?IE" :'P ZC:!ES 2a,3 A.:m 4 
3.)Sections th=ouga Zones 2a - 4- cut perpendiCular to "1:e c-axis.rriangular 
cross-sections i n d i c a ~ e e rhombohedral f O ~ . S a m ~ l e e 2 1 ~ c ~ . .
b)Sactions t h . = o u . ~ a a ZO:les 3 - 5 C1.i.t pe=?endicular to ~ b . e e c-axis.l:'1al!gUlar 
cross-sections indicate rhombohedral f o ~ . S a m p l e e 22358. 
c ) S e c ~ i o n s s through Z ~ n e s s 3 ~ d d 4 ~ ~ a v a r i e ~ y y of directions.In sections cut 
a;;ro7.. parallel to t ~ e e C - ~ i s s the direction of ~ n e e c-axis is indicated. 
S ~ p l e e 18337. 
d)Section through Zone 3 approx. perpendicular to the c-axis.There is no 
evidence of cllangi.::J.g fo rm during growth. Sample 17854. 
e)Zone 4- cements showing scalenoaedral cross-sections (5) in sections cut 
~ e = p e n d i c u l a r r to the c-axis.Sample 18346. 
f ) S ~ c t i o n s s through ZOile 4 cut approx. ::;er;endicular and parallel to the c-axis. 
rriangular cross-sectl.ons indicate rhombohedral form.ln sections c u ~ ~
;a.rallel ~ o o the c-axis changi!lg forti is apparent (arrow).Sample 17872. 
g)Section c u ~ ~ parallel to the c-axis s h o ~ i n g g Zones 4 - 6.Duri=g i"s growth 
Zoue 4 h3.s c b . a r ~ e d d in form. Sample 18304. 
il)Section through Zo=.e 4 cue perpen::l.icular to the c-axis.The triangular cross-
sect10n indicates rhoQeob.edral form. Sample 18}O*. 
i)Changing crystal fo:::n in Zor.e 4ob.This involves the alter:::.ation bet',veen 
o b ~ ~ s e e and acute terminations.Sample 20550. 
j)'Lozenge-sha;ed' Zone 4 crystals.rhe ~ - a x i s s lies p e r ~ e n d i c u l a r r to the 
s ~ b s t r a t e e as indicated. The elongation of the Zone 4 crystal was at a high 
angle 'to the c-axis.Sample 18306. 
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The faces are ~ o r a a 0: less p a r a ~ l e l l to those of Zane :3 f o r ~ s f f
s u ~ g e s t i n ; ; that :he forns of Z o n ~ s s 2a and 3 are similar. This 
would m?an tha: t ~ = = forn of Zone 2a was probably the (0221) 
rhomb. 
Zone 3 
The triangular cross-sections of Zone :3 (Fig. 2/26a-d) 
indicate that it h:>$ a rhombohedral form. {0221J is t:;e most 
usual form, although {1C11J ::lay also o c c ~ r . . The form of Zone 3 
has not been f ~ u n d d tc ch2nge ~ u r i n g g its growth (Fig. 2/25d). 
Zone .:1 
The c e m e ~ t s s of Zone 4 are very variable both in their secondary 
zonation pattern and in the crystallographic forms developed. 
Zone .:1 cements will be considered in the areas outlined in 
Fig. 2/23b. 
Area A - Cements in Area A consist of a combination of rhombohedra 
and scalenohedra (Fig. 2/26e). The specific forms have 
not been identified. There appears to be no change in 
the form during growth. Scalenohedra decrease in 
importance eastwards. 
Area 8 - There is little evidence of changing form within this 
area. This may partly be due to the lack of brightly 
luminescing third order zenes. The main form present 
is the {0221} rhombohedron. In some crystals an obtuse 
terminal form is also present «(0112}?). 
Area C - Zone 4 cements are again rhomoohedral. Changing crystal 
form may be evident in Zone 4d (Fig. 2/26f). It is not 
possibla to work out the forms involved, but t.ley all 
appear to be rhomoohedral. The Changes in form involve 
the a l t e r n ~ t i o n n between acute and obtuse forms. 
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Area 0 - The well formed crystals of the Coral Bed show 
characteristic changes in crystal form (Fig. 2/26g). 
The forms present are illustrated in Fig. 2/28c. The 
forms consist of the {0221} and {0112} rhombohedra 
(Fig. 2/26h) and prisms. The prism faces increase in 
importance during the growth of Zone 4. The outer 
margin of Zone 4 outlines a prism with a {0112} termina-
tion. west of Craig y Gaer these variations are lost. 
Changes in form still occur but are restricted to the 
outer portion of Zene 4 (Fig. 2/26i). These changes 
still involve the alternation between obtuse and acute 
forms however. 
Area E - In this area {0112} rhombohedra are again well developed. 
However, in this area they occur as a closed form, not 
in association with prisms as in Area D. The maximum 
growth direction in {0112}. rhombs is at a high angle to 
the c-axis; this results in their 'lozenge-like' shape 
mentioned in 2.3 (Fig. 2/26j). The lack of second and 
third order zonation within Zone 4 makes it impossible 
to establish any earlier crystallographic forms that 
might have been present, but Zone 4 cements appear to 
have undergone similar changes to those seen in Arca D. 
Area F - Both scalenohedra and rhombohedra are present in this 
area (Fig. 2/27a). None have been positively identified. 
The alternation between acute and obtuse forms again 
occurs (Fig. 2/27b). 
Zone 5 
Where Zone 5 consists of a single, dull luminescing zone it 
forms an acute termination over the final obtuse termination of 
Fig.2/2? 'l".;iE CRYSTALLOGRA,?:iY GF ZOLGS 4,5 .-\.:l'D 6 
a) Sections through Zones 3,4 and 6.:lIhe brigc.tly 1uminesc J.D.g line "11:!. thin Zona 
4 has a scalenoheeral outll.ne (S).,sample 1785'7. 
b)Zones .5 gr.d. 4.The ar=ow shows "nhe=e cha!'lges in crystal form are occu...-nriDg. 
Sa.::ple 17844. 
c) Sections through Zvne 5 cut perpendicular to t ~ e e c - ~ { i s . T r i ~ ~ l a r r cross-
sections indicate r h o m b o h e ~ r a l l form.Sample 22358. 
d)Zone 5 consists of a l t e r ~ A ~ i n g g second order zones consisting of dull 
lw::inesci:lg ferroan calcite and do::linantly :lOn-1u:tinescing !lon-ferro an 
calcite.The former produces acute terc1nations,tne latter obtuse terminations 
Sample 17862. 
e)Zone 6 sho'fling 'normal'growch zonation.The growth zones have scalenohedral 
c.=oss-sections (5) • Sample 1'7352. 
f)Zone 6 showing a patch7 distribution of zones.Occassionally areas reminisc-
e!lt of 'Fir-t=ee' zonation are fow:.d (arrow) • Sample 17865. 
g)Late :one 6 o!ten ~ i s p l ~ s s scalenohedral !ol.'::l.rhe scalenohearon(S)has the 
~ 2 1 3 1 } } for:n.Sample 20592. 
::')Changing crystal form can .=esult in the tr .... ncat!.on ot growtt. zones (arrow). 
Sam!)le 17868. 
i) 'lcze!lge-shaped' Zone ~ ~ cr";stals are oriented '.1ith their c-axes per:Pendic-
ular to the subs-crate and their r;;axu:.un grO".vtb. directiOn approx. J;:arallel 
to ~ h e e s u b s ~ r a t e . S ~ ~ l e e 18036. 
j)Zcne ~ ~ crystals at t ~ e e top of the ~ l l l e d d cavit7 ~ r e e ~ r i e n ~ e d d with their 
C - ~ { e s s alfprox. parallel to tb.e subs-crate and. their :la. ... imun g=OYlth di.cection 
a n ~ r o x . . peI1lendicular to the substra-ce.Sample 17852. 

Fig. 2/28 CHANGING CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC :teRM IN CEMENT CRYSTALS 
Four cemen1i crys"tala from ti::.e Coral Bed are i':':"ustrated on the right.( a) and 
(b) are sections gpprox. peL';lend1cular to the c-axis.( c) and (d) are sections 
approx. parallel to i;!le C-axl,s.Du.=ing their gro'N1ih tile cement crystals 
illUSi;rated have changed '.iheir crystallograph:1.C forms. Some of the forms 
developed are idantiiied on the sketches on the left.The direction of the 
c-axes and thel.r inclination from the vertical,if sown, are shown. ( ------- -
pris:! faces;-·-·-· -. - scalenohed.ral faces; - rhombohedral faces; 
-- - unidentified) • Samples 18.30.3,17362,13.325,18.305. 
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Zone 4. Sections perpendicular to the c-axis are rare, probably 
because Zone 5 forms a low percentage of the total cement. Those 
found indicate that it is rhombohedral (Fig. 2/27c). The one 
determination of the crystal form possible showed the {1011j 
rhomb to be present. This cannot be the predominant form as it 
would produce an obtuse termination to the crystals. It may be 
a subsidiary form occurring at the tip of the crystal. 
Where Zone 5 consists of a number of alternating Ferroan and 
non-Perroan second order zones ti'e situation is more complicated. 
The ferrean second order zones form acute terminations and the 
non-ferroan second order zones form obtuse terminations, similar 
to those occurring at the outer edge of Zone 4 (fig. 2/27d). 
Scalenohedra as well as rhombohedra can be identified (fig. 2/28). 
Zone 5 
Staining and CL show that it is unusual for this zone to 
show 'normal' growth zonation. Normal growth zoning is restricted 
to the area shaded in fig. 2/24b and to late Zone 6 calcite. The 
cements that occur in the shaded area show a number of forms, 
including scalenohedra (fig. 2/27e). Late Zone 6 cements are 
also mainly scalenohedra, the {2131! Porm has been identified 
(fig. 2/27g). 
ThEes unusual types of Zone 6 have been found: 
1. ~ i r - t r e e ' ' zoned; 
2. ' p a t c h i l ~ ~ zoned; 
3. 'sutured' spar. 
These are described in turn below. 
'fir-tree' zonation 
This is cest seen in samples from the Coral Bed in the eastern 
portion of the outcrop (Fig. 2/24b). To the best knowledge of 
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the author this is the first reported occurrence of such a 
zonation pattern in calcite. It invclves the intergrowth of 
two different f e r ~ o a n n calcites with distinct CL and staining 
properties. In sections cut parallel to the c-axis a series of 
stacked triangular areas, apex pointing in the direction of 
growth, extend frcm the outer limit of Zone 5 and lie parallel 
to the c-axis (Fig. 2/29). The triangular areas, not always 
perfectly formed, tend to increase in size in the direction of 
growth. The rest of the crystal is made up of the less ferroan 
of the two calcites. The variation in the Fe 2+ content of the 
calcite is, on occasions, acccmpanied by variations in the 
density of solid inclusions. Thin bands of the more ferroan 
calcite may extend back from the triangular areas, inclined at 
the same angle as the triangle's apical faces (Fig. 2/25a). 
Where these are common it suggests a more 'normal' zonation pattern. 
In sections cut at low angles to the c-axis a more complicated 
pattern is seen (Fig. 2/30). The zonation pattern reflects the 
trigonal symmetry of calcite. Three 'arms' extend from the middle 
o 
of the crystal, 120 apart. Each consists of stacked triangular 
areas increasing in size in the direction of growtb. The number 
of triangular areas in the 'arms' is variable. This is thought 
to be related to varying periods of growth. 
A possible growth scheme is suggested in Fig. 2/31 to 
explain the development of this zonation pattern. This is not 
meant to be a definitive statement as to how this type of zonation 
pattern developed, only a suggestion as to how the patterns seen 
can be simulated. The following assumptions were made in the 
construction of Fig. 2/31: 
Fig. 2129 'FTR-'rRF.F.' ZONAT CON IN CRY5'\' AI S CUT APt'ROXIMA't'EI,Y 
P AJf AJ,Uf,] , '1'0 Til E m c- UES 
(0) I\nd l b) Trnnr.-1t t.Nt light photo- iCI'OfI;rltphs of atll1ned thin sections 
showlll@ 7,one I. to " c_ent crystll16,ClIt BPProX. pnrallfll to their c-Ilxea, 
fUling A p;aotropod .. ollld :lIn 8 bivltive tIOuld n l f ~ p e c t l v f l l y . E " r l y y 1.one (; 
co.cnt c o n 9 1 ~ t o o or two terroan calclteo,one a r ~ A r 1 ~ ~ darker than t.he other. 
The d"rkel' of thE' two occurs in .s Aeritt!.! ot ntAcked triomgulttJ' arellR which 
lncrflll8@ in ei.zlt in thlt dlrQCtion ur growt;h.OccIlRionlllly 11nea of the darker 
ferruan calc tto ane,," t'llck frOil the tri.sJUl:uloc arens (arrow) f l u l ' : ~ r . a t l n g g • 
• ore 'nor.:\l· F,rowth 7.on"Uon.Slllllplo l'lA&<? 

Fig. 2/-'" 'FIR-'rREE' 7..ooA'rION IN CRYS1'AJJS CUT APPROXIMATELY 
PERPENDICUI,AR TO THE fU C-AXES 
Transa1ttf'f1 lIght photomicrograph of a stained thin section showing 1,one 
4 tu 6 cement c r y ~ t a l s s filling u gnstropod mould.The bulk of the .ould is 
fUled with Z,one 6 cement crYEltllls that are cut approx. perpendicular to 
their c-axes.Zone £, Cerroan calcite cement consists of two ferroan calcites, 
one appearing d8rker than the other.The darker of the two extends from the 
lIIiddle of the crystal outwaMa 1n three IlnllE; approx. 1200 apart (arrows). 
These arMS hAve a serrated outline.At the base of the !IIould there 1s a layer 
of ~ e o p e t a l l dieEenetic sediMent (S) overlying Zone 5 calcite.Within this the 
cellent cl'.ystalo h/lve sutured contacts. 

Fig. 2/31 'lEE DEVELOPMINT OF 'FIS.-rREE' ZONATION 
Diagram show:i.ng the development of patterns similar to those seen in 'Fir-
tree' zonation in sections cut parallel. end :peI1'endicular to the c-axis.The 
pai;tern is produced by ",;he alter:late development of obtuse rhombohedra end 
acute scalenohedra.Th.e result:i.ng pattern is illustrated in 8. 
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1. sections were cut either parallel to the c-axis through 
tha apex of the crystal, or perpendicular to tre c-axis 
passing through the termination of Zone 5 calcite; 
2. tnare is no competition for space during the growth of 
the crystal; 
3. growth continues until and does nat exceed that required to 
develop a neu termination; 
4. there is no precipitation on prism faces during the 
development of acute terminations. 
The system su;gested in Fig. 2/31 requires the alternate development 
of scalenohedra and rhombohedra which have acute and obtuse 
terminations respectively. This system is based on the changes 
in crystal form tnat are seen to occur within Zone 5 where it 
consists of alternate ferroan and non-ferroan second order 
zones (Fig. 2/28). A similar zonation pattern has been described 
in brookite (Grigcrrev, 1965). Here it is due to the variation 
in the degree of development of the 001 pyramid. 
Staining and CL s u ~ g e s t t that at least the Fe 2+ (and perhaps 
the Mn 2+) content of each of the two ferroan calcites is constant. 
This is surpri3ing since each ferroan calcite does nat result 
from a single precipitation event. If the variation in Fe2+ 
between the two ferroan cclcites were due to o s c i l l ~ t i n g g re 2+ 
content in the pore water from wnich tney were precipitated some 
variation would be expected in each of the two ferroan calcites. 
2+ Perhaps the Fe c c n ~ e ~ t t cf t ~ e e calcite is controlled by the 
c r y s t a l l o g = ~ p h i c c f o r ~ ~ o e i n ~ ~ precipitated, i.a. the distribution 
co-efficient c c n t r o l l i n ~ ~ the i r . c o r ~ o r a t i o n n of Fe 2+ into calcite 
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is a function of crystallographic form. The u p t ~ k e e of trace 
elements is known to be c o n t r o ~ l e d d by crystallographic form 
in certain minerals, e.g. topaz, pyroxene, tourmaline, g i v i n ~ ~
rise to sector zonin9 (Grigor'ev, 1965). 
'Patchy' zonation 
As with 'Fir-tree' zonation two distinct ferroan calcites 
are again involved, but in this case they have a patchy 
distribution (Fig. 2/27f). Occasionally there are small areas 
that are reminiscent of 'Fir-tree' zonation. A recrystallisation 
origin is improbable as none of the other cement zones, occurring 
in the same crystal, show any signs of recrystallisation and 
retain their original zonation patterns. It is thought that 'patchy' 
zonation results from the imperfect development of 'Fir-tree' 
zonation. 
'Suture' spar 
Some of the ferroan calcite crystals of Zone 6 have sutured 
contacts. Such a fabric only occurs at the base of large, former 
cavities and has an abrupt, horizontal upper surface above which 
Zone 6 crystals have non-sutured contacts (Fig. 2/30). Crystals 
are continuous across the boundary between the two types of 
fabric. The ferroan calcite with sutured contacts contains 
abundant inclusions of fine grained, terrigenous material. 
Despite its sutured contacts it is thought that this calcite is 
a primary precipitate, not the result of recrystallisation. Its 
fabric is the result of the poikilotopic growth of calcite crystals 
within terrigenous, diagenetic sediment. The series of events 
leading up to the formation of the sutured contacts is listed 
below. 
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1. calcite crystals nucleate within terrigenous material 
and grow outwards; 
2. the calcite crystals encounter terrigenous grains and 
split to pass around them; 
3. the various branches of. the crystals grow at slightly 
different rates so that the crystals have irregular margins; 
4. this process continues until adjacent crystals meet. Since 
the growth rate is not constant around each crystal the 
boundaries between crystals will be irregular. 
Zone 7 
The crystallography of saddle dolomite, similar to that found 
in Zone 7, has been described by Radke & Mathis (1980). 
How are changes in crystallooraohic form achieved ? 
Cement crystals from the Oolite Group commonly change their 
crystallographic form during growth. This often takes the form 
of alternating development of acute and obtuse terminations. The 
numerous second and third order zones, visible with el, m a k e ~ ~ it 
possible to trace not only the crystallographic forms developed 
but also how the changes in form were achieved. 
Fig. 2/32 shows the progressive development of two cement 
crystals from the base of the Gilwern Oolite. N e ~ ~ forms develop 
at the expense of older forms. This is achieved by the crystal 
faces of the older forms becoming progressively shorter with each 
layer of calcite precipitated. The rate at which the length of 
a face is reduced will control the angle and hence the form of 
the face that is developed. A natural result of this process 
is the truncation of CL zones along crystal facas (Fig. 2/27h). 
It could be construed that this truncation is the result of etching 
Fig. 2/32 T::3 G?CN:5 HZSTOR! ;)F 'MO G;U;;ITE :';PYSTAlS 
~ l l e e c ~ · s , . a l s s ~ o n s l . d e t ' e d d be::'o'N a.re illus1;t'ate<i ::..=. :;'i6 .2/23c and. i.:!l.e stages 
1;e.I:'!:!l.J:.atl.on.(Zcne 3) 
2. -:-,10 !leon tores cegi.:l ~ o o ' i e v e ~ v ' p p ~ : , , ~ h a a s h o r t e . ( : ~ r . g g uf ~ ; : " e e ta!lIli!lal faces at 
c o ; ; ~ ~ e::.ds.:':le ra;;e o! s l : : . o ! " : : e ~ ; n g g :on.rols the ae',v !o=::s developed.(Zone 4) 
3. t ~ s s ;rocess continues and. tue ne'll faces tecome do::tinant. Tloey are a prism 
and an ;)c;;ase r ~ a ; b o ' c e G r a . l l te.t"JIina1;ion.Duri.cg ':his s,;age growth. only 
o ~ c c.. rs ,eer:;:end..i.c .. lar ;;0 ;;lle c-!lXis.O:le of tl:.e reS'..:,':'ts of 1;'ce C!l.angiJ:lg 
for:: is t;:at gro'rtu zo::.es ;;r-.mca1;e ii .. tlle !".ew teminal taces.(Zone 4) 
4. once tne :lew 1;eminal. face is :/e11 developed growtn reSUllles parallel to 
the c-ms. but the maxi::tUI:I g!'Owtb. direction is still perpendicular to the 
c-axis.(Zone 4) 
;;. ':he onset ,)! cOClpeta1;ive grow1;h (10t.ed li!l.es :!:ark cocprom1se coundaries 
'cs.7leen :rys;;a1s) :leans that good :;:rism faces are lost md the tarmiJlal 
!'3.ce loS ,,;.;.:e J:-...l:i' fom : e f ~ , , : ! : ~ S S 1s all 0 ct;'J.se rc.o:n 'cohedron. (Zone 4) 
'0. ; ; ~ e e c : : ' e ~ i s c r : r r of 1;::'.:1 :a::i ';;e changes (slladi!lg '!.a<!.i:atea ferroall 3.S opposed 
~ o o ::.:lc-ferrou c a l ~ i ; ; e ) ) ud so does 1;he for'll of ,:::.e t e r ' l l i . : : . a 1 ; i o n . ~ b . 1 s s is 
seen ill ;, bu,; the !aces oeceme i l r o g r e s s ~ ' 1 e l J J scarter. rettac';ing at both 
~ : l d . s . T ! : : . e e rate 9Jld position a'; "llhich shorteni!l.g occurs :ollt!'Ols 'Rt:.i::!:l ::lew 
: J ~ S S ie',elop.:>= ... 7Itb. 0=-.1] oc::urs :;arallel to the C-axis.( Zone ;) 
'7. ;;.::.i<3 :;:rO::dss :;on;;i.'lues ~ d d 3.!l acu,; e 1; e,r:lll.nation is developed, this consists 
of seve:al to!':!s.( ZO!le ;;) 
3. ( ) ~ . . : e e ~ c e e cerci::.atioa is comple,;e c a l ~ 1 t e e i..s ;recipi .. ated. OJ: it pa.rallel to 
7. ;;he c ~ ~ i s 1 ; r y y of 1;l:.e calcite reverts back to b e i ~ ~ ~ iron-free. This is 
accc::pa.a.ied by a c::'ange i.:l t'ce fom of the temu.atiun.rhis is achieved by 
t::'e ; ; : : ) n , ; : : . ~ ' ~ e c . . preci:;litation ot th.e acute te.t"JIi::.al faces. c .. t c ~ e s e e a!'e 
; r o g r e s s l . ' l ~ l ] ] shortened at i:xlch ends so ;;hat a pnsm and an obtuse 
:er::::'!la1;l.v!l begin. to develop.( Z<;Jlle 5) 
10. ;;b.is process continues. Growth zonatio n can be seen to be ;;I'U:lcated at the 
oeruse cer:li:.a1;:.on as in 3.There is now lit,;le space in 'Nhi.Cb. the crystal 
c ~ ~ grow, so ollly O.:le hall: of t!:.e as· ... obtase ;;e=uativ!l is properly 
ieveloped.lt is made up ot two forons. 
11. tne ::hem;;,strj' ot 1;he calCite changes 3ga.!.!l (a cl:.ange similar tJ that 
"unicb, occurred in 6) .The termina1;ion b e c o ~ e s s more acute. 
12. the c h e ~ l . s t r y y of the calCite C C ~ ~ d S S ~ a l n n and ~ l : l e e tinal pore space 1s 
fi':led. 
t)Si:l1ilar : : h ' U " , g ~ s s tv -.;hose described t"I: (a) ::m be seen in (b).with one :Ilajor 
e;.:::epCl.on - p':i:5lll fac es do ::.c1; i':!'Ielop.l'his leads to 1;boe 'lozenee-shaped' 
:_3.':;14'e of Chio :::-ystal .As a ~ ' e : ; ;.. l,;; 0: the ::b.a:l6!.ng ~ : - . ! s t a l l o g r a : ; : h i c c forms 
1 e v ~ 1 ~ ~ e i i the cryscal ~ u a n g e s s !roc ~ e ~ t h - f 3 . s t t ';;0 l e : ~ t n - s l ~ w w durl.llg its 
~ ' : ' \ ) ' . ' J 1 ; : : J . . . Z'¥ ::t,irt's 9.5 19n .... : ~ t : . . - ! r ! . S \ ; ( ( 1), :c.e:l beCO:l8S la:lgth.-slo'N( 2) .'A'1ttl the 
i e v ~ l o ; : r . " : l " t t vf ll'. 3.C'1." ' ; ; e : " : : l ~ a t ~ , H l ~ ' " " ~ d d ;) it ::lay aeain becooe l e n ~ t t : - f a s t . .
A.."'- 0 t;-;Use temiu3.tion 3.gain 1s ievelO,tled( € tv ::I) ui tt:e CI"'JS1;al is again 
l e ~ - : : ' : ' - s l . o w . r ! l l .;:Joce C3.!;)es c , J m p e t a ~ i v e e e::::o':rtb. =esul.t;s 1!l 3. ler.gtb.-f'ast .::rystal 
i = r e ~ e c t i v e e of the ~ u r : . s s develo;e.i. 
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rather than changing fDrm. This is not thought to be the case 
since solution features are extensively developed in the Oolite 
Group and are manifested as fretted surfaces and holes in crystals 
(see Chapter 3). 
What causes channes in crystallooraphic form? 
There are numerous factors that can affect the crystallographic 
forms that develop in calcite crystals (Buckley, 1951; Kostov, 
1968 p. 534). Some are listed below. 
1 • chemical impurities; 
2. trace elements; 
3. degree of saturation; 
4. rate of growth; 
5. temperature; 
6. pressure. 
It is difficult to ascribe a precise cause to the changes seen. 
2+ Folk (1974) pointed out the importance of Mg and to a lesser 
2+ 
extent Na in controlling the forms of calcite. 
In Zone 5 the complex acute forms which include scalenohedra, 
are associated with the presence of Fe2+ in the calcite lattice. 
This does not mean that Fe2+ is responsible for the development 
of this particular form. Indeed, Zone 3 cements are also ferroan 
but they form simple rhombohedra. It may be that some other 
factor also altered when the change from non-ferroan to ferroan 
calcite occurred in Zone 5 and this was responsible for the 
change in form. Further speculation is pointless without 
information about the trace element variations occurring during 
the growth of the crystals. Even this may not be enough to 
resolve the problem, especially if the cause is physical rather 
than chemical. 
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Length-fast versus length-slow calcite 
Length-slow calcite has been considered to be the result of in 
situ replacement (Lindholm, 1972, 1974; talk & Asseretto, 1976; 
Kendal & Broughton, 1977; Kennedy et al., 1978). Dickson (1978) 
pointed out that the criteria that are commonly used to recognise 
cements, which require that cements are length-fast are not 
necessarily correct. Notably, the c-axis does not have to lie 
:subsR-ute perpendicular to the e 8 ~ ~ 8 . .
In the Ooli:e Group length-slow crystals have developed with 
their c-axes perpendicular to the substrata at certain times during 
diagenesis. The low nucleation density of cement crystals on 
allochems, especially within the Gilwern Oolite, has meant that 
during much of the growth history of the crystals (as far as Zone 
6) there has been no competition for growing space and the crystals 
have extended, unhindered, parallel to the substrate. The 
'lozenge-shaped crystals of Zone 4 are often like this (fig. 2/27i). 
Where the nucleation density was higher competitive growth occurred 
at a much earlier stage and crystals whose maximum growth direction 
lay perpendicular to the substrate thrived at the expense of those 
in which it did not. This is the situation described by Dickson 
(1978), (fig. 2/27j). 
Some cement crystals have alternated through their development, 
between length-fast and length-slow. In the first stages of 
growth this is a reflection of changing crystallographic form. 
However, with the onset of competitive growth, the length-fast 
habit prevails since the c-axes predominantly lie perpendicular 
to the substrate and further growth can only occur in this 
direction. 
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2.5 Crystal deformation 
Many of the larger cement crystals of the Oolite Group show 
undulose extinction and contain a b u n ~ a n t , , closely spaced twin 
lamellae. 80th of these features suggest that the crystals have 
been strained. The lack of twin lamellae and undulose extinction 
in the smaller crystals may be due to the accommodation of strain 
by movement along their crystal boundaries. This process appears 
to have been insufficient to relieve the strain in the larger 
crystals due to their smaller surface area/volume ratio, with the 
resulting ~ n t e r n a l l deformation of the crystals. This is accomplished 
by the development of deformation twin lamellae (Turner, 1954). 
Twinning can result from the application of either tectonic or 
overburden pressure. The number of twin lamellae developed 
increases with increasing depth of burial (Friedman & Heard, 1974), 
the inverse relationship being true for the spacing of the twin 
lamellae developed. Friedman (1975) describes widely spaced twin 
lamellae developed in Pleistocene limestones, whereas the twin 
lamellae described by 80rak & Friedman (1981) from approx. 9 km 
depth are very closely spaced. 
Borak & Friedman (1981) describe twin lamellae that are 
often offset by the development of a younger cross cutting set of 
twin planes and also curved twin planes. The latter is commonly 
observed in the Oolite Group (Fig. 2/33c,d) cements, but the former 
is virtually absent (Fig. 2/33b). Displacement has occurred along 
twin planes and is revealed by CL (fig. 2/33a,c,e,g). The chemical 
zonation shown by the CL is displaced stepwise by the twin lamellae. 
There is no degrading recrystallisation along twin planes as 
described by Vall (1960), Wardlaw (1962) and 80rak &-Friedman 
(1981). 
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a)Growta zonation ~ : : ; " t s e t t by t·.'10 sets ~ ! ! <::w1.ll :acellae, A. 9.Ild 3.S8lIIple 178E9.· 
:)T=anSll1i.t"Ced lig:::'-; ~ b . o t o C 1 : 1 . ~ ~ g : a ~ a a "f tae area sUo·.:m in (a) .T:::'e 1:WO 
sets of t ~ i n n lamellae ~ s s ~ d e n t ~ i s d . S ~ p l e e 17869. 
c)Grovrth z o ~ a : : i o n n 's:neared o , ~ t ' ' as a result of de1'or:nation.Wiiiuin Zox:.e & there 
g;>e areas o! :rigc.<::ly l : 1 l l l ~ x : . e s c i l l g g calcite oriented parallel to the two sets 
o! ~ N ~ ~ lame:lae ~ r e s e n t . S a c p l e e 17880. 
d)Transm:.tted. light yt.otomicrogra:;:h of the 
l7SSC. 
area shown in (c) .Sample 
e)GroW"tn zonation' smeared oat' as !l resul,; ot de!ormatwn.Sample 18335. 
!)Tra.nsm:1.tted light p a . o t o l D 1 c r o g r a ~ ~ 01' the area shown in (e) .Note the curved 
t 7 l ~ ~ l_ellae. Sample 18 335. 
g)GroW'tt. zonation 'SIIea:ed. out' cy : 1 e f o ~ a t i o n . . The smaller crystals are 
-"l:u.f! ect ed. Sam:;:le 17872. 
b.)Zone 6 c O : l t a ~ s s t·.90 types of fer:'Oan calcite,."" is less ferroan iib.an B.B 
con<;ai.c.s !lCunda:lt, brightly lUllli!lesci.c.g calcite w h i . c ~ ~ lies parallel to twin 
laltellae. :-::.e brl.g!ltly lUllli.:.escing ::alci'We stope ,"eruptl,- at the outer :lIargin 
of A altr..ouga tt.e 1 ; ' ; l ~ ~ lal:lellae can be seen to pass through A.Sample 17882. 
i)3rig::'tl:r lWlli::l8scing calcite .;)ccurs witil1n Zone 6 in elongate areas pa.rallel 
to :;i:e -;=ex:.i of t':"lO sets of t-.vin lamellae.The bright calcl.te stops abruptly 
at Zone '+,altl::ough tile nUl lamellae pase througb. it unaffected.S8IIIple 18328. 
j)3r!.g!ltly lUllli;lescing calcite 71it!:lin Zone 6 r..ms ;>aral1e1 to ;:!le t'Rlll lamellae. 
:t is 'ip;>arently assoc:'ated. ·.ith similarly hUl1i!:esci..'lg calcite !illiDg a 
f=acture (::'). S 8 l l 1 ~ l e e 17872. 
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In some of the early Zone 6 calcite the CL pattern is 
strongly controlled by the twin lamellae. Very brightly 
luminescing non-ferroan calcite is concentrated in elongate areas 
that lie parallel to the twin lamellae (Fig. 2/33c,h,i). 
Although the same sets of twin lamellae run through cements 
of Zones 2a to 6, the brightly luminescing calcite is restricted 
to the more ferroan portions of Zone 6 (Fig. 2!33h). The a ~ o u n t t
of brightly l u m i n e s ~ i n g g calcite is very variable. ~ h e r e e it is 
abundant it is associated with numerous solid ~ n i d e n t i f i e d ) ) and 
fluid inclusions. In some cases th3 brightly l u m i n e s c i n ~ ~ calcite 
appears to be associatea with fractures (Fig. 2!33j). 
The origin of the texture described above cannot generally 
involve the fracture and filling of the crystals due to the 
restricted distribution of the phenomena within the crystals and 
the lack of veins indicating that fracturing of an appropriate 
age had occurred. Recrystallisation could be a possible explana-
tion, but all repo=ted occurrences of recrystallisation within 
twin lamellae are of the degrading type (noted above). The 
specificity of the phenomena suggests that it is some unique 
feature of the more ferroan calcite of Zone 6, perhaps its 
chemistry, that has resulted in an unusual, localised recrystalllisa-
tion. The connection between this phenomena and other occurrences 
of brightly luminescing calcite within Zone 6 (described in 2.3) 
is unclear. The similarity between the CL of the brightly 
luminescing calcite within the twin lamellae and the late Zone 6 
calcite suggests that the development of these features is 
associated with the precipitation of late Zone 6 calcite. This 
cannot be confirmed without detailed chemical analysis of the two 
calcites. The nature of the association is unknown. 
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Occasionally twin lamellae have a distinctive blue 
luminescence. This c a n n o ~ ~ be attributed to any obvious chemical 
differences between the twin lamellae and the rest of the calcite. 
Possibly it is due to deformation of the crystal lattice within 
the lamellae. 
The stress that caused deformation of the cement crystals 
occurred after the precipitation of Zone 6 since tois is cut by 
twin lamellae. No absolute age can be attributed to the 
deformation. The stress probably resulted from both burial and 
tectcnic affects. South Wales was tectonically active before, 
during and after the deposition of the Oolite Group (Owen, 1971). 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SOLUTION - PRODUCTS & EVENTS 
3.1 Types of solution 
3.2 Solution events within the Oolite Group 
3.1 Types of solution 
A variety of solution processes have operated ~ i t h i n n the 
Oolite Group affecting the carbonate cements and allochems. These 
vary considerably in their scale, mode of occurrence and result. 
They can be divided into the following categories: 
1. removal of allochems 
a) biogenic components 
b) ooids 
2. partial removal of cement crystals 
a) extracrystalline solution - solution of the free 
surface of a crystal 
b) inter crystalline solution - solution along crystal 
boundaries 
c) intracrystalline solution - solution within a crystal 
These various types of solution are described in turn below. 
Removal of allochems 
Biogenic components 
The solution of aragonite fossils is a well documented 
phenomena. It is one of the earliest processes affecting sub-
aerially exposed Pleistocene limestones (Freidman, 1964). It 
is frequently recorded in ancient rocks. The outline of lost 
allochems may be preserved as micrite envelopes (Bathurst, 1966). 
The solution of aragonite by fresh waters is a result of its 
instability relative to low-Mg calcite in these conditions. 
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Of course this is not the only environment in which aragonite 
is lost in preference to low-Mg calcite. 
Goid solution 
This phenomenon occurs in semi- to fully lithified rock 
in examples from the Oolite Group. The primary porosity, 
except for that in large moulds and shelter cavities, has been 
filled with calcite cement prior to solution. Resulting 
secondary porosity is filled by later cement. The solution 
process involves the preferential solution of ooids which results 
in the eventual collapse of the rock. The stages in the develop-
ment of this process are described below and are illustrated in 
Plates 3/1, 2 and 3 and Fig. 3/1. 
1. solution starts at the junction between ooids and cement. 
A solution ring is developed around ooids. In some 
instances the outer layer of the ooid can still be 
seen attached to the cement, in Which case it is the 
ooid that has been disolved. The result is that ooids 
affected like this are largely freed from their surrounding 
cement; 
2. the cement between adjacent ooids is breached, joining 
the solution rings around the ooids and resulting in the 
formation of solution seams; 
3. as solution continues the size of the solution seam increases. 
This may be aided by the rock beneath the seam falling away 
under the action of gravity. This requires that there is 
some sort of cavity for it to fall into. This may be a 
primary component of the rock, i.e. a partially filled mould 
or shelter cavity. Alternatively, it may be the result of 
earlier solution and collapse; 
Plate 3/1 SOUlT ION leo IoLAPSF: FE ATUR ES 
Transmitted light photomicrograph of a stninod thin section.1'he area 
illustrated can be div lded into portions much and little affected by solution. 
Solution s e ~ s s can be seen developin!"; 1n an area othervll.se little affected by 
solution (arnJws).A largo 'clast' has been almost completely freed by a well 
developed solution seam and wll1 eventually fall 1nto the solution cav1ty 
which is partly f111ed with detatched ooids (releanod by solution) and 
scalloped cement shards.DetnlIs of the areas shown 1n· boxes call be seen in 
Fig.}/l.SllIJIple l'llW9. 
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Plate 3/1 SOUJTION/COloLAPSF: FF.ATURES 
TrallSlllitted l i ~ h t t photolllcrogrl'll,h of a atninod th1n sect1on.1'ha area 
illustrated C1ln b(" divided into portions much lind little affected by solution. 
Solution SetJlftR CBII be seen developlnl'; ill an nrea otherwlse ll.ttle affected by 
solution (Iirrowo).A lllrr,o 'cl"Rt' hils been a1110sl; co.pletcly freod by a well 
developed solution sellll! And will evontually fall 1nto the SQlutlon cavity 
which Is partly fllled with detntched oolds (relttar-od by solutlon) and 
ncal10pnd ct"mflnt Mnrdn.DetnUR of the llrons ahown 1n boxes can bo seen in 
Fig. }/1. SlWIIplo l'/M9. 
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Plate 3/2 SOLUT ION /COLL ~ S E E F'EATURF.S 
TranSllitted light photomicrograph of a stained thin section.The area 
Hlustl':J.\;ed ca.n be divided into portions much and little affected by solution 
Within the area much affected by solution there are many detatched, scalloped 
cement shards.'rhese al'e accumulating at tho base of the cavity.Oomould,now 
filled with Z,one 6 culcite(blue),can also be seen.Details of the areas shown 
in boxes can be seen in Fir;.3/1.Sample l79Q:,. 
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Fig.}/1 FABRICS A S S O C I A T ~ D D Wlnl COlD SOLUTION 
Sketch enlargelllonte of the areas outlined 1n boxes 1n Plates 3/1 and 3/2, 
highlighting certain fQbr1cs IlsouciBtcd with ooid solution. 
I)An earl), stagtl 1n the developllent or a eolutlon se_. 
2)1 well d e v e l o ~ e d d solut1on seam with alloohdBs being rele8Red and falling 
out. 
')Oeaent shards wi th scalloped aargins now no longer nttatch ed to th e bulk of 
the rock. 
4)AreB unafCooted by oolutlon RIld nlaost totally cEJllented by non-foJaroan 
c a l c 1 t ~ . .
5)An areA in which nUllcrou. _all solution so_s have joined up resultIng in 
the whol eRllle t>rr.ak-Up of the rock. 
6)" largFl syntax11ll overgrowth on an echlnodeI'lll fragment treed fro. the rook. 
Scnlloped aarglns .'lJ.'k the fOrller poB1t1on ot nllochdBa.OellEllt sharda are 
accwwl.Bting on top of the syntnx:1al overgrowth. 
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4. ooids that were only partially dissolved in the Formation 
of solution seams fall or are washed out of the seams 
when these are wide enough. This is accompanied by the 
break-up of the cement framework producing scalloped 
shards. Larger fragments are supplied by syntaxial 
overgrowths on echinoderm plates. These grow 
poikotopically, engulfing ooids. When the ooids are 
removed a single crystal is left whose edges are highly 
scalloped, the scallops representing partial oomoulds; 
5. all these fragments collect at the base of cavities. Debris 
produced in this way is prone to pressure solution during 
subsequent diagenesis, whereas areas that are unaffected 
by this type of solution show no signs of pressure solution. 
6. the process described above continues to affect the rock 
around cavities, solution seams and any other weaknesses. 
Solution seams eventually encircle and isolate clasts 
containing many hundreds of allochems that show no sign 
of solution. This results in the wholesale collapse of 
the rock. Pressure solution occurs along the junction of 
such clasts although the grains within the clasts show no 
signs of pressure solution. 
In some instances solution seams do not develop and the 
ooids are dissolved in place, resulting in a network of cement 
containing subspherical holes (oomoulds) (Plate 3/3a). The ooids 
are lost either in an irregular faShion or by the removal of 
concentric rings from the ooid cortex. The nucleus mayor may 
not be removed. The cement framework left after the removal of 
the ooids is fragile and has a tendancy to collapse (Plate 3/3b). 
a 
b 
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Such a process is described by Knewtson & Hubert (1969) and 
Conelly (1977). The collapse of the framework produces 
shards similar to those described in (4) above. The volume 
reduction associated with collapse will result in a cavity 
above the collapsed area. 
The result of the solution-collapse process is the production 
of a heterogeneous rock, with unaffected areas in close 
association with areas showing extensive signs of solution 
and collapse. Large cavities may be formed in a rock that formerly 
had none. The longer this process continues the larger and 
more numerous these cavities will became. 
The earliest stages of this process, which have been identified 
petrographically in the C2se of the Oolite Group, are identical 
to those developed experimentally by Donahue at ala (1980). They 
farced CO2 charged water through fully cemented and stabilised 
Mississippian Ste. Genevieve Lst. simulating a depth of burial 
of approximately 3 km. This illustrates that selective solution 
does not reflect mineral logical variations between ooids and 
cement but rather is governed by textural criteria. Later stages 
of this process, as shown in the Oolite Group, were not developed in 
the experiments, presumably due to their short duration. It is 
thought that the Oolite Group solution event occurred at a fairly 
shallow depth since diagenetic sediment is found within solution 
cavities. 
Many of the ooids from the Oolite Group, especially from 
the top of the Gilwern Ooli:e, are ferroan. It is impossible to 
identify individual areas of ferroan calcite within them. They 
dominantly occur at the margins of blocks in the breccia zone. 
They will be referred to as 'ferroan ooids'. They are thought 
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to result from the partial leaching of ooids along the original 
radial fibrous crystals and the filling of the voids thus 
produced, with ferroan calcite. 
Partial removal of cement crystals 
~ x t r a c r y s t a l l i n e e solution 
This is a process that affects the free surface of crystals 
that project into partially filled vugs and pores. The nature 
of the etched surface is determined by the mechanism controlling 
the rate of solution (Serner, 1978). When the rate of solution 
is controlled by the transport of solute away from the dissolving 
crystal the solution surface should be smooth. ~ h 9 n n the rate 
of detachment of ions from the surface of the crystal controls 
the rate of solution selective dissolution occurs and the 
solution surface is irregular (Fig. 3/2a). In extreme cases 
the original shape of the crystal may be totally destroyed. 
Dissolution may result in the truncation of growth zonation. 
Later calcite will grow in lattice continuity on the 
etched crystal surface rendering it invisible unless pre- and 
post-solution calcites can be distinguished in some way, i.e. 
by staining and/or CL. A possible lasting trace of an etched 
surface is a line of inclusions or impurities. Once growth 
recommences the crystal will strive to re-establish crystal faces. 
If the etched surface is irregular this will require varying 
growth rates in the earliest calcite precipitated. Hence, 
zonation above the etched surface is likely to be irregular 
(Fig. 3/2b). 
Irregular truncction surfaces, similar to those illustrated 
above, are described by Meyers (1978). He illustrates 'sharp, 
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irregular contacts' and interprets these as etched and pitted 
surfaces. In most of his examples a rough crystal outline 
is preserved (microetchinG), but in extreme cases the shape is 
completely altered. 'Type A' truncation surfaces of Fairchild 
(1980) are aso of this sort. The surfaces he describes are very 
irregular with very sharp reentrants although the amount of 
truncation is small. Scherer (1977) illustrates multiply 
pitted ferroan calcite and ferroan dolomite crystals. Cross 
sectionSof these would undoubtedly have highly irregular 
margins. 
Solution surfaces that are smooth have not been found within 
the Oolite Group. Smooth, rounded solution surfaces have been 
described by Braithwaite (1979) from tufas. 
Intercrystalline solution 
This type of solution occurs along the boundaries between 
crystals that partially or completely fill vugs and pores. It 
results in the production of an irregular and patchy distribution 
of pre-and post-solution calcite. In the Oolite Group these are 
distinguished using CL. Unless it is possible to see growth 
zonation in one or both of these calcites it may be difficult to 
distinguish b e t w e ~ n n the calcite that has been etched and that 
filling the resultant solution vugs. The former should show 
normal growth zonation that is cut by the solution surface (Fig. 
3/2c, d), while the latter should show centripetal filling of 
the solution vug. 
The localisation of solution along crystal boundaries is a 
clear indication of the passage of dissolving ~ o r e e waters between 
the crystals, even in completely filled pores. Presumably once 
solution has started and these pathways have become enlarged the 
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rate of solution is increased due to the increase in the permeability 
and the flou rate that must rasult. 
Intracrystalline solution 
This term is used to describe solution processes occurring 
within individual crystals. As in previous examples these features 
can only be identified if pre- and post-solution calcites can be 
distinguished and the presence of growth zonation in these aids 
in interpretation. Two types of intracrystalline solution can 
be distinguished: 
Type 1 
Type 2 
etching of irregular vugs within crystals 
etching of 'regular' vugs within crystals. 
These two types are described and discussed below. 
Type 1 - the result of this type of solution is the formation of 
irregularly shaped vugs within crystals. These are filled 
by later calcite. The irregular outer margins of these 
areas are solution surfaces and they cut the growth 
zonation of the host crystal. These areas show no apparent 
connection to the free surface of the crystal that was 
exposed to the pore fluids at the time of solution (Fig. 
3/2e). One would expect such a surface to show extra-
crystalline solution features. However, it is usually 
impossible to identify any such surface. This may be 
because the area dissolved had a more soluble composition 
which allowed its removal whilst other zonas, including 
that facing the pore, were not dissolved. The solution 
vugs are filled with later calcite that grows in lattice 
c o n t i n ~ i t y y with the host crystal and centripetally fills 
the vugs. The centripetal nature of the fill will only be 
evident if zoning can be seen within it (Fig. 3/2f). 
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Unfortunately in most examples from the Oolite Group 
this is not the case. Solution of t h ~ ~ interior of the 
crystal may be very extensive and unless the centripetal 
nature of the fill is evident the filling calcite may be 
mistaken for an earlier etched calcite showing extra-
crystalline solution features. 
Inclusion patterns may betray the presence of filled 
vugs in several ways. Sometimes a line of inclusions or 
impurities occurs around the etched surface or along the 
line along which the solution vug was closed (Fig. 3/2g,h). 
In examples where inclusion-rich calcite has been dissolved 
the fills are of inclusion-poor calcite and so are visible 
(Fig. 3/2i,j). 
It should be possible to match the calcite that fills 
solution vugs with part of the cement sequence and, hence, 
to date the age of the solution event. This often proves 
difficult or impossible. This may in part be due to the 
calcite· filling solution vugs growing more quickly than 
that precipitated on peripheral crystal faces. Such a 
situetion is analogous to the more rapid precipitation of 
calcite as syntaxial overgrowths than elsewhere and is a 
response to the much greater amount of growth needed to 
develop crystal faces. The affect of varying growth rates 
on the zonation pattern seen was illustrated in 2.3. 
Since, in two dimensions, the solution vugs do not 
appear to have been connected to any crystal surface that 
may have been present at the time of solution there is a 
problem as to how dissolving fluids qained access to the 
interior of the crystals. It may be that the lack of 
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connection to the surface, seen in two dimensions, is not 
a reflection of the situ2tion in three dimensions. There 
may, in fact, have been n a r r o ~ ~ connections either to the 
free surface of the crystal and/or crystal bounaaries along 
which dissolving fluids entered the crystal. This would 
mEan that intracrystalline solution is a special case of 
extra- and/or inter crystalline solution. 
Type 2 - this differs from Type 1 in that the shape of solution 
vugs is controlled by the chemistry and/or fabric of the 
crystals. For instance, in some cases specific growth zones 
would appear to have,been more soluble than those around 
them and are removed preferentially (Fig. 3/3a). This 
type of solution may result in no apparent cutting of growth 
zones. The vugs produced will again be centripetally filled, 
but unless zonation can be seen this will not be apparent. 
Solution can proceed a considerable distance along a 
specific grow zone without any apparent point of entry for 
the dissolving fluids (Fig. 3/3b). In Fig. 3/3c the 
access point is from the direction of the substrate and 
solution has proceeded outwards until a ~ r e e soluble zone 
was reached; it then proceeded laterally. Similar selective 
solution of zones is illustrated by Longman (1981) in 'cave 
c a l c i t ~ ~ from Pleistocene limestone from Barbados. 
The shape of solution vugs may also reflect the original 
shape of the crystals being dissolved. For instance, 
fibrous crystals will dissolve to leave elongate vugs (Fig Q 
3/3d). Solution between fibres will have the same result. 
Lohmann & Meyers (1977) describe radial fibrous, inclusion-
rich syntaxial overgrowths with brightly luminescing calcite 
Fig. 313 
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filling either inter-fiber areas or solution enlarged 
pores between fibres. The luminescent fabric resulting 
mimicked the fibrous nature of the precursor. Such areas 
passed laterally into areas with 'blotchy' luminescence. 
3.2 Solution events within the Oolite Group 
A number of solution events have been identified within the 
Oolite Group. These show a variety of the solution features 
outlined earlier in this chapter. The various solution events 
discussed below and summarised in Fig. 3/4 are only seen in rocks 
showing the normal cement sequence (Zones 2a, 3, 4, 5, 6). Rocks 
in which Zone 1 is developed will be commented on at the end of 
this chapter. 
Solution event 1 
The earliest solution event recorded in the Oolite Group involves 
the removal of what are presumed to be aragonite allochems 
(bivalves and gastropods). This occurred during 'early' diagenesis, 
between the precipitation of 'early' marine cements (if present) 
and Zone 2a. The latter can be seen growing into moulds produced 
by this solution event (Fig. 3/Sc, d). There is abundant evidence 
of subaerial exposure of the Oolite Group during its sedimentation 
and, hence, ample chance for fresh water to have been introduced 
into the Oolite Group. It is likely that the solution of 
aragonite allochems occurred on several occasions during sedimenta-
tion. It has already been demonstrated that Z0ne 2a does not 
represent a single precipitation event o 
Solution event 2 
This solution event affects Zone 2a cements. The patchy nature 
of the CL of tnis zone was briefly described in 2.1. This is 
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d.evelopmec.t of t','10 sets of 1'J':;::e 1 ~ t r a c r : r s : ; 3 . l 1 i . : l e e sol:J.tl.on vugs.The earlier 
set is filled. 71i-:;' trig!ltly l:.u:il:.esci;::.g calci:;e teat is :::ore crillia.'lt at its 
outer e c i g e . ' ~ e s e e a:e cu"; by a set 0= 'f'J.gs :illed 'Rith e o ~ - l u : : l i n e s c i ~ ~ calcite 
(arrow) .Sacp1e 17862. 
c)Zone 2a shows aloagate, brigctly l U l : l ~ e s c i r . g g areas 'Ni-:b.:!.!l it - 1'ype 2 intra-
crystalline s o l ~ t i o n n vugs.Note that they ~ o o not originate at the junction 
between Zone 2a and the s u b s t r a t e . S ~ l e e 17825. 
d) Trms:::i t-:ed light ~ o ; ; o m i c r o g r a p h h o ~ ~ :;1:e area shown in (c). Zone 2a calcite 
can :e seen gro':ling across a ::icr:.te en'Telope ~ M ) , , into an area left by the 
soL.:.-:ion of a biva,l·/e(?) shell-Sample 17825. 
a) AC'..1.:ldan-:, cr1g:::::1y l ' . l . ! ! : ~ . : l e s c : ' . ' l g , , elocg3.te areas e x t e n : ! ~ n g g aCross the ' .... h.:lle of 
Zoce 2a.Sao;le l2}03. 
f)3=ightly 1..1i:i ... esCing cal::i.te forms '1 syc.taxial ove=grJwth on ecb.inodem 
fr3g!:ent ~ 3 : ) ) .It !orms cr'..la.e spires.":t aeees to be cade . ~ ; ; 0: a ! l ~ b e r r of 
f i b r o ~ s s bundles ~ ~ a t t ;rooably ref:ect its original r a b r i c . S ~ p 1 e e 17889. 
g ) 3 ~ i g ~ t l y y 1 u m i n e s c ~ ~ calck-:e showi.:lg a reliC fibrous h a b i ~ ~ (arrow).Sample 
1'7905. 
1l)'E1oD.g3.te areas of ferroan calcite 'Nl.thin Zone 2a I. arrow) .r!:.is :na:! result frolll 
1;Q.e etchicg of Zone 1 or the fllling of elongate solut!.on v!J.gs 'Nithin Zone 2a 
'l/itl::. Zone 3 c ~ c . t e . S a J : : p l e e 17872. 
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thought to result from the development of intracrystalline Type. 
1 and Type 2 solution features. The variability in the develop-
ment of these features was commented on in 2.3. 
The patches of b r i g ~ y y luminescing calcite that occur within 
Zone 2a are mora brilliant at their outer margin (Fig. 3/5a, bY-. 
Other than this there is rarely any other evidence to 
corroberate the centripetal filling of these areas. Occasionally 
more abundant zonation within the brightly luminescing calcite 
confirms the centripetal growth of calcite in these areas 
(Fig. 3/5a) and, by analogy, other brightly luminescing areas 
are thought to have a similar origin. The bright calcite filling 
the solution vugs cannot be correlated with any zone within the 
cement sequence outlined in 2.3. An exception is the well zcned, 
brightly luminescing calcite illustrated in Fig. 3/2i. This may 
be analogous to brightly luminescing calcite from samples nearby 
(Fig. 3/2d). Unfortunately the position of this c a ~ e n t t in the 
zonal sequence is unclear. It probably pre-dates Zone 3. The 
absence of these brightly luminescing areas in cement younger than 
Zone 2a suggests that this solution event occurred shortly after 
Zone 2a precipitation. It is probable that solution occurred on 
more than one occasion since the Zone 2a cements do not represent 
a single preCipitation event. It is probable that solution 
events 1 and 2 overlap and may in fact be equivalent. 
Type 2 intracrystalline solution features consist of elongate 
areas whose axes lie parallel to the maximum growth direction of 
the Zone 2a syntaxial overgrowths (Fig. 3/5c, e). The central 
elongate areas tend to be the longest, mimicking the development 
of crystal faces. In some cases they may extend the whole width 
of Zone 2a. The elongate areas tend to be most dense nearest to 
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the substrate, although they do not necessarily originate 
from it. Similarly luminescing areas occur as Type 1 features 
in the same or nearby syntaxial overgrowths (Fig. 3/5a, b). A 
similarly luminescing calcite is also seen partly filling the 
stereome of echinoderm remains. 
Rarely, brightly luminescing areas show more structure 
(Fig. 3/5f, g). These are reminiscent of the CL fabrics described 
by Lohmann & Meyers (1977). The lack of zonation means that it 
is impossiOle to be sure about the ori£in of these fabrics. 
There are three possibilities: 
1. the brightly luminescing areas a:e the fills of 
cavities left by former unstable, fibrous cements 
that have been dissolved out; 
2. the brightly luminescing calcite is filling inter-fiber 
areas; 
3. the brightly luminescing calcite is a primary or a neo-
morphosed primary cement. 
Type 2 features described above are also thought to reflect a 
former fibrous habit. 
As well as brightly luminescing calcite, patches of dull 
luminescing ferroan calcite are also found in Zone 2a cements. 
These may be the fills of vugs produced by the same or another 
solution event as the vugs filled with the brightly luminescing 
calcite. It is impossible to tell from the evidence available. 
Centripetal zoning can be seen in some of these areas (Fig. 3/2g). 
The appearance of this dull calcite suggests that jt is of Zone 
3 age. As well as the occurrence described above, dull luminescing 
ferroan calcite also occurs filling elongate areas within Zone 2a, 
in a similar way to the Type 2 solution features filled with 
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brightly luminescing calcite (Fig. 3/5h). The dull calcite is 
most abundant between the substr2te and the syntaxial overgrowth. 
In stained thin sections this has been described as 'poorly defined 
Zone l' (Fig. 2/13c). Where this feature occurs the lack of 
zonation 'within the dull luminescing calcite means that it is 
impossible to tell whether it is a solution feature. The 
following two possibiliQes exist for its origin: 
1. Zone 3 calcite is filling solution vugs in Zone 2a 
2. the dull luminescing, ferroan calcite is Zone 1 material 
that has been etched and overlain by Zone 2a calcite. 
The long, thin nature of the ferroan calcite areas suggests that 
(1) is the most likely origin, since it is unlikely that the 
pinnacles of ferroan calcite that would have resulted if (2) 
were true, could be self-supporting. 
Solution Event 3 
Areas that are dominantly non-luminescing occur within Zones 
2a and 3, cutting across the zonation pattern and earlier 
solution features (Fig. 3/2e, 3/Sb). Only rarely do they show 
any zonation themselves. When they do it consists of brightly 
luminescing, hairline subzones (Fig. 3/2f). Where present these 
demonstrate centripetal filling of these areas. This solution 
event obviously post-dates Zone 3 precipitation and the 
similarity of the CL of the fills to Zone 4 calcite suggests that 
the fills are of Zone 4 age. Rarely the vugs are not completely 
filled with Zone 4 calcite and the final fill is of Zone 5 age 
(Fig. 3/6a). The unconformity that exists between Zones 4a and 
4b may, in some cases, be construed to be an extracrystalline 
solution surface (Fig. 3/2b). The solution event responsible for 
this surface is likely to be the same as that responsible for the 
1ig.3/6 
A?EA 1 
a):n-:racr-Js'Call:L=.e ~ J 1 ) e e 1 scl:;::;l.OIl 'r-Agllii;::'l.=. Zone" :'::':lec. ','/ith Zone 4 and 5 
:alcite.Sacple 20536. 
b)Zone 5 !FO',v:.:-.g 0,:), t;he suriace oJ!' 3. ;3.rtia1 1)",;:;o .... ld (a.r:.:,.r:1) -ievel.J:o:ed '':urillg 
c ) ~ " { 1 ; X ' a c r : ' s - : ; a l l u e e sula-;;:',Jn s:J.rface developed a-': 'C:'e ,)'J:cer edge of Zon.e 4 and 
overlain by Zo;.e , •• Jote the 'CI\mcation .Jf :he zonation pa'C":ern (arroll). 
Sacpl e 17989. 
d ) i n t r a c r y s t a l l ~ e e ~ y ; e e 1 s o l ~ ~ 1 O n n vug w i t h ~ ~ Zone 4 ~ i i fil19d by Zon.e 5 
::alc':'te.Sample 17883. 
e)!rro ages of s o l ~ t i o n n 'TUgS attecting Zone }.The earlier is filled with aon-
l ~ ~ e s c 1 . ! l g g c a l ; : : ~ : e e a.=d ;::uts the gro:tth zo:ution ~ a t - . : e r n n (arrow).l'hese are 
cut :y a la'Cer se'; of ·1'J.gs 1'::'::e1 ·,7::'-;h. crig!'ltly l ~ : " = . e s c ~ ~ ::al::ite,pernaps 
Z O ~ 9 9 5 . S ~ ~ l e e 17e80. 
:)::=.trac;-ystalll..:le T ~ i ; e e 2 sol:;.:!.on vug w i : ~ ~ Zone " . 3 r ~ h d y y l'J.Cinescing 
:31ci"':e ( Z ~ . : ) . e e 5?) ! ~ ' : ' l s s ' T ~ s s as ','/ell as oon-luc!..:leScellt ::a.l:ite that is of 
Z.;l:le '" age.S9C1ple 17882. 
g)!-{o·.:.ld of a 1'or.ner aragonite fossil fi':'led :y ZO:le l,2!;) a.:ld S calcites.Sample 
1a,,1}. 
::'):=a.:lSl.:;ted light ;t.o'Comicrograph of 'Ct.e area shown i!l. (g).SaIIlAlle 18}13. 
i)Zo.:le 1 S h . o · . 1 ~ ~ patchj l.u::L:utscence that ~ a y y ce the resu.lt of solution 
~ = o c e s s e s . S a m ; l e e 18313. 
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development of the features described above. It has 
previously been suggested that this solution event corresponds 
to the period of exposure that occurred between Oolite Group and 
Llanelly Fm. sedimentation; at which time fresh waters would have 
been introduced into the Oolite Group. 
Solution at this time mainly resulted in the development of 
Type 1 and Type 2 intracrystalline solution features. The 
latter is represented by the removal of specific subzones from 
Zone 3 (Fig. 3/3a, b, c). Cases of extracrystalline, inter-
crystalline and ooid solution are rare but do occur. 
Solution Event 4 
Goid solution is the dominant process during this solution event, 
with the resulting wholesale collapse of the rock. The growth of 
Zone 5 cement on the surface of oomoulds (Fig. 3/6b) demonstrates 
that this solution event occurred between the precipitation of 
Zone 4 and Zone 5 calcite. Extracrystalline solution features 
of the same age are found (Fig. 3/2a, 6c). Areas within crystals 
which have a CL similar to Zone 5 cement can be found (Fig. 3/6d), 
suggesting solution of earlier calcite, dominantly Zones 2a and 3, 
also occurred at this time, with the development of intracrystalline 
Type 1 and Type 2 features. In places these cut intracrystalline 
solution features developed during solution event 3 (Fig. 3/6e). 
Further solution of the subzone that was partially removed from 
Zone 3 cement during solution event 3 may have occurred (Fig. 3/6f). 
Alternatively, Zone 5, in this case, may be filling vugs th3t were 
formed during solution event 3 but failed to be filled by Zane 4 
cement. 
The absolute age of this solution event is not known as it 
is not possible to accurately date Zone 4 and 5 cements. It 
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certainly post-dates the sedimentation and early diagenesis 
of the Llanelly Fm. The Oolite Grcup could not have been 
buried at any great depth during this solution event as diagenetic 
sediment ov::rlies Zone 5 cement. 
Rocks ccntaining Zone 1 cement show solution event 1. It 
is manifested in the same way as rocks containing the normal 
cement sequence, i.e. by the removal of aragonite allochems. 
This event pre-dates the precipitation of Zone 1 calcite (Fig. 
3/6g, h). 
Zone 1 cement often has a blotchy appearance (Fig. 3/6i). 
The irregular areas within Zone 1 have a variety of luminescent 
tones. No evidence exists to suggest that these are centripetally 
filled areas, so their origin remains unclear. One possible 
origin is that they are the fills of Type 1 intracrystalline 
solution vugs. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DOLOMITE AND POST-DOLOMITE CALCITES 
4.1 Dolomite 
4.2 Post-dolomite calcite 
The dolomites in the study area have not been considered in 
detail as the aim of this project was to look at the cements of 
the Oolite Group. The dolomite, being dominantly replacive, 
has destroyed these cements. Primary, void filling dolomite is 
occasionally found partly and completely filling veins and 
large primary pores. The post-dolomite calcites founj within 
the dolomitised area are considered in more detail. As a 
primary precipitate it is possible that equivalent calcite was 
precipitated as a cement in the undolomitised portion of the 
Oolite Group. 
4.1 Dolomite 
It has been mentioned previously that much of the outcrop east 
of Clydach is dolomitised, chiefly the beds below the Gilwern 
Oolite, which is also patchily dolomitised. The distribution of 
dolomite is shown in Fig. 2/28b. The dolomite that replaces 
the oolite members is coarse grained (0.2 - 0.3 mmJ and non-
ferroan. Typically it destroys the original texture, although 
occasionally this may be crudely preserved. The dolomite 
replacing the finer grained beds of the Clydach and Daren Ddu 
Beds is likewise fine grained as are the dolomite pods in the 
concretionary horiZons. Some of the dolomitisation seen is 
associated with faulting, only occurring in the vicinity of the 
faults. Tha dolomite in such areas is very coarse (approx. 3 m m ~ ~
with good rhombic outlines visible both in hand specimen and in 
thin section. 
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Voids in the dolomites, both primary and secondary, may be 
filled or partly filled with sparry calcite. This is described 
in 4.2. 
There are often signs of dedolomitisation, the dolomite 
being replaced by ferroan calcite that is brightly luminescing-
(Fig. 4/1a). Elsewhere, where the rock only contains scattered 
dolomite rhombs, these may have been completely removed to leave 
dolomouldic porosity. The lack of any filling in the dolomoulds 
suggests that this is a recent, near surface affect (Evamy, 1967; 
Groot, 1967). 
It is thought that the majority of the dolomitisation occurred 
prior to the precipitation of Zone 6 cement. The following evidence 
supports this: 
1. considerable porosity exists in some of the dolomites. 
Much of this porosity occurs as shelter cavities below 
former shells and is primary; it is not the result of 
volume reduction associated with the transformation of 
calcite to dolomite. In rocks that are thought to be 
undolomitised equivalents of these, shelter cavities 
are completely filled by Zone 6 cement. Therefore, it 
is presumed that dolomitisatipn occurred prior to the 
precipitation of Zone 6; 
2. in rocks that are only partially dolomitised, the dolomite 
rhombs are restricted to replacing allochems; dominantly 
ooids. They cut across grain to grain contacts that 
resulted from pressure solution. Some such boundaries 
have Zona 2b cement trapped along them and the dolomite 
replaces this also. This suggests that dolomitisation 
occurred after the precipitation of Zone 2b cement. 
a)Dolomite = t o ~ o o ~ u t ~ ~ ~ ~ c r o s s s Zone 4,5 ~ i i 5 ~ a l o ~ ~ e s . 4 c e e r ~ m b b is ~ e i n g g
r e ~ l a c e d d :y = r i g h ~ l y y : u m l r . e s c ~ ~ ~ ~ a l c i ~ e . S a m ~ l e e 1 ~ 3 1 4 . .
b ) T ~ e e ~ s \ ; - d o l o m i ~ e e ; : a l c ~ t e s s have 3..::l ~ 1 : ; . t i a l l : ' = ~ h t l y y :u:unescing,!'erroan zone 
\.A),f'ollowed. ty a dominantl.y ::oc.-lu::i:lesc::.ng,non-fer:-oan zone \.in.Ci:.anging 
c r y s ~ a l l ior::: is evid.ee'; i.:l A.Sa::;>le 17859. 
c ) T ~ e e ferroan calcite of zoee A s.::.ows a !"ine s t r u . c ~ r e e -;;he c:igi:: of wtll.ch is 
·..mknown.I'; is unlia ' ~ r m a . l ' ' grow,.!!. ZO::latioll i..::l that the variously 
lUlll:..c.esc::.ng ca!lds are irregular and discom;irluous.l'lle non-ferro an calcite of 
ZO:le B is oon-1Ulllirlesci.og.Sacple 2C565. 
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Unfortunately the rocks that are dolomitised do not 
contain Zone 3, 4 and 5 cements and so it is impossible 
to date the dolomitisation relative to these. 
The above interpretation agrees with that of George (1955) and 
Bhatt (1976) who both state that dolomitisation in the Clydach 
area occurred after burial. Neither suggest a depth at which 
they believe dolomitisation to ha.ve occurred although both 
suggest that it occurred during the Lower Carboniferous. Bhatt 
(1976) suggests a seepage-reflux model to account for dolomitisa-
tion, although this is strongly criticized by Wright (1981). 
Dolomites that are associated with faulting cut across Zone 
4, 5 and 6 cements where found within the Gilwern Oolite (Fig. 
4/1a). These, therefore, occurred very late in the diagenetic 
history of the Oolite Group. 
4.2 Post-dolomite calcite 
Calcite is found filling and partly filling primary and secondary 
porosity within the dolomites and as a final filling to veins 
that are partly filled by dolomite that occur within the Pwll-y-cwm 
and Blaen Onneu Oolites and the Daren Ddu Beds in the Clydach area. 
Stained thin sections reveal that there is a change in iron 
content with time. Initially the calcite is ferroan. Later 
calcite is non-ferroan. Occasionally this change is accompanied 
by the precipitation of pyrite. Calcite crystals are large; up 
to several centimetres long. 
Two well formed specimens have been found. One was a scaleno-
hedral crystal with an acute termination topped by a rhomb, in the 
fashion of sceptre quartz, with an obtuse termination (10117), 
the other consisted of a prism with an obtuse termination (1011). 
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This suggests that changes in form have occurred during the growth 
of the crystals. 
The CL of the calcite is 23 follows. The ferroan calcite 
is very brightly luminescing in several tones (Fig. 4/1b). It 
has a very fine microstructure (Fig. 4/1c), the origin of which 
is not understood. The non-ferroan calcite is non-luminescing 
but contains brightly luminescing harline zones (Fig. 4/1b). The 
zonation pattern of the brightly luminescing calcite shows that 
it is scalanohedral. No good cross-sections of the non-ferroan 
calcite have been found, but this would appear to be rhombohedral. 
within the dolomites the zones described above can be traced 
laterally. Calcites from the Daren Ddu Beds at Coed Pant-y-
dar en (Sample 20565) are virtually identical to that found in 
the Blaen Onneu Oolite at Daren Ddu (Sample 17859). 
The calcites described above cannot be matched with any of 
the cements described previously although the luminescence of 
the non-ferroan calcite is very similar to that described for 
Zone 4 cements. It would seem that the pore fluids that 
precipitated calcite within the dolomites were confined to the 
dolomites o The presence of similar calcite within dolomites 
associated with faults as well as earlier dolomite suggests that 
the calcite postdates all the cements that were identified in 
2.3 0 This would explain why this type of calcite is restricted 
to the dolomites; it was precipitated when the pore space in the 
majority of the Oolite Group had been filled. It is not clear 
why the pore space within the dolomite was not filled prior to 
the precipitation of post-dolomite calcites by the cement identified 
in the rest of the Oolite Groupo Further information regarding 
the origin of this calcite is given in Chapter 7. 
5.1 Calcrete 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCRETIONS 
5.2 Daren Ddu Bed concretions 
5.3 Blaen Onneu Oolite concretions 
5.4 Conclusions 
5.1 Calcrete 
Occurrence 
What is interpreted as a calcrete horizon is developed on top af 
the karst at the top of the Gilwern Oolite (W"right, 1980, 1981). 
It varies from 0 to 1.5 m in thickness. Calcrete-like material 
also occurs as a coating to blocks in the brecciated zone at the top 
of the Gilwern Oolite and as a pore filling (see 2.1). 
Descriptian 
The calcrete is buff in colaur and nodular, containing much green 
clay between the nodules. The nodules themselves anly contain 
3-5% acid insoluble residue, some of which is detrital quartz and 
authigenic pyrite. 
The calcrete is composed of two distinct partions that can be 
identified by their respective grain sizes. The coarser averages 
15 ~ m m and the finer 5 ~ m m (rig. 5/1a, b). The coarser material occurs 
between fractured clasts af the finer material. Spar filled veins 
also cut the calcrete. These are dominantly filled by Zone 6 
(erroan calcite, but occasionally Zones 4 and 5 calcite is present 
(rig. 2/11a). The calcrete itself is dominantly nan-ferraan, although 
in some areas it is ferroan. This is thought to result from 
solution/reprecipitation processes similar to those responsible for 
the formation af "erroan' ooids. 
CALCRETE AND MASSIVE CONCREnONS 
a)Calcrete from the top of the Oolite Group.It consists of two components,one 
coarser than the other. Sample 18,,10. 
b)Transmitted light photomicrograph of the area shown in (a) .Sample 18,,10. 
c)Brightly luminescing band crossi.ng a massive concretion.It changes in form 
along its length.On the lett it consists of a 'frilled' band,wh11e on the 
right the brigb.t17 l u m ~ e s c i n g g calcite is concentrated at the cuter margin of 
rhombs.Sample 22365. 
d)Transmitted light photomicrograph of the area shown in (c) .There is a change 
ill crystal fabric associated with the change in the CL nature uf the brightly 
lumine sCi.ng band. Sample 22365. 
e)Close-up View of the left hand portion of the brightly lWllineSCing band 
illustrated in (c) .8a11l1'le 22365. 
f)Close-up View of the right hand llOr'tion of ~ h e e brightly luminescing band 
illuscrat ed in (c) • Sample 22365. 
g)Yiew across the m a r g ~ ~ of the black 'nucleus'(B) of a massive concretion.The 
black 'nucleus' !las a "ery brightly luminescing.A brightly lumineSCing band 
is seen paralleling the margin of the 'nucleus'.Saaple 17895. 
h)Close-up of the black 'nucleus' illustrated in ( g ) . W i ~ h 1 n n it numerous 
rhombohedral outlines are visible.Sanple 17895. 
i)Part of a massive concretion. Solution vugs(S) are lined by brightly 
luminescing calcite and filled by dull lU!ll1.nescing calcite.Bright1y 
luminescing calcite occurs in rhomb-shaped areas.Sample 22365. 
j)Transmitted light photomicrograph of the area sho',vn in (i) .The area consists 
almost entirely of a s.1llg1e calcite crystal.SaIIlple 22365. 
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Where the calcrete coats blocks or occurs as a pore filling 
it rests with a sharp contact against the oolite. Isolated 
ooids or oolite clasts, which sometimes occur within the 
calcrete, show little sign of calcretization. 
The calcrete is brightly luminescent. The finer grained 
material has a uniform CL (Fig. 5/1a). It is impossible to identify 
individual grains using CL. The CL of the coarser material reveals 
that it is composed of zoned rhombs (Fig. 5/1a), probably of the 
1011 form. The rhombohedral nature of the grains is not evident 
in transmitted light since they have grown together to form an 
interlocking, anhedral mosaic. 
Discussion 
rolk (1971) and Chafetz & Butlar (1980) note the occurrence of 
calcrete nodules composed of rhombs. Folk (1971) believes thesa 
grew displacively. It is presumed that the calcrete developed in 
a soil horizon overlying the karst at the top of the Gilwern Oolite. 
There is no evidence that the oolite itself is replaced. Whether 
growth was displacive or replacive is unclear. The preservation 
of zonation in the rhombs is believed to indicate that they are 
primary, the variationain CL reflecting chemical variations in 
the groundwaters from which they were precipitated. 
5.2 Daren Ddu Bed concretions 
Occurrence 
Northwest of Darren concretions occur at two levels within the 
Daren Ddu Beds. Both concretionary beds, one at the top and the 
other at the base of the Daren Ddu Beds, are approx. 1 m.thick. At 
Darren, Chaw Pant-y-rhiw and Daren Cilau the concretions alternate 
with dolomite (Plate 1/1a, b), but further to the west than this 
the dolomite disappears. 
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Description 
Three types of concretions are found in the Daren Ddu Beds. These 
are composed of massive calcite, columnar calcite and botryoidal 
calcite. They are described in turn below. 
~ a s s i v e e calcite concretions 
These concretions are multi-coloured, containing reds, yellows, 
greens and browns in an overall marbled effect (Plate 5/1a, b). 
Such concretions are made up of several elements, listed below. 
A single concretion can contain any number and combination of these 
elements. 
1. a sub-spherical, black 'nucleus', 
2. multi-coloured non-ferroan calcite, 
3. ferroan calcite filled vugs that have the same texture as 
elements 1 and 2. Inclusion-frse ferrosn calcite and/or 
pyrite pseudomorphs of a rhombic mineral (see 6.5) are 
often present, 
4. columnar calcite, described later in the mxt, is often 
found in association with massive concretions, 
5. cross-cutting veins. 
Shale occurs between the concretions and is wrapped around 
them. Vertebrate debris can often be seen in cut and polished 
slabs. This can be separated by acid digestion. Insoluble residues 
so formed make up 5-7% of the concretions and also contain conodonts. 
The bulk of the concretions are made up of crystals with a 
great range in size and shape. Crystals up to 5 mm.across are common. 
Shapes vary from equidimensional to markedly elongate. All crystals 
have sutured contacts and commonly contain carbonate inclusions 
that are not in optical continuity with the bulk of the crystal. 
Oark inclusions are common and suggest a former radial fibrous habit. 
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a 
b 
?late 511 ~ r A . S s : r 1 3 3 CONCR.::'!'I eNS 
C u ~ ~ a n ~ ~ ~ o l i 3 a e d d su=faces of ~ a s s i 7 e e c c n c = e ~ i o n s s :rom ~ ~ e e Ja=ec )du 3eds ~ ~ ~
~ r a i g g y Cilau. ~ ~ e e "ra=:i.ous e l c m e n ~ s s ~ h a ~ ~ ::lake u? ~ ~ e s e e concrenons can be 
s e e . . . ~ o ~ e e ~ s ~ e c i 3 l : J J ~ ~ e e a l a c ~ ~ ' ~ u c ~ e i i ' ' and ~ h e e :ar=oan c a l c ~ ~ e e :illed vug 
( the ~ e e . n n ~ e a a ~ o o ~ h e e :e:t of ~ h e e black 'nucleus' ) ~ ~ ( a. ) . 
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The crystals in the ferroan calcite filled vugs are also large, 
with sutured contacts. The only inclusion-free calcite occurs in 
pseudomorphs of former rhombic minerals, as a lining to ferroan 
calcite filled vugs and in veins that cut the concretions. 
The concretions are dominantly non-luminescent, although 
concentric, brightly luminescing bands do occur (Fig. 5/1c, g). 
In one case the nature of this band changed abruptly along its 
length. This change is associated with a change in the fabric of 
the calcite crystals (Fig. 5/1c, d). Where the calcite contains 
inclusions defining a former fibrous structure the band has a 
sharp, 'frilled' appearance (Fig. 5/1e), but where the fibrous 
fabric disappears the band becomes diffuse and the bright luminescent 
calcite picks out many tiny, randomly oriented rhombs (Fig. 5/1f). 
Where these bands are seen in other concretions they have either 
one or the other of these textures. Due to the generai lack of 
luminescence in most of the concretions it is impossible to make 
out the fabrics, but some areas seem to be completely made up of 
rhombs, although there is no indication of these in transmitted 
light. Occasionally scattered rhombic shaped areas contain brightly 
luminescent calcite (fig. 5/1i, j). The black 'nuclei' have a very 
different CL to the bulk of the concretion. They are very brightly 
luminescent but again the luminescence gives the impression that 
the area is made up of many tiny rhombs (fig. 5/1g, h). 
The sparry calcite that grows around the ferroan calcite filled 
vugs shows normal growth zonation. The CL is consistent with 
Zones 4 and 5 calcite cements. A solution surface separates these 
two which correlates with Solution Event 4. Zone 4 calcite can be 
seen growing on top of the fibrous calcite. Much of the brightly 
luminescing calcite within the concretions is similar to Zone 5 
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calcite. Calcite within veins that cut the concretions can be 
correlated with Zones 4 onwards. 
Columnar calcite 
Columnar calcite occurs as sheets and in association with 
massive concretions (Plate 5/2a, b). The sheets have no preferred 
direction of growth; sheets develop both from the top and the 
bottom of the concretionary beds. Where columnar calcite crystals 
grow on massive concretions they often have a spherulitic habit. 
The crystals occur in a variety of colours similar to those seen 
in the massive concretions and include a white variety. Columnar 
calcite crystals have been found up to 22 cm long and 1 cm wide, 
but they are usually less than 10 cm in length. 
The crystals taper slightly towards their base and have straight 
boundaries. Green clay and detrital quartz are often found between 
the crystals, especially in their outer portion (Plate 5/3a). 
Within this green clay a green mineral is found pseudomorphing a 
former rhombic mineral. It is pleochroic. The long axes of the 
rhombs and the fabric of the surrounding clay are usually aligned 
parallel to the sides of the crystals suggesting displacive growth. 
It has not been possible to separate sufficient of the mineral to 
identify it. Possibilities are chlorite and glauconite. Where the 
columnar calcite crystals protrude into the surrounding ~ a l e e they have 
rhombohedral terminations (Plate 5/2b). Individual crystals have 
uniform extinction. Splays of crystals exhibit progressive 
extinction on rotation under crossed-polars. 
The crystals have a clear, inclusion-free core, the cross-section 
of which is triangular like the crystals themselves (Plate 5/3a)0 
The rest of the crystals are composed of inclusion-rich calcite that 
displays pseudopleochroism. The inclusions have a feather-like 
b 
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distribution, being inclined towards the inclusion-free core 
and away from the direction of growth (Plate 5/3b). The 
inclusions are thought to outline former fibres. Detrital quartz 
grains are scattered throughout the crystals and behind these there 
is, on occasions, a 'shadow zone' in which the calcite is free of 
inclusions (Fig. 5/2b). The 'shadow zone' is elongated in a 
direction parallel to the trend of the inclusions. At irregular 
intervals inclusion-free bands traverse the splays of columnar 
calcite crystals. These seem to be defining former crystal faces 
(Plate 5/3b). 
Inclusion-free and inclusion-rich calcites are cut indiscrimin-
ently by numerous straight twin lamellae (Plate 5/3b, fig. 5/2b). 
Staining shows that the crystals are dominantly non-ferroan. 
Ferroan calcite is found occupying irregular areas that are thought 
to be Type 1 solution vugs (Plate 5/3b). The edges of the crystals 
also tend to be slightly Ferroan. Areas of ferroan calcite parallel 
the trend of the inclusions. The shape of these areas, that are the 
result of solution, is controlled by the former fabric of the crystals 
and hence represent Type 2b solution features. Ferroan calcite is 
thought to be of Zone 6 age. 
The columnar calcite is mainly nor.-luminescent, but irregularly 
spaced, very brightly luminescent bands run across the crystals 
(Fig. 5/2a, c, e). The shape of these possibly define former crystal 
faces. The intensity of the luminescence in these bands gradually 
builds up then there is an abrupt return to non-luminescent calcite. 
The luminescent bands on some occasions show fine structure. The 
bands cut across the fabric of the crystals and generally appear to 
be unrelated to the inclusion-free bands that run across the crystals. 
The margins of the crystals contain dull to brightly luminescing 
Fig.5/2 C O : : : ' ~ 1 . t N A R R CALCIl'E 
a)Very brightly h:.lliLlescing band c=ossing columnar calcite cr'Jstals.Detrital 
quartz gra1!ls( Q) are ';rapped wi -;hio. t;he crystals. The upper marg:i.n of the 
bright band is irregular suggesting etching. Sample 20580. 
b)Transmitted light pho'Comicrograpb. of the area shown in (a) .The calcite is 
inclusion-rich except in '.shadow-zones' behilld detri'Cal quartz grains(Q).T!le 
inclusions p i c ~ ~ o u ~ ~ a former fibrous structure.rhe diraction ot growth is 
upwards.Sample 20580. 
c)Very brightly luminescing band crossing columnar calcite crystals in a 
massiVe/columnar concretion.Possible for:ner crystal faces are outlined..There 
is a gradual build-up in lumi::lescent intensity then a shaJ:11 return to non-
luminescug cal.cite.I.ocally,tb.e outer margin of the band is irregular 
suggesting etching.Sample 183i.;8. 
d)T=ansmitted light ~ h o t o m i c r o g r ~ h h of the area shovm in ( c ) . ~ h e r e e ~ s s no 
e n d ~ c e e of the ba.c.d nsible w ~ t ~ ~ ClL.SaJ:Iple 183L;.8. 
e)Columnar calci'Ce crystals.A brightly luminescing line picks out possible 
fO::':ler crystal faces. rhe::;' e is evid.ence of solution ooth above and belo'll ';he 
l i n e . S ~ p l e e 22367. 
i)'Trans:ilitted light photomic=ograph of the area sb.JYml in (e) .Sample 22367. 
g)Colw::mar calcite occurring within a massive concretion. Areas of dull 
luminescing calcite cut aero ss the zoning of the cryst alsmd at' e aligned 
parallel to relic fibres in the crystals(not visible using Cr..) • Sample 22367. 
h)Transcitted light photomicrogra:ph showing fibrous caleite(?) growing on an 
e e ~ v d . e ' t ' m m fragt:tent(E) .Sam:p1e 17879. 
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calcite in elongate areas that run parallal to the trend of the 
inclusions (fig. 5/2e, g). These are the result of solution 
processes (see distribution of ferroan calcite above). 
Botryoidal concretions 
This type of concretion has a very limited distribution. It 
is only found in the lower concretionary horizon at the north end 
of Craig y Cilau and at Craig y Castell. 
Thesa concretions consist of a cluster of lobtate, green to 
brown calcite masses. Many may occur in a cluster (Plata 5/4a). 
The convex surfaces of the masses always face downwards. The 
horizontal dimensions of a single calcite unit fall between 1 and 
4 cm; the vertical dimensions are commonly slightly less. Clay 
and detrital quartz separate each calcite unit. Occasionally the 
junctions are stylolitisad. Partings in the clay are parallel to 
the sides of the calcite units. 
Each calcite unit consists of an array of radiating, acicular 
crystals separated by dark material, probably clay, and contains 
scattered detrital quartz. The masses as a whole display sweeping 
extinction and twin planes curved in the direction of growth. The 
centre of each calcite unit contains white sparry calcite which 
spreads outwards in a series of radiating veins which become thinner 
outwards (Plata 5/4a, b). The sparry calcite crystals show abundant 
evidence of deformation (undulose extinction, deformed twin lamellae). 
Staining shows that the radiating acicular crystals are 
dominantly non-ferroan although there may be an increasing amount 
of ferroan calcite towards the outer margin where it occurs as 
elongate areas extended in the direction of the fibres (Plate 5/3b). 
The sparry calcite is mainly non-ferroan but tr.ere is a ferroan zone 
a 
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at the inner edge of the calcite and the final fill is also often 
ferroan. Occasionally baroque dolomite occurs after the ferroan 
calcite (Plate 5/3b). 
The acicular calcite is dominantly non-luminescent as the 
sparry calcite. The ferroan calcite has dull luminescence although 
where patchy it contains irregular areas of brightly luminescent 
calcite. The baroque dolomite is non-luminescent. 
Discussion 
The diagenetic history of the concretions is complex and not fully 
understood. They ~ e r e e formed prior to the precipitation of Zone 4 
calcite since Zone 4, 5 and 6 calcite are found filling fractures 
within the concretions. The concretions must be formed at shallow 
depth although they may not be 'early' as defined in this study. 
The presence of abundant conodonts in the shales and concretions 
indicates that they grew within marine deposits. However, this does 
not mean that the concrstions themselves are of marine origin 
(Clark, 1981). The way in which the shale wraps around the concretions 
and the presence of dark material, probably clay, between what appear 
to have been calcite fibres suggests that they grew mainly displacively 
within the shale horizon. The colour of the concretions may result 
from variations in the included clay material. The colours are 
similar to those described by Wright (1981) for clays from subaerial 
exposure surfaces in the Llanelly Fm and are similar to those occurring 
at penecontemporaneous subaerial exposure surfaces within the Oolite 
Group. 
The rhombic fabric that is evident with CL is similar to the 
fabric seen in the calcrete at the top of the Gilwern Oolite. If 
this fabric is primary it would suggest formation within a soil 
horizon. However, many randomly oriented, rhombic outlines occur 
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within the crystals that exist today. Presuming that the rhombic 
fabric is primary, this would require recrystallisation of the 
concretion without redistribution of the elements responsible 
for the CL. A brightly luminescent band has been described that 
changes both its transmitted light and CL fabric along its length. 
It is thought that this change is caused by partial recrystallisa-
tion. In this case it seems more likely that the area showing 
relict fibres and a sharp luminescent band is not recrystallised, 
whereas the area with large, sutured crystals and a diffuse 
luminescent band made up of rhombs is recrystallised. There is, 
therefore, some doubt as to the origin of the rhombic fabric seen 
with CL. 
The columnar calcite is similar to calcite layers and cone-in-
cone calcite described by Woodland (1964), Franks (1969) and 
Marshall (19'S2). The distribution of inclusions in the columnar 
calcites and the occurrence of inclusion-free 'shadow zones' behind 
detrital quartz grains suggests their original fibrous nature. The 
products of the recrystallisation of fibrous carbonate have been 
described by Kendall & Tucker (1973), Kendall (1977), Kendall & 
Broughton (1977). The fibres probably occurred as laterally 
interfering bundles. The 'shadow zones' result from fibrous 
calcite coming up against detrital quartz grains. The force of 
crystallisation wasmsufficient to move them and further growth 
was halted. This would leave an area behind the quartz grain which 
contained no calcita. If this is the case and assuming that the 
premise that the fibrous crystals developed within a clay 
sediment is correct, one would expect that the 'shadow zones' and 
other areas where fibres have not displaced the clay should be 
filled with clay rather than inclusion-free calcite. Inclusion-free 
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calcite would only be expected filling secondary voids. Therefore, 
the exact origin of the 'shadow zones' is unclear. Possibly they 
are secondary, rather than primary, in origin. 
Inclusion-free bands run across the crystals and these may be 
primary or secondary in origin. In the former case the clear 
zones would develop by the true displacive growth of large crystal 
faces within the sediment. Inclusion-rich areas would result from 
the displacive growth of fibrous crystals. It is known that in 
speleothem calcite fibrous calcite growth and coalesence may be 
virtually simultaneous (Folk & Assereto, 1976; Kendel & Broughton, 
1977, 1978). It is possible that recrystallisation of fibrous 
calcite, in the Daren Ddu Bed concretions, occurred shortly after 
its formation. The development of crystal faces on, and the 
continued growth of the secondary crystals would result in the 
clear zones that are seen today. Alternatively Kendal & Tucker (1973) 
describe variations in inclusion density that are the result of 
recrystallisation that may have occurred long after the growth of 
the original fibrous calcite. Either explanation is possible. The 
presence of bands with bright CL that also run across the crystals, 
although not in the same places as the inclusion-free zones, is 
probably also the result of recrystallisation, the bright bands 
being analogous to the concentric bright bands seen in the massive 
concretions. The origin of the clear core of the crystals is 
unclear. The distribution of inclusion-rich and inclusion-free 
calcite is similar to that described by Kendall & Broughton (1978) 
for recrystallised speleothem. The angle of the relic fibres 
makes a direct comparison of these two occurrences difficult though. 
It must be concluded that many aspects of the development of the 
concretions and columnar calcites remain unclear. 
Botryoidal concretions result from the largely displacive 
growth of radiating, fibrous bundles. The reason for their 
restricted distribution and unidirectional growth direction is 
unknown. The fractures in the centres of the fibrous bundles are 
visually similar to those developed in septarian nodules. Sparry 
calcite filling these fractures is probably of Zone 4 age; this 
restricts the time at which they grew. 
5.3 Blaen Onneu Oolite concretions 
Occurrence 
A nodular horizon approx. 1 m thick occurs at the top of the Blaen 
Onneu Oolite between Darren and Daren Cilau (Plate 1/1a). Further 
west than this the horizon is not seen. This is initially due to 
lack of exposure, but also because erosion prior to Llanelly Fm. 
deposition removed the top of the Oolite Group. Eastwards from 
Darren the nodular horizon is laterally replaced by dolomite lenses 
similar to those seen in the Daren Ddu Beds inthe Chaw Pant-y-rhiw 
area (Plate 1/2). 
Description 
The nodules in this horizon are tightly interlocking. They vary 
greatly in size, from 5 cm to more than 20 cm in diameter. Polished 
cross-sections of two nodules are shown in Plate 5/5a, b. The nodules 
are light green in colour. Acid digestion reveals the absence of 
marine biological insoluble residue. They often have a poor 
concentric structure formed by alternating fibrous and non-fibrous 
calcite. The fibrous calcite crystals tend to be restricted to 
the outer portion of the concretions. The fibres are triangular 
in cross-section with rhombohedral terminations where they occur at 
the outer edge of the nodule. Traces of burrows are occasionally 
a 
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seen within the nodules. These developed in the sediment prior 
to the development of the nodule. Small areas (approx. 1 cm 
diameter) contain lemon-coloured calcite. This is intensely 
ferroan and thought to be equivalent to Zone 6 cement. Similar 
ferroan calcite areas have been described from massive calcite 
concretions from the Daren Ddu Beds. 
Thin sections reveal that the bulk of the nodules are composed 
of calcite crystals with sutured contacts (as in the massive 
concretions from the Daren Ddu Beds). There is a great variation 
in crystal size; up to 5 mm across. Crystals contain detrital 
quartz and carbonate inclusions. The fibrous calcite has straight 
crystal boundaries. 
The nodules are dominantly non-luminescent; however, brightly 
luminescent concentric bands are present in some specimens (fig. 
5/3a). In these bands the brightly luminescent calcite is 
restricted to the spaces between rhombs which are themselves 
zoned with dull and non-luminescent calcite (Fig. 5/3b). A similar 
CL fabric has been described from the massive calcite concretions 
from the Daren Odu Beds. The patchy nature of the dominantly 
non-luminescent areas suggests that these too may consist of rhombs, 
but due to the lack of luminescent intensity they cannot be 
resolved. The bright bands coincide with the fibrous bands in the 
nodules (Fig. 5 / 3 c ~ ) . . Casts of allochems can be distinguished in 
some areas. Once identified with CL they can also be distinguished 
in transmitted light (fig. 5/3e, f). Sparry calcite crystals lining 
ferro an calcite filled vugs show CL similar to that seen in Zone 4. 
The zonation pattern is very irregular and suggests solution 
(Fig. 5/3g, h, i). 
Fig.5/; RECRYSTALLISED CALCRETE 
a)Recr,rstallised calcrete concretion consist1=g largely of non-luminesCing 
calcite.Diffuse. ;;"'"'1ghtl;r lu:ninescUlg concent:=ic cac.d.s occur in the 
c o n c r e t i o n . S ~ ~ l e e 22;66. 
b)Olose-up of brightly IUl!linesclng band.It consists of man.;r,randomly oriented 
r l l o m b s . ~ e e bngo.'t calcite occurs between the rlloClbs '.'lIliCb. are zoned nth dull 
and ncn-luminescect ca.lcite.Sam:;lle 22366. 
c)3:ightly lum1:lesc:1.ng band. in :-ecrystallised calcrete concretion.S8II1ple 22366. 
d)Transmitted l.1.gllt p b . o t O m i . c r o g r ~ 1 l l of tee area shO'11Il 1.::1 (c). The brightJ.:r 
lumJ.!l.esciDg band coincides w1tll the fibrous calcite layer. Sample 22366. 
e)Rel1c s.U.oehems( A) are sometimes present .Sampl e 22366. 
f)Transmitted light photomicrograph of the area shown in (e) .The reliC 
allocllems eVident Wi. til CL are Ilardly 111si tIe. Sample 22366. 
g)Tb.e margin of a !erroan calc1te(Fe) tilled vug.Sparry calcite e--ystals appear 
to line tile vug prior to !erroan calc1te p r e c i ~ 1 t a t i o n . S a l l l ~ l e e 22366. 
h ) ~ a n S l l 1 i t t e d d light photomicrograpll of the area. snovrn in (g) • The margill of the 
f'erroan calcite fuled 'lUg is no longer obV1ous.S8II1ple 22:;66. 
i)Tb.e area shown in tile ~ o x x in (g).:he CUJstals lUling the ferroan calcite(Fe) 
filled vug do co t have a 'no='Jlal' zonation pattern. It is tt.ougllt that tile 
patchy CL ~ a t t e r n n :i.s the reS'.J.lt of solution and the later tilling of solution 
vugs.Sample 22366. 
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Discussion 
These concretions are similar in many ways to the massive 
concretions of the Daren Odu Beds. The preservation of structures 
that were present in the original sediment, i.e. burrows, suggests 
that growth of the concretions was not displacive. However, such 
structures are exceedingly rare. The origin of the rhombic CL 
fabric has been discussed earlier in this chapter. It is not 
known why brightly luminescent bands are associated with 
concentric fibrous layers. These are presumed to be recrystallisation 
features. The development of radial fabrics by recrystallisation 
has been described by Chafetz & Butler (1980); however, unlike 
their example recrystallisations appears to be from the centre 
outwards rather than the outside inwards because fibrous calcite 
crystals taper towards the interior of the concretions. This is 
consistent with other examples from the Oolite Group. 
It is thought that the nodules represent a recrystallised 
calcrete. It is not possible to say whether the rhombic fabric seen 
with CL is primary or secondary. 
5.4 Conclusions 
1. There are a number of horizons within the Oolite Group at which 
concretions occur. Those at the top of the Gilwern and Blaen 
Onneu Oolites are probably associated with subaerial exposure. 
Those in the Daren Ddu Beds have a problematical origin. 
2. All concretions are cut by veins containing Zone 4 calcite. 
They must have formed prior to or during the precipitation of 
Zone 4 calcite. 
3. Recrystallisation has modified most of the concretions found 
in the Oolite Group; those at the top of the Gilwern Oolite 
being the e x c e ~ t i o n . .
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4. Columnar calcite crystals are similar to cone-in-cone calcite 
and calcite beef suggesting they are purely diagenetic in 
origin. 
S. CL of the concretions reveals fabrics that otherwise cannot 
be seen. However, this has not clarified the origin of many 
of the concretions; rather it has made them more difficult to 
interpret. 
6. Carbon and oxygen isotopic analysis of samples from 
concretions is discussed in Chapter 7. This sheds little 
light on the origin of the concretions. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
.... UTHIG£NIC ['iINERALS 
6.1 Quartz 
6.2 Feldspar 
6.3 Glauconite 
6.4 Pyrite 
6.5 Gypsum pseudomorphs 
An 'authigenic mineral' is taken to mean a non-carbonate mineral 
that has been precipitated in or has replaced the sediment during 
diagenesis. 
6.1 Quartz 
Occurrence 
AuthigeniC quartz occurs in two forms: 
1. euhedral crystals - these are variable in size; the long 
axes of the crystals are between 70 and 400 ~ m . . and sections 
perpendicular to this are 20 and 90 ~ m . . across. They occur 
as well developed prisms with pyramidal terminations (Fig. 
6/1a, b). The crystals occur individually or in clusters 
(Fig. 6/1b). They occur almost exclusively within ooids 
and micritic clasts, although they may be found growing 
across cement between such allochems. There is no 
evidence of there being original detrital cores in these 
quartz crystals. The quartz is often cloudy due to the 
presence of numerous tiny inclusions. Where the quartz 
replaces calcite spar the inclusions are often much larger 
(Plate 6/1a). The tiny inclusions often ghost the margins 
and structure of the ooids they have replaced; 
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2. microcrystalline - this type of quartz is found replacing 
brachiopod valves. In the replacement process the structure 
of the valves is retained (Plate 6/1b). This type of quartz 
is seen throughout the Oolite Group but is not necessarily 
associated with euhedral quartz. There is a close 
correlation between the development of microcrystalline 
quartz and the presence o f ~ l u t i o n n holes filled with Zone 
6 calcite within the replaced brachiopod valves. 
Discussion 
Plate 6/1a illustrates an euhedral quartz crystal cutting across 
ooids and cement. Where it cuts across ferroan calcite spar it 
contains ferraen calcite inclusions and where it replaces nan-
ferroan calcite spar it contains non-ferroan calcite inclusions. 
This suggests that the quartz grew after the precipitation of 
the Zone 6 ferrcan calcite. A late diagenetic origin is consistent 
with the widespread distribution seen within the Oolite Group. 
The reason for the correlation between the occurrence of 
micro-crystalline quartz and solution holes within brachiopod 
valves is not known. It is unclear whether the microcrystalline 
quartz is of the same age as the euhedral quartz. 
The replacement of limestone by silica is a common and well 
documented event (Graf & Lamar, 1950; Swett, 1965; Wilson, 1966). 
Depositional grains composed of material with small crystal size 
are preferentially replaced, e.g. ooids, micrite, although 
replacement post-dated porosity occlusion. This could reflect 
a variety of textural, compositional and chemical factors and hence 
the reason for this is unclear. 
The source of silica is unknown. There is no evidence of 
it o r i g i n ~ t i n g g within the Oolite Group, e.g. as sponge spicules. 
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6.2 Feldspar 
Occurrence 
Only one sample collected contained authigenic feldspar, this 
was from the top of the Gilwern Oolite at Craig y Gaer (Sample 
17865). Cross-sections through crystals have a variety of shapes, 
rhombs and hexagons being the most common (Fig. 6/2a,b). Occasion-
ally the crystals are elongate (Fig. 6/1d). Rhombic sections have 
an average width of G.1 - 0.2 mm, elongate crystals are up to 
0.7 m ~ ~ long. As with the authigenic silica, ooids and micrite 
are replaced preferentially by the feldspar. Where the feldspar 
crystals lie across aoid-cement boundaries, the junction is 
preserved as a line of inclusions. Occasionally inclusions 
ghost ooid structure. Examination under crossed polars revaals 
twinning (Fig. 6/2c, d) similar to that described by Kastner & 
Waldbaum (1968). No detailed optical work has been done on the 
twins. Detrital cores are not detectable either in transmitted 
light or using CL. The crystals are non-luminescing. The 
crystals typically have adularia-like habit and occur either 
singly or in clusters (Fig. 6/1c). 
Microprobe analysis shows that 98% of the alkali in the 
feldspar is potassium. 
Discussion 
The occurrence of authigenic feldspar described above is very 
similar to that described by Kastner & Waldbaum (1968) and 
Kastner (1971). The feldspars found in the Oolite Group are 
typical in that they are a very pure end member; however potassium 
feldspars are relatively rare, compared to albite, as authigenic 
minerals in carbonate rocks. Also, the size of the crystals found 
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is much larger than the mean of 20 - 100 ~ m . . quoted by Kastner 
(1971). 
The geochemistry of authigenic feldspar precipitation is 
discussed by Kastner (1971). Although it is possible to 
produce authigenic feldspar at room temperature, it is more likely 
that they formed during burial. There is no petrographic evidence 
to suggest when they formed. However, it seems likely that they 
may be coeval with the authigenic silica since, during this time, 
there was obviously a sufficient supply of silica in solution. 
The very restridad distribution of the feldspar is a problem. 
It most likely reflects a restricted supply of potassium and 
aluminium. High values of potassium and aluminium cannot have 
been a general feature of the pore waters at the time of authigenic 
feldspar formation since this would have resulted in a wider 
occurrence of this mineral. A possible source of potassium and 
aluminium is from clays (Carrozi, 1960). 
6.3 Glauconite 
Occurrence 
Glauconite has a very restricted occurrence. It is found in two 
forms: 
1. filling and replacing echinoderm plates - it only occurs 
like this in the basal levels of the Daren Ddu Beds in 
the Darren - Chaw Pant-y-rhiw area. It is most abundant 
in the centres of echinoderm plates (Plate 6/2), often 
being absent from the periphery of the plate; 
2. pseudomorphing rhombs - this form is only fcund within 
clays trapped within the concreticns of the Daren Odu Beds 
and is discussed in 6.5. 
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Discussion 
The presence of glauconite filling the stereome system suggests 
that it grew prior to any cementation and thus is 'early' 
diagenetic. Berry (1940), Pratt (1962), Seed (1965), Lamboy 
(1975) and Odin & ~ a t t e r r (1981) all record glauconite filling and 
in some cases replacing echinoderm tests. The latter authors also 
note the tendancy for glauconite to occur preferentially in the 
centre of grains and considered that glauconite needed an 
environment that was 'confined' from normal marine water in which 
to form. In other words a micro-environment existed at the 
centre of the echinoderm grains that favoured glauconite formation. 
Since glauconite invariably forms during early diagenesis this 
micro-environment m a ~ e l l l have resulted from the decay of organic 
matter within the stereome. Such an environment would be reducing, 
although the environment outside the grain may be oxidising. A 
reducing environment has been favoured by many authors for 
glauconite formation (reviewed by Cloud, 1955). Also a pH of 
7-8 would seem to be desirable and a source of iron is required, 
there being little or none in the suostrate. 
Glauconite is not a reliable depth or temperature indicator 
o a 
occurring, as it does today, from 65 5 to 80 N and, most commonly, 
at depths between 50 and 500 m. However, it does indicate 
relatively shallow water with low sedimentation rates and a lack 
of turbulence. It is thought that the most favourable temperatures 
of formation are between 15 and 20 0 C (Cloud, 1955; Porrenga, 1967; 
Odin & Matter, 1981). Very shallow tropical seas are too warm 
to encourage its formation. 
The mode of origin of glauconite has recently been reviewed 
by Od±n & Matter (1981). They view the 'layer lattice' theory 
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of Burst (1958a,b) as generally incorrect, being only a special 
case, and consider that glauconite grows within pores and later 
r e ~ l a c e s s substrate as a result of solution. This is consistent 
with the occurrence of glauconite within the Daren Qdu Beds where 
there is no evidence of sheet silicates either filling stereome 
systems or between grains as would be required by the 'layer 
lattice' theory. 
The occurrence of glauconite at this horizon suggests that 
the environment of deposition was one of low sedimentation rates 
and quiet waters, perhaps a restricted lagoon or embayment. 
Modern examples suggest that the water depth was at least 30 m, 
especially bearing in mind the equatorial position of S. Wales 
during the Lower Carboniferous which would have meant that shallower 
water would have been too warm for glauconite for.mation. The exact 
nature of the environment in which the glauconite bearing sediments 
of the Daren Odu Beds were deposited is not known. They are in 
close association with sediments that are thought to be of possible 
intertidal origin. This suggests that they were deposited at 
considerably less than 30 m. 
6.4 Pyrite 
Occurrence 
Authigenic pyrite occurs in four forms: 
1. framboids - subspherical aggregates of crystals. Pyrite 
of this type is found within sparry cement. In same 
instances it rests geopetally on the floors of oomoulds 
(rig. 6/2e). This suggests formation prior to Zone 6 
calcite was precipitated since this is the encompassing 
cement; 
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2. euhedral crystals - these occur individually and in 
clusters. The crystals are typically octahedral although 
cubes are also found. They occur in the same way as 
framboids; 
3. infilling and replacing allochems - irregular patches fill 
and r e ~ l a c e e biogenic allochems, notably echinoderm plates 
(Fig. 6/2f,g), bryozoa and ostracods. Examples that have 
been dissolved out are spikey and have irregular, branching 
form. These are thought to be casts of the stereome system 
of echinoderm plates. Pyrite of tnis type is very restricted 
in occurrence, being confined to the Blaen Onneu and 
Pwll-y-cwm Oolites in the Clydach area, where they contain 
suitable substrates, and rare occurrences in the Daren Odu 
Beds. This type of pyrite must have been synsedimentary. 
otherwise the pores would have been filled with cement; 
4. pseudomorphing a rhombic mineral - clusters of pyrite are 
seen pseudomorphing rhombic and lenticular crystals. These 
are common within concretions from the Daren Odu Beds (Fig. 
6/2h), but are also found e l s e ~ h e r e . . The age of the pyrite 
is similar to that of Type 1 and 2 pyrite. These pseudo-
morphs are considered further in 6.5. 
Discussion 
Pyrite is a common authigenic mineral in sediments and sedimentary 
rocks. It commonly forms in reducinQ environments during early 
diagenesis by the bacterial reduction of seawater sulphate and 
reactions with Fe2+ (Berner, 1970). Although organic matter is 
commonly associated with pyrite formation it is not essential. 
It only acts as a scurce of energy for sulphate reducing bacteria. 
Framboids have been formed experimentally without biotic 
intervention (Berner, 1969; Sweeny & Kaplan, 1973). 
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The most likely source of sulphate is from seawater, 
organic sulphur is insignificant. The precipitation of substantial 
amounts of pyrite, especially in early diagenesis, would require 
a low sedimentation rate to maintain the supply from seawater 
by diffusion. Although seawater is by far the most i m p o r t a n ~ ~
source of sulphate, locally other sources may be important. The 
association of pyrite pseudomorphing a rhombic mineral suggests 
that the original mineral may have been a sulphate source, i.e. 
gypsum. 
The formation of pyrite within biogenic debris may be related 
to the decomposition of organic matter associated with allochems, 
as suggested for glauconite. This would produce a suitable micro-
environment for sulphate reduction and pyrite formation. The 
environment outside the allochems need not have been reducing. 
There is a strong positive correlation between the distribution 
of Type 3 pyrite and the distribution of Zone 1 and 2b cements 
(Fig. 2/22). Zone 1 is in fact strongly ferroan indicating a 
reducing environment during its precipitation. However, it was 
not precipitated until after the deposition of the Blaen Onneu 
Oolite and the pyrite may well pre-date this. 
The most common occurrence of pyrite in the Oolite Group 
occurs between Solution Event 4 and the precipitation of Zone 6 
cement. Types 1, 2 and 4 pyrites are developed at this time. 
Single and clustered crystals and framboids have been described 
by Love and Amstutz (1966) and Sweeny & Kaplan (1973), however 
these are developed during early diagenesis. This pyrite grew 
during 'late' diagenesis and postdates much of the cement in the 
Oolite Group. It is probable that most, if not all, of the 
original organic matter within the sediment had been oxidised 
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by this time. The reduction of sulphate required to form this 
pyrite may have been accomplished by the introduction of fresh 
organic matter brought in with the diagenetic sediment that was 
introduced at a similar time. 
6.5 Gypsum p s e u d o m o r ~ ~
Occurrence 
Pseudomorphs of former rhombic and lenticular minerals occur in 
several forms: 
1. replaced by granular pyrite in association with ferroan 
calcite (see 6.4) (Fig. 6/2h). This form is commonly found 
within ferroan calcite vugs in concretions, although they 
are occasionally found elsewhere; 
2. replaced by sparry ferroan calcite witnin the inclusion-
rich ferroan calcite filling vugs in the concretions of the 
Daren Ddu Beds there are occasionally rhombic to lenticular 
shaped areas that are inclusion-free. The boundaries between 
ferroan calcite crystals on occasions cut across such rhombic 
areas. This type of pseudomorph often occurs in association 
with that described in(1) above; 
3. replaced by calcite containing many dark, unidentified 
inclusions - lenticular areas containing dark material are 
found in a ferroan (Zone 6) calcite ~ e i n n from near the top 
of the Gilwern Oolite at Twyn-y-dinas (Fig. 6/2i,j). The 
inclusion-rich areas are very brightly luminescing; 
4. replaced by glauconite (?) - see 6.3. 
Discussion 
The shape of the pseudomorphs, especially the lenticular ones, 
suggests that the original mineral was gypsum (Deer, Howie and 
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Zussman, 1966). Lenticular gypsum is common both in recent and 
ancient evapourite deposits. Type 1, 2 and 3 pseudomorphs 
indicate that gypsum was precipitated between the precipitation 
of Zones 5 and 6. It occurs within the diagenetic sediment 
introduced at this time. Although it formed during 'late' 
diagenesis this could not have been at any great depth. At 
depths greater than approx. 800 m.gypsum is unstable and anhydrite 
is formed instead (Berner, 1971). It is unlikely that the 
gypsum formed at anywhere near this depth since it is unlikely 
that the diagenetic sediment with which it is associated could 
have been washed down so far. The replacement of gypsum by pyrite 
indicates that it formed prior to pyrite formation. 
The Type 3 pseudomorphs are brightly luminescing. Similar 
brightly luminescing calcite, associated with numerous dark 
inclusions, is common within Zone 6 cement (see 2.3). It may be 
that the two are connected and at least some of the brightly 
luminescing calcite is associated with the replacement of gypsum, 
the crystal shape having been lost. Alternatively, it may result 
from the replacement of fibrous gypsum; the occurrence of 'sheafs' 
of brightly luminescing calcite is mentioned in 2.3 (Fig. 2/15h). 
The deposition of gypsum requires the passage of hypersaline 
brines through the rock. The origin of these are unknown. 
The lenticular form of gypsum is thought to result from its 
precipitation from alkaline solutions containing certain types of 
dissolved organic matter, e.g. humic acids (Cody, 1979). It was 
pointed out in 6.4 that the original organic matter within the 
sediment was likely to have been oxidised prior to the introduction 
of the diagenetic sediment in which the gypsum pseudomorphs are 
found. The organic matter required for the formation of lenticular 
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crystals of gypsum must have been introduced with the pore 
waters from outside the study area. This has direct bearing on 
the formation of pyrite which occurred after gypsum formation. 
It illustrates that new sources of organic matter could have 
been introduced to facilitate the bacterial reduction of 
sulphate. 
Unlike the other forms of gypsum the rhombs replaced by 
glauconite (Type 4) are likely to be relatively early in origin. 
Glauconite forms exclusively near the sediment-water interface. 
This type of occurrence of glauconite is very unusual and the 
author has found no reference to similar occurrences. It has 
been suggested previously that the concretionary horizons of the 
Daren Ddu Beds, in which this type of pseudomorph occurs, were 
deposited in the peritidal zone. The presence of gypsum in 
these rocks would be consistent with this idea, resulting from 
the evaporative concentration of marine derived porewaters. 
The oriGin of its replacement by glauconite is not understood. 
Certainly there is abundant glauconite elsewhere at these horizons 
(see 6.3). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CARBON AND OXYGEN STAaLE ISOTOPES 
7.1 Sampling and analysis 
7.2 Allochems 
7.3 Cements 
7.4 Dolomites and post-dolomite calcites 
7.5 Concretions 
7.6 Conclusions 
7.1 Sampling and analysis 
Individual components and cement generations were separated by 
cutting and/or scraping them from thin sections mounted in 
Lakeside 70 and stained with Alizarine red-S and potaasium 
ferricyanide as described by Dickson & Coleman (1980), or by 
scraping from cut and ground blocks. Dickson & Coleman (1980) 
showed that the presence of stain and mounting medium in the 
sample does not affect the analysis. Inevitably the components 
separated will be contaminated by the calcite surrounding them, 
but hopefully this contamination is small. The more difficult 
it becomes to separate a component, because of its size, the more 
contamination becomes a problem. 
The method of isotope analysis for the carbonates and the 
data corrections employed are similar to those normally used 
(McCrea, 1950; Craig, 1957; Clayton & Mayeda, 1963; Deines, 
1970). In most cases the analytical uncertainty is about 0.02%0 
for carbon and a.of/oo for oxygen. Sampling errors will be 
considerably larger. 
All isotope values are quoted against the PBD standard. 
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7.2 Allochems 
Sample descriptions 
OoidS, brachiopods and crinoid ossicles were sampled. Any 
special sampling procedures, i ~ p o r t a n t t textural and minerallogical 
considerations and data from recent analogues are considered 
below. 
Ooids 
Ooids consist of two parts: 
a) nucleus - usually bioclastic debris 
b) cortex inorganically(?) precipitated carbonate 
surrounding the nucleus. 
Only the ooids with little or no visible nucleus were sampled so 
as to minimise contaminations from biogenic material. 
The structure of the cortex of the ooids from the Oolite 
Group varies from radial-concentric to structureless; probably 
the result of varying amounts of micritisation. Modern marine 
ooids are composed of aragonite with the crystals tangentially 
oriented. Sanberg (1975) suggested that ancient ooids showing 
a radial arrangement of crystals were originally either low or 
high-Mg calcite. The original composition is important as this 
will control the original isotopic composition, since different 
carbonate minerals have different fractionation factors, and the 
way in which stabilisation to low-Mg calcite is achieved depends 
on the original mineralogy. Different stabilisation processes 
. . 18 /16 13 12 
may cause d ~ f f e r e n t t changes ~ n n a a and C/ C. 
Ooids will have an original porosity that will be filled 
with cement. Modern aragonite ooids have initial porosities as 
high as 50% (Bathhurst, pers. comm.). Although it is unlikely 
that radial ooids would ever have an original porosity that high, 
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nevertheless, they are still composed of a mixture of ooid and 
cement. This problem is highlighted by 'ferroan' ooids where 
s e c o n d a ~ y y porosity within the ooid has been filled with Zone 5 
ferroan calcite. 
Milliman & Barretto (1975) found relict high-Mg calcite ooids 
~ ~1 8 0 __ 0/ 51 3 ~ ~ 0/ on the Amazon shelf with u +1.2 00, C = + ~ . 6 6 00. r'lodern 
aragonite ocids have been reported from the Bahamas with 5180 = 
+ 0 . 2 ~ 0 0 , 5 1 3 C C = +4.90/00 and from the U.S. shelf with 5180 = 
o r13 0/ ( ~ ~ ) +1.9 /00, 0 C = +4.3 00 Deuser & uegens, 1909 • It would seem 
that ooids are precipitated virtually in equilibrium with sea 
water. 
Brachiopods 
Brachiopod samples are of two types: 
a) those from a single valve 
b) those from many valves of varying species 
In both cases punctate species were avoided as these would contain 
a non-skeletal component. Thin sections showed varying amounts 
of ferroan calcite 'replacing' valves (this is probably a 
solution/reprecipitation feature similar to that forming 'Ferroan' 
ooids). Only valves containing little or no ferroan calcite were 
sampled. 
Brachiopods deposit low-f'lg calcite shells (Lowenstam, 1961; 
Milliman, 1974; Bathurst, 1975) in isotopic equilibrium with sea 
water (Lowenstam, 1961). Brachiopods should show the minimum 
isotopic alteration of any of the allochems, since they do not 
have to undergo stabilisation. 
Crinoids 
Abundant crinoid remains are rare in the Oolite Group, 
hence the lack of analyses. Separation was simple due to the 
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large size of the ossicles. However, crinoid ossicles contain 
a pore system that is filled with cements of varying ages. In 
modern crinoids this can account for more than 50% of the volume 
(Bathurst, 1975). Therefore samples are a mixture of biogenic 
and inorganic material. 
Modern crinoids are made of high-Mg calcite (Milliman, 1974). 
It is believed that ancient crinoids had a similar composition 
(Neugebaur, 1978), but that they have lost magnesium during 
diagenesis. As with ooids, the affect of this on the carbon and 
oxygen stable isotope ratios is unknown. 
strong biogenic fractionation of carbon and to a lessar 
extent o x y ~ e n n is shown by modern crinoics. A mean value is 513C 
o 18 0/ 
= -6.04 /00, a 0 = -2.39 00 (Weber, 1968). Not only do 
crinoids fractionate isotopes but the degree of fractionation 
varies between different parts of the skeleton (Weber & Raup, 
1966). Since only stem ossicles were sampled it is unlikely that 
there is any variation in the i s o t o p i ~ ~ ratios between them. 
Modern crinoids are not good analogues for their ancient 
counterparts since they live in considerably more restricted and 
extreme environments. 
Results 
The results of the analyses of allochems are presented in Fig. 
7/1 and are displayed graphically in Fig. 7/2. 
The allochems have a wide range of values, none of them 
typical of precipitntion in isotopic equilibrium with modern 
seawater. Some do show possible marine carbon values ( 513C 
small and positive), but all have an oxygen value much lighter 
than would be expected ( ~ 8 0 0 small and positive). ~ o t t only is 
there great variation between the allochems, but also between the 
various rock units (Fig. 7/1 and 2). 
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ooids ferroan ooids brachiopod brach i o p o ~ s s crrn. 06SIC I es 
POSITION SAMPLE NO. OIJ C I OIQ O OUC O:b O OUC OIBO Ol3 C OIIlO OIJ C O;Cl O 
GILWERN OOLITE 17844 -4·74 : -6·31 -4·49 -7-49 - ; - - - - -
17846 
, 
-2·65 i - - - - -7·01 - -
- -
17856 (a) -3-81 I -0-61 I -
-
-3-81 -0-75 
- - - : -
(bi 
-3-68 -0-62 
- - - - - - - -
18341 
- - - -
-4-"1 -6-93 
- - - -
(Coral Bed) 17862 - - - - - - -2-93 -0-20 -3-20 1-6-06 I 
18303 
-
- -
I 
-
-3-94 -6-91 -3-88 -6·79 - : - I 
18315 - I - - - -"-16 -6-71 - - - - I 
18339 - - - - -4-20 -7-16 - - - -
CLYDACH BEDS 18335 - - - - - - -1-65 -5-10 - -
BLAEN ONNEU 17841 .0-56 -5-86 - - - - .0-45 -5-56 - -OOLITE 
17872 - - - - -3-04 -7·04 - - - -
17899 - - - - -4-84 -6-83 -
I 
- - -
17902 
- - - -
-3-46 I -6-S7 
- - - -
: 
18349 
- - - - - -
-3-31 -7-12 
- -
I I 
20542 
- - -
! 
- - -
-0- 28 -6-19 
- i -
DAREN DDU BEDS 17879 I - - - i - - I - .0-67 I -6-26 - I 
-
I I .2-23 -6-13 i 
PWLL- Y -CWM 17829 
-0-571-8-87 - I - - I - .2-51 -5-07 - I -OOLITE 
17830 .1-95 : -5-95 - - - - .0-79 -9-67 - I -I 
17834 .1·57 i -5-59 
- - - - - - - -
17843 -0 ·95 I -6-71 
- - - - - - - -
17869 -104 I -7-01 
- - - -
.4-46 -463 
- -
I , i 17875 -1-63 I -7-23 
-
! 
- -
, 
- - - - -I I 
, 
- I - I 17878 
-173 I -7·01 - - -1·15 -8·47 - I -17905 
-2. 56 1-6-781 - - - - - - - I -
?ig.7/1 
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e)Coa:par1son of -;11e nel:is in · R b . 1 ~ 1 1 1 allochems from tlle "/u1ous Oolite Group 
members l1e.two trends are eV11ent: 
l)to iecreas1.ng 013C values( sol1d ar:ow) 
2)to dec!'4a.s1ng 613C 9111 ~ l B O ( o p e n n arrow) 
!!!:l.e latter trend 1s only seen tn <.:he Pwll-Y-C7llll Jol1 teo 
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Discussion 
Carbon 
13 Fig. 7/3 shows the relationship between S C and the depth 
below the exposere surface at the top of the Oolite Group. No 
attempt has been made to draw a line through this data since there 
is a possible error in some of the 'depth' measurements of up to 
several metres which results from logged sections consisting of 
several discontinuous outcrops. Due to the slope of the data, 
small variations in this measurement will have a pronounced affect 
on the slope of any line(s) constructed. It is o b v i o u ~ ~ however, 
that there is a trend to more 'marine' S13 C values with increasing 
depth below the exposure surface at the top of the Oolite Group. 
This trend covers a vertical distance of 40 m; the entire thickness 
of the Group. It can be explained in terms of decreasing meteoric 
alteration, of originally marine allochems, with depth below the 
exposure surface at the top of the Oolite Group. 
Allan & Matthews (1977) describe a similar trend in Barbados 
limestone and attributed light S13 C values to the equilibration 
l ' t ' th d t t " 12 C . d '1 of the ~ m e s s ones w ~ ~ groun wa ers can a ~ n ~ n g g - e n r ~ c h e e s o ~ ~
gas CO 2• It is difficult to draw a direct comparison between 
the Barbados limestones and those of the Oolite Group because in 
the former case the trend is confined to the top six or so metres 
below the exposure surface whereas in the Oolite Group it extends 
to a depth of seven times this. Logically such a trend should be 
confined to the vadose zone where the net transport of water is 
downwards and where there is a continual supply of light soil gas. 
In the phreatic zone the net transport direction is laterally and 
so there is no replenishment of light soil gas and the carbon 
isotopes in the water are probably in equilibrium with the 
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allochems. The evidence suggests that the water table during 
exposure was no more than two metres below the exposure surface 
(see Chapter 1). Therefore, the exact origin of the trend shown 
in fig. 7/3 is in doubt although it would appear to be 
associated with exposure. 
Marine S13C values aee only obtained from the Pwll-y-cwm 
and Blaen Onneu Oolites in the Clydach area, where the Oolite 
Group is thickest. Here numerous shale horizons occur in the 
Clydach and Daren Ddu Beds. These would inhibit any downward 
flow of meteoric water and so enhance the possibility of the 
preservation of original isotopic values. 
Although there are a number of other exposure surfaces 
in the Oolite Group these seem to have had little effect on the 
isotopic values of the underlying allochems. This may, in part, 
be an artifact reflecting insufficient sampling, however there 
could be other explanations: 
a) a soil zone was not developed during exposure and so there 
was no source of 12C enriched CO2 with which allochems could 
re-equilibrate; 
b) exposure did not continue for a sufficiently long period 
for 513C of the allochems to be significantly altered. 
Different explanations will doubtless be required for the various 
exposure surfaces depending on their nature. There are exposure 
surfaces in the overlying Llanelly rm., the extent to which these 
have affected the Oolite Group is unknown. 
The variation in S13C with depth partially explains the 
different fields in which the allochems of the different rock units 
fall. The allochems of the Gilwern Oolite were closest to the 
exposure surface; they were never more than 6 m. below it, i.e. 
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the maximum thickness of the Gilwern Oolite. As a result these 
have all completely re-equilibrated and hence fall in a tight 
cluster (rig. 7/2a) at the base of the trend with a 513C = 
- 50 /00. This must reflect the carbon isotopic composition of 
the groundwaters; heavier than the base of the trend found by Allan 
& Matthews (1977) which was -100/00. The thinning and disappearance 
of the Gilwern Oolite and Clydach Beds westwerds means that as 
one moves in that direction along the outcrop the exposure surface 
lias at progressively lower stratigraphic levels and so 13 5 C values 
in the P ~ l l - y - c w m m and Blaen Onneu Oolites become lighter in that 
direction. 
Oxygen: 
The narrow range of 18 6 0 observed may, like the 13 o C values, 
reflect meteoric alteration. There is a slight trend to lighter 
18 5 0 values as S13 C values become lighter (fig. 7/2e). The 
allochems will equilibrate with the oxygen in the groundwaters more 
rapidly than the carbon. However, exposure was during the 
Arundian and at this time South Wales lay near the equator (Faller 
& Briden, 1978). Here one would expect precipitation with a 
similar 0180 as seawater (Dansgaard, 1964), i.e. it would precipitate 
calcite with typical marine 6180 values. Dickson & Coleman (1980) 
have also reported Arundian allochems with marine S13C but with 
18 0 5 0 of -6 /00. They account for this by suggesting that either: 
1. this is an original value and the allochems were precipitated 
in equilibrium with seawater with an isotopic composition 
different to that found today; 
2. there has been re-equilibration of skeletal carbonate with 
S180 light formation waters, but not meteoric water. 
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Re-equilibration with meteoric water has occurred, as demonstrated 
by the 13 5 C values. If the light 5180 values are in equilibrium 
with meteoric water, as suggested by their restricted range, either 
a mechanism must be found by which isotopically light precipitation 
is formed from normal seawater or seawater had a different ~ 8 0 0
during the Arundian than it does today. It seems unlikely that 
two periods of ra-equilibration occurred, one with meteoric water 
which caused the light 613C values and the other with water of 
18 13 
unknown origin that produced light S 0 values but left 5 C 
unchanged. 
Secular changes in the 18 5 a of seawater were suggested by 
8rand & Veizer (1981). They suggested that Mississippian seawater 
lay in the range -3 to 0%0. Brand (1982) suggested a range of 
+0.5 to _3.5%0 from the study of Carboniferous fossils which 
included original aragonite molluscs. The values of 6180 in the 
Oolite Group are approx. 3%0 lighter than the lower limit of these 
ranges. Although one would expect precipitation at the equator to 
have the same 18 5 a value as seawater, seasonal weather patterns 
mean that a range of values are observed. The following figures 
are taken from Dansgaard (1964) and are values fur oceanic islands 
and coastal towns near the equator. 
LATITUDE 5180 ISOTOPIC COMP. OF PRECIPITATION 
st. Tome Is. 0° 0 __ 4%0 
Hollandia 305 -3 a 
- -9 /00 
Seychelles 405 +4 ° - -8 /00 
Hawaii 20N -1 a - -4 /00 
Canton Is. 3°5 +2 a - -3 /00 
Considering the sizB of the variation shown above it does not seem 
unreasonable to presume that although South Wales lay near the 
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equator in the Arundian the mean 5180 of the precipitation was 
slightly lighter than seawater. This, accompanied by the secular 
change in 0180, could explain the values of 5180 observed. Hence, 
only one re-equilibration event would be needed to account for 
the observed isotopic values. 
In the Clydach area the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite allochems show a 
shift to lighter oxygen values (Fig. 7/2e), A similar trend is 
shown in the associated cements (Fig. 7/7a). This is probably the 
result of later re-equilibration. 
'Ferroan' ooids from sample 17844 have ~ 8 0 0 that is 1.2%0 
lighter than unaltered ooids. This is consistent with attributing 
their ferroan hue to dissolution and precipitation of Zone 6 calcite 
in the resulting voids. Zone 6 calcite has considerably lighter 
oxygen values than allochems. This would require the re-equilibration 
of the allochems prior to Zone 6 precipitation. This is consistent 
with the petrographic evidence that shows Zone 6 cements to post-
date exposure at the top of the Oolite Group. 
Re-equilibration may have destroyed isotopic variations 
established during sedimentation or as a result of early diagenesis. 
For instance, variations in the original minerallogy and perhaps 
isotopic composition are not reflected in the isotopic values seen 
now. Did such variations ever exist? Ooids from above and below 
the exposure surface in sample 17856 have almost identical isotopic 
values despite their differing internal structure and diagenetic 
histories. Were they always the same? 
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7.3 Cements 
Sample Oescriptions 
A cement zonation scheme was set up in 2.3. The first order zones 
that were identified were separated and analysed. Since sampling 
is done from stained thin sections it is impossible to separate 
second and third order zones as these can only be identified with 
CL and in any case they would usually be too small to separate in 
their o ~ n n right. Any isotopic variation between second and third 
order zones is lost in the sampling process. The isotopic values 
obtained for the first order zones will be an average of the 
isotopic composition of the entire zone. Unless the variations between 
second and third order zones are small it will be meaningless to 
relate 5180 and 013 C values obtained to the precipitating fluids. 
This problem is particularly acute for samples similar to those of 
Zone 5 where it consists of alternating ferroan and non-ferroan 
calcite. 
ZOnes 3 and 5 are subject to the largest sampling errors since 
they are usually very small. Therefore these will contain an 
appreciable amount of material from adjacent zonas. 
Results 
Tha results of the analysis of the cements are presented in Figs. 
7/4, 5, 6 end 7. Samples that show typical zonation are separated 
from thosa which show unusual cement types. Many of the Zone 6 
cements sampled show 'Fir-tree' zonation. The two Ferroan calcites 
comprising this zonation pattern were separated and are indicated 
by brackets in Fig. 7/4. Where Zone 6 shows 'normal' growth 
zonation (sample 17856) these zones ware separated. 
It can be seen from the figures that the cement zones show no 
progressive trend. However, the same consecutive zones in different 
~ ~
Fig.?/4 613C AND 6 180 COMPOSITION OF CFJ«ENTS 
Table of 6130 and 1)180 values obtained from cements from the OoUto Group.The 
samples above the thick line show the typical cemElIlt zones,wherells those 
below the thick line do not fit into the zonal scheme.In samples that do not 
generally fit the zonRl echeme(below the thick line) it is occasionally 
possible to correlate individunl zones wi ttl those 1n the zonal scheme.Wbere 
this is the Case the zone number with which it correlates is shown next to 
the value obtained from it.Where zones are present, but are too small to 
sample the approprillte space 1s filled by the words 'too snall'. 
ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 
POSITION SAMPLE NO o11 e I 0180 613C 6180 613C 0180 013 e I 6'80 
GILWERN OOLITE 17842 
= \ - - 1 - - -
-6-18 1-6 -96 
17844 - loo!small - - -548 I -6-47 
I 
-5-141- 6-22 
I 
(0) -573 '-6-75 
Ib) -5-19 -6-17 
leofal Bed) 17862 
- -
-320 -6-40 
- -
-4-74 -7-03 
18303 - - -3-90 -7-32 -5-27 -9-27 -4-60 -6-91 
18325 
- -
-3-78 -6-43 -4-24 -7-47 -4-38 -6-91 
(0) 
(b) 
BLAEN ONNEU 17902 - - 100 small too ~ m a l l l -4-85 -6-58 
OOLITE 
I I 
I 18349 - - -3-08 -7-66 too small -4-41 I -7-44 
I 
I I 
PWLL-Y-CWM 17829 .011 ! -7-71 -0-14 -7-93 - - too Ismail 
OOLITE I too Ismail 17830 .0-591 -7-50 -0-51 -9-05 - -
17669 too small -2-12 -8- 28 - 5-45 -10-36 - 4-14 -8-80 
17878 
- -
-1-12 -5-34 -6-02 -11-13 -4-28 -7-70 
17905 - - -I.-59 -8-47 - - -4-16 - 6-23 
-4-60 -6-95 
GILWERN OOLI TE 17856 -
1 
- - -
-4-76 - ~ - ~ ~ -3-61 -5-56 
20592 
- i - - - - - - -
CLYOACH BEDS 18335 - i - too small -4-58 -8-13 ·0-23 -5 2 1 ~ ~
DAREN 000 BEDS -5-69 ! -12-35 -5-38 -7-93 17879 toolsmall - -
I 
-5-20 I -82t 17886 - I - -4-95 -"1!-78 -4-66 i -9-70 
: i Ib) i 1 I 
ZONE 5 ZONE 6 
oDe 6'80 6De 6'80 
- -
- I -
- - -2-751-773 
-)-33 -8-7L 
I 
-3-68 -5-78 
r
O
-
05 -4-02 
-019 -4-67 
\-2 -I. 7 -7-21 
-0-031 -4-07 
-5-12 -6-)2 r286! - 8-30 
-2-97 -7-72 
-4-70 -6-02 
r
2
-
96 -8-35 
-3-53 -9-31 
-2-87 -8-41 
I -3-38 -9-11 
- T - -3-56 -911 
too Ismail 
-3-76 -9-40 
r306 -9-77 I j -3-28 -1005 
- I -
.0-60 -11-52 
- I - .1-31 -11-14 
-5-40 I -9-97 -1-97 -7-49 
too ~ m a l l l
r
2
-
51 -11-14 
I 
I -2-59 -1105 
I 
-3-69 -10-36 
-
I 
-
-)-98! -5-94 -3-22 -"-91f' 
-12-01 6 
- -
-402 
- - - -
- -
-2-48 -9-9<1' 
too small -4-70 -8-315 
i -J-28 -12146 
ZONE 7 
--
oDe 6180 
- -
-)-LO I -5-20 
- -
- -
-3-55 -455 
-2-98 -5-09 
- I -
! 
I 
- I -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- I -
- : -
- -
- I -
- I -
I 
j 
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-
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I 
-
I 
-I -
I 
-
I 
- - - -I 
I 
- - - -
-0-87 -13-96 -0-43 -14-86 
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- -
-2-53 -11-46 
- -I 
I 
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- - - -
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- - -
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-
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- -
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11g.715 0130 ~ r D D :;180 CCMFOSI:'ION OF CE,::::NTS FRCM TEE GIL',TERN 
OOLITE 
Gr8.1'hs of the c:3'J and 61.3 0 'Talues obtained frOCl cements froCl the Gilwer:!. 
Oolite. 
a)Samples sb.o'OUlg typical zonation,froCl above -;;b.e Goral Bed. 
b)SaClp1es shoV1ing atn:"cal zonation,frolll above the Coral Bed. 
c) SaClP1es showing tn:ic al zonation, free th e Coral Bed. 
rne n:.u:1bers correspond to the zonal numbers shown 1r:. the table in 3'1g.7/4. 
In the case of (a) ond (c) these also c o r r e s ~ n d d to the zones of the tnJiCal 
zonation scheme.Adjacent s8IIIples are connected to mow the variation 1n the 
isotopic composition of ~ h e e cements With time.(solid s,ymbols - cement zones; 
open s;pmbols - aSSOCiated allochems) 
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samples do have similar relative isotopic values. These are 
summarised in fig. 7/8. Not surprisingly the cements that do 
not fit into the zonation scheme do not conform to these changes. 
The cements of the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite in the Clydach area, where 
it consists of Zones 1, 2b and 5, lie in a position away from the 
rest of the cements. This is rather surprising. 
Discussion 
The cements that show the usual zonation pattern (Zones 2a, 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7) will be considered first, then the cements from the 
Pwll-y-cwm Oolite showing Zones 1, 2b and 6. finally the cements 
that do not fit into the zonation pattern and veins will be 
considered. 
Cements showing the ty.pical zonation pattern 
fig. 7/8 shows that each zone has a distinct range of values 
associated with it. That this is the case confirms the validity 
of the zonation scheme that has been constructed and the ability 
of the author to distinguish these zones in different samples. 
Variations in the isotopic composition of zones reflects variations 
in the isotopic composition of the pore fluids from which they 
were precipitated. The values of each of the zones is considered 
in more detail below. 
Zone 2- - it was established in 2.1 that Zone 2a cements were 
'early' and probably marine. Their present isotopic values do 
not reflect a marine origin. Since they are 'early' they should 
have re-equilibrated, along with the allochems, during exposure 
of the top of the Oolite Group. This and the solutions features 
that are ubiquitous in ~ n e e 2a cementa (Chapter 3) means that it 
is extremely unlikely that they retain their original isotopic 
composition. .Examination of Figures 7/5c, 6a and 7b, c, d show 
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that although in some cases Zone 2a cement has an isotopic 
composition very similar to its associated allochems, in other 
cases there is a great divergence in the values; up to 60 /00 in 
o 
carbon and 3.5 /00 in oxygen. In all but one case the cements 
have lighter oxygen values compared to their associated allochems. 
This is probably due to the incorporation of cements that are 
light both in carbon and oxygen into the Zone 2a calcite as a 
result of the filling of solution vugs. 
If Zone 2a re-equilibrated at the same time as the allochems 
its carbon values should show the same relationship to depth as 
displayed by the allochems. fig. 7/3 shows this generally to be 
the case but there is much scatter. This may reflect the variable 
nature of this zone, incorporating varying proportions of later 
cement zones. 
Zone :3 a linear trend is shown by Zone :3 calcites (fig. 7/ 8). 
The most likely explanation of this is by assuming varying degrees 
of contamination of the samples by Zone 2a and 4 cements, both of 
which lie at the heavy end of the trend. Values obtained from 
samples 17869 and 17878 fall at the lighter end of the trend. Theee 
are known to be the purest of the Zone :3 samples, which is consist-
ent ~ i t h h them lying furthest from the Zone 2a and 4 values. The 
values obtained from these two samples are probably the most 
representative of the pore fluids that precipitated Zone :3 calcite. 
It is difficult to interpret the isotopic values of this zone, 
13 0 r: 1 8 0/ 1 3 5 c = -6 /00, u 0 = -11 00. The value of 6 C is only slightly 
lighter than that of allochems re-quilibrated with meteoric ground-
waters. So the origin of the carbon isotopic values may be due to 
the presencB of light soil gas CO2• Some of the problems 
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associated ~ i t h h interpreting 5180 values have already been 
discussed in 7.2. The origin of a 5180 = _11%0 is by no 
means clear. ~ e t e o r i c c derived fluids would be expected to be 
at least 50/00 heavier than this since Zone 3 is probably 'early'. 
Zone 4 Zone 48 cements that are associated with the exposure 
of the top of the Oolite Group fall in a group distinct from 
the rest of the Zone 4 samples. These have lighter carbon and 
heavier oxygen values (rig. 7/8). These 'early' cements fall 
at the extreme end of the trend illustrated in rig. 7/3. 
Precipitation from 12C-enriched soil gas CO 2 seems to be their 
most likely origin. 
Other Zone 4 calcites thet are from closely related samples, 
e.g. those of the Coral Bed, fall in a tight cluster (rig. 7/Sc), 
but Zone 4 calcites from unrelated samples show a wider scatter 
of values (rig. 7/8). It was pointed out in 2.3 that there is 
a lateral variation in the second order zones present in Zone 4 
calcites and the variations in their isotopic values may r81ect 
this. 
The mean value of 'late' Zone 4 cements is 513C= _5.50 /00, 
18 0/ 5 0 - -7.5 00. The same problems exist in interpreting these 
values as was discussed in the case of Zone 3. However, these 
cements are known to be 'late', although their precise age is 
uncertain. This means that they could have been precipitated when 
South Wales was at a higher latitude; in ~ h i c h h case meteoric waters 
would be lighter. However, this would mean that they were 
precipitated many tens, even hundreds, of millions of years after 
the deposition of the Oolite Group. 
Zone 5 - the isotopic values found for Zone 5 cements depend on 
whether it consists of a single ferroan zone or alternating ferroan 
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and non-ferroan second order zones. In the latter case Zone 5 
lies to the right (heavier oxygen) of Zone 4 (rigs. 7/5c and 8). 
There is likely to be contamination from both Zone 4 and 6 cements 
so the 5180 values obtained will be a minimum value. 
In samples where Zone 5 consists of a single ferroan zone (17869 
is the only sample in which this could be separated) it lies 
within the field of Zone 3 (rigs. 7/7c and 8). This suggests a 
similarity of the source fluids of Zones 3 and 5 ferroan calcites. 
Isotopic variations may well exist within Zone 5 cements 
consisting of a number of ferroan and non-ferroan second order 
zones, but these will be masked by the sampling technique. The 
interpretation of the values obtained from such samples is meaning-
less in terms of the isotopic composition of the precipitating 
fluids. 
The same problems exist in interpreting the isotopic values 
of Zone 5 calcites as has been discussed far Zones 3 and 4. The 
0180 of Zones 3-5 cannot be explained in terms of increasing 
temperature associated with burial as there is no consistent trend 
to lighter oxygen values. The temperature changes that are needed 
to explain the isotopic variations between Zones 3-5 are of the order 
of 20 - 250 C, which represents a depth of up to nearly a kilo-
metre. It is unlikely that repeated fluctuations in the depth 
of burial on this scale occurred. Since these variations are 
associated with changes in chemistry a more likely explanation 
is that a number of isotopically distinct pore fluids were 
responsible for tae precipitation of the zones. Some of 
these cements are known to have been precipitated after the 
deposition of the Llanelly rm., so may have been precipitated from 
pore fluids that collected when South Wales was at a higher 
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18 latitude, where precipitation would have a lignter 6 0 value 
(Oansgaard, 1964). 
Since most of the Oolite Group re-equilibrated with 
groundwaters containing light carbon early in its diagenetic 
history the isotopic composition of later fluids with light 
carbon passing through will not be affected. Fluids such as these 
can never have passed through sediments which retained their 
marine isotopic values as they would q u i c k l y r ~ q u i l i b r a t e e with 
this marine carbonate. 
Zone 6 - the values of Zone 6 calcite fall along or to the left 
of a line with sample 17862 at one extreme and separated from the 
rest of the results and sample 17905 at the other (Fig. 7/ 8). 
Although 17862 is removed from the rest it does fallon the line 
which suggests that is not the result of analytical error. 
Resampling of 17862 produced results that fell both with the 
earlier results and within the mass of the other results from 
Zone 6 (Fig. 7/5c); this is not understood. The trend seen can 
be explained in two ways: 
a) mixing between two isotopically distinct water bodies, one 
precipitating calcite with 013 C = -40 /00, a180 = _10.50 /00 
. 13 0 18 0 
and the other w1th 6 C = 0 /00, 6 0 = -4.5 /00. The heavier 
calcites have carbon values approaching that of marine 
carbonate and heavier oxygen than any other cements which also 
suggests a marine origin. There is evidence of an influx of 
sulphate-rich pore water prior to Zone 6 precipitation. 
Marine water would be a suitable source of this. The lighter 
water has isotopic values similar to those of Zone 3-5 
cements, the origin of which has already been discussed. 
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It is odd that the crystallography and presumably the 
chemistry of Zone 6 cements should be so constant despite 
variations in the source and doubtless the chemistry of the 
precipitating fluids; 
b) varying degrees of re-equilibration of a fluid precipitating 
calcite with 6180 = -10.So/00, S13 C = _40/00 with marine 
carbonate. This would require only one pore fluid and a 
substrate of varying isotopic composition. This suggestion 
is more in keeping with the constancy of the chemistry and 
crystallography of the cements. 
Solution prior to the precipitation of Zone 5 (Solution Event 
4) cement marks a major break in the precipitation history of the 
cements. Solution must have occurred at a shallow depth since 
clastic diagenetic sediment was washed in at a similar time. The 
depth at which Zone 6 was preCipitated is unknown. The bulk of 
Zone 6 samples have 5180 slightly lighter than Zone 3-5 cements. 
This may reflect a slight increase in temperature associated with 
increasing depth of burial. The scatter of values to the left of 
the line of the Zone 6 values may also be due to later precipita-
tion of Zone 6 calcite at slightly greater depth and temperature. 
Zone 7 - there is no consensus as to the fractionation factor of 
180 between calcite and dolomite. Estimates vary ftom 0 ~ 7 0 / 0 0 0 at 
2S°C, these being based both on experiment (Northrop & Clayton, 
1966; O'Niel & Epstein, 1966; Sheppard & Schwartz, 1970) and 
examination of recent and ancient calcite-dolomite pairs (Degens & 
Epstein, 1964; Freidman & Hall, 1963; fritz, 1967)0 land (1980) 
o ° plumps for a value of 3± 1 /00 (at 25 C) for the fractionation 
factor. 
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The baroque dolomite of Zone 7 has heavier oxygen than any 
of the calcite cements. o It is approx. 5 /00 heavier than the 
Zone 6 calcite that preceeds it. This value does fall within the 
range of suggested fractionation factors. Radke & Mathis (1980) 
suggest that dolomite of this type precipitates between 60 and 
150°C. with increasing temperature the fractionation factor 
between calcite and dolomite decreases. Using the expression given 
by ~ t t h e w s s & Katz (1977), if the fractionation factor at 25°C is 
3%0 at 60°C it is 2.3%0 and at 150°C it is 1.40/00. Even 
accepting the possibility of a higher fractionation factor at 
2SoC the difference of 5%0 that is observed will be at the upper 
limit of the acceptable range of fractionation factors at the 
temperatures suggested for the precipitation of Zone 7 dolomites. 
Zone 7 has both negative S13C and ~ 1 8 0 0 which suggests that it 
is related to the earlier calcite cements. Due to the uncertainty 
in the estimates of the fractionation factor of 180 between 
calcite and dolomite it is impossible to say whether the heavier 
oxygen values of the dolomite are purely the result of fractiona-
tion effects. If one assumes a temperature of precipitation within 
the range suggested by Radke & Mathis (1980), the 5%0 difference 
between the dolomite and the preceeding calcite lies at the very 
upper limit of the acceptable range. Since Zones 6 and 7 did not 
co-precipitate it is not strictly correct to compare them. The 
shift from calcite to dolomite precipitation must reflect a change 
in the pore water chemistry (addition of Mg2+), this may well be 
accompanied by a change in the isotopic composition of the 
pore water as wall. 
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Cements s h o ~ i n g g Z ~ n e s s 1, 2b and 6 
The individuality of the cements from the Pwll-y-cwm and 
Blaen Onneu Oolites from the Clydach area was pointed out in 2.3. 
This individuality is also reflected in their i s o t o p i c ~ m p o s i t i o n n
which is quite distinct from those of the rest of the Oolite Group 
cements. 
The carbon values of the cements are small positive and 
negative values, typical of those one would expect from precipita-
tion from marine ~ a t e r r and are closely associated with the values 
obtained from the allochems (fig. 7/7a). The oxygen values, 
h o ~ e v e r , , are similar to those found in the rest of the cements o 
There is a trend to lighter oxygen with time. 
Zone 1 cement is strongly ferroan so must have precipitated 
from water l o ~ ~ in sulphate in reducing conditions. This suggests 
that the pore fluids were non-marine in origin. The marine, 
carbon isotope values could have resulted from re-equilibration of 
meteoric water with marine carbon from the allochems. It was stated 
in 7.2 that the carbon isotopic composition of meteoric groundwaters 
will rapidly re-equilibrate with the carbon of marine allochems. 
Since this portion of the Oolite Group never lost its marine carbon 
identity during the exposure of the top of the Oolite Group (fig o 
7/3) and later pore fluids passing through it which have light carbon 
isotopic compositions will tend to lose their carbon isotopic 
identity and take on marine values. 
Atypical cements 
The zone numbers shown in fig. 7/4 for the atypical cements 
do not signify their position in the zonal scheme. In most of the 
cases the atypical cements do not fit into this scheme. Th8 zone 
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numbers refer to the zones that can be identified in thin section 
and should not be correlated with the zones of the general scheme 
that is outlined in 2.3. Any correlations that can be made are 
pointed out in the discussion below. 
Discussion 
Gilwern Oolite 
ror s a ~ p l e e 17856 the zones numbered 3 and 4-6 in fig. 7/4 can 
be correlated with Zones 4-5 and 6, respectively, of the general 
zonal scheme. In this sample, Zone 6 cements, of the general scheme, 
show 'normal' growth zonation consisting of alternating ferroan and 
non-ferroan calcite and are illustrated in fig. 2/15a, b. This 
sample is one of several from the eastern portion of the Gilwern 
Oolite that shows such a zonation pattern (shaded areas in fig. 2/23b). 
It was stated in 2.3 that ths relationship between these and other 
Zone 6 cements was unclear. The isotopic composition of the two 
earliest Zone 6 samples is similar to associated Zone 4-5 cements 
(rig. 7/5a, b) rather than typical Zone 6 values. This suggests 
that they pre-date the precipitation of the bulk of the Zone 6 
cement and represent a limited area of precipitation after Zone 5. 
The cement from 20592 is late Zone 6 non-ferroan calcite. It 
has a similar value to the last Zone 6 sample from 17856. These 
two values lie at the extreme left hand end of the trend seen in 
the bulk of the Zone 6 samples (fig. 7/8) and hence would appear 
to be related to typical Zone 6 cements. 
Clydach Beds 
Zone 3 and 4 samples of 18335 (fig. 7/4) represent d i a g e ~ i c c
sediment and Zone 6 cement respectively. The 'early' cement under-
lying the diagenetic sediment wae too small to sample, but brachio-
13 0/ pods from the same sample yielded a value of 5 C = -1.6 00 
5180 __ 5.1%0 (fig. 7/2b)Q 
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The value of Zone 6 calcite is similar to that from sample 
17862 and confirms the validity of the results o ~ i n e d d from this 
sample. The origin of this value has already been discussed. 
Earlier calcite is unrelated to Zone 6 cement although the brachio-
pods yield a remarkably similar value. It has already been suggested 
that these retain part of their marine carbon character. 
Daren Odu Beds 
In sample 17886 ~ o n e s s 2 and 3 were established to be 'early' 
c a ~ a n t s s in 2.1. Zonas 4, 6a, 6b can be correlated with Zones 4, 5 
and 6 of the zonal scheme respectively. Zone 4 is more negative 
than typical Zone 4 cements despite the fact that correlation was 
good and separation of the zone accurata. Zone 5 ferroan calcite 
falls exactly on the trend of other Zone 3 and 5 calcites, confirming 
the result obtained from Zone 5 of sample 17869. 
The oxygen values of the 'early' cements are discrete, 
suggesting that they at least in part retain some of their initial 
isotopic composition. Their age would suggest that they should 
have re-equilibrated with groundwaters during the exposure of the 
top of the Oolite Group. There is no sign of this in their carbon 
values. 
The zones found in sample 17879 are outlined and illustrated 
in 2.3. The aga of the first two zones is unknown. The final 
zona can be correlated with Zone 6 of the zonal scheme. The oxygen 
value of the initial cement is again very hard to interpret. Its 
negative value cannot be explained in terms of increased temperature 
associated with burial as the subsequent zone is approx. 5%0 
lighter. It must reflect the fluctuations inthe isotopic composi-
tion of the pore fluids. Although the second zone that was separated 
has a more usual isotopic value it does not fit any of the fields 
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defined by the other cements. It is ferroan but lies below the 
field of Zone 3 and 5 cement. Zone 6 cement fits reasonably well 
with other Zone 6 data. 
Veins 
~ o s t t of the veins contain Zone 6 or younger calcite. The 
youngest veins have very much lighter oxygen values than any of 
the cements, the most extreme value being -170 /00 (figs. 7/6c, 
7/7b). Their carbon values are only slightly heavier than the 
cements. The very low oxygen values are consistent with precipita-
tion at elevated temperatures associated with deep burial. 
Using the equation of O'Niel et al (1969): 
0( fractionation factor 
T - temperature, oK 
Sec - composition of calcite on SMOW scale 
~ H H 0- composition of water on SMOW scale 
2 
and assuming a water composition similar to that responsible for 
( ~ 1 8 8 ° the precipitation of Zone 4 calcite v 0 2 7.17 /00) and that 
Zone 4 calcite precipitated at approx. 300 e a vein with 8180 = 
a o. ~ 1 8 8 0 
-14 /00 precipitated at 73 C and one w ~ t h h ~ ~ 0 = -17 /00 
o precipitated at 98 C. This is approx. 1.5 and 2.25 km respectively, 
assuming a geothermal gradient of 30oC/km. These values are 
consistent with the suggested origin. 
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7.4 Dolomites and post-dolomite calcite 
Sample descriptions 
These dolomites and calcites are described in Chapter 4. Samples 
were scraped from stained slabs. The dolomite from sample 20565 
differed slightly from the other dolomite in being slightly 
ferroan. It was possible to separate up to 7 zones from the 
samples: 
Zone 1 dolomite replacing former calcite cements and 
allochems 
Zone 2 - sparry dolomite 
Zone 3 } Zone 4 ferroan calcite 
Zone 5 
Zone :} calcite Zone 
Results 
The results of the analyses of these zones are presented in Figs. 
7/9 and 10. The variation in the isotopic composition of the 
dolomites and calcites is very marked. The calcites show a shift 
to heavier 5180 and lighter 513c with time. This change is not 
seen in any of the cements. Sparry dolomites precipitated in 
~ 1 3 3 0/ veins and vugs have average isotope values of u C = +0.8 00, 
61BO = _2.9%0. 
Discussion 
Dolomite 
The 513C values of the dolimites are consistent with a marine 
carbonate source. Interpretation of the 0180 values is more difficult 
for the reasons discussed earlier. Assuming an oxygen fractionation 
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ZONE' ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE 6 ZONE 7 
SAMPlE NO. ol3e I 0180 013e ! I 018 0 Ol3 e 018 0 013e 018 0 013e I 018 0 ol3e 0180 ol3e i 0180 
17838 .,-77 I -1-76 .0-84 ; -2-20 - T - -0-051 -9·71 - I, - - I ~ ~I - - -
; 
·0·48 i -H4 I 17848 - - - - - - - - - - - I -
; 
17859 - - - - - - -'-70 -10-95 - - -5,03 -7-52 -7-52 -6,53 
18319 .'-87 - -1·59 .,-091 -3-08 - - - - - - - - -6-94 - -399 I 
20565 -097 1-2-63 -0-971 -2-07 -1 36 ! -8-86 -1'17 -10'25 -3-79 -9,70 -5,97 : -8-15 -7-21 -I-53 
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factor of -3 to -40 /00, this would mean that the dolomites 
precipitated from water of a similar isotopic composition as that 
responsible for the precipitation of the calcite cements. This 
value for the fractionation factor is not unreasonable bearing in 
mind the existence of large shelter cavities beneath shells during 
dolomitisation, which suggests that dolomitisation occurred early 
in the diagenetic history. 
Dolomites that have replaced pre-existing calcite have 513C 
and 5180 isotopic compositions 1_2%0 heavier than their sparry 
counterparts. The replacive dolomites may have inherited some 
of their isotopic composition from their precursors. This would 
require the original substrate to have had a near 'normal' marine 
isotopic composition to account for the shift observed. 
Calcite 
The first calcite to precipitate after dolomitisation was 
2+ 2+ 13 
rich in Fe and probably Mn (it has very bright CL), with B C = 
18 
-1.5, 5 0 = -10. These values most closely resemble cements from 
the Pwll-y-cwm Oolite in the Clydach area although this calcite 
cannot be correlated with a particular cement zone. Since these 
calcites are largely restricted to the eastern portion of the out-
crop these values do not seem unusual. The change from ferroan to 
non-ferroan calcite is associated with pyrite precipitation, which 
is responsible for the removal of Fe2+ from the system. Sulphate 
is needed to accomplish this and must be provided by the influx of 
new pore fluids. The isotopic composition of these is reflected 
in the non-ferroan calcites. The most extreme of these calcites has 
13 0 18 0 o c = -7.5 /00, 0 0 = -1.5 /00. This is by far the heaviest 
oxygen and lightest carbon found in any of the calcites from the 
Oolite Group. 
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There are two obvious sources of sulphate-rich pore fluids: 
1. from seawater or from a derivative of seawater 
2. from fresh water that has passed through and dissolved 
evaporites. 
18 If the former were the case the 0 0 values found could reflect 
either those of 'normal' seawater or seawater that has been 
. h d i 180 _, for I b ti e n r ~ c c e n examp e y evapora on. In this case the 
low 013C values could be due to the addition of light carbon from 
the anaerobic oxidation of organic matter. However, large, 
sparry calcites are not precipitated from seawater due to the high 
concentrations of ~ g 2 + + (rdk, 1974). 
Alternatively, the 6180 could reflect the precipitation of 
calcite from low latitude meteoric water, presuming that seawater 
had a 0180 with a similar value to that found today. In this 
case the low carbon values are harder to account for. They are 
more negative than values found in unaltered allochems and cements 
that have attributed to a meteoric origin. 
It would seem that there is no simple explanation of the 
source of the fluids responsible for the precipitation of these 
calcites. 
7.5 Concretions 
Sample Descriptions 
The concretions of the Oolite Group are described in Chapter 5. 
Samples were scraped from stained slabs. 
Results 
The results of analyses are presented in Figs. 7/11 and 12. The 
isotopic composition of the concretions is very similar to that of 
the cements. Different types of concretions fall in different fields. 
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Discussion 
Concretions associated with exposure 
The calcrete from the top of the Gilwern Oolite should give 
a direct indication of the isotopic composition of meteoric waters 
at the timew,en the top of the Gilwern Ooltte was exposed. The 
preservation of sharp chemical zonation suggests that there has 
been no recrystallisation and possibly no alteration of the original 
isotopic composition. The calcrete has similar isotopic composition 
as cements from the very top of the Gilwern Oolite (Fig. 7/12a), 
although these tend to have lighter carbon ratios than the calcrete. 
The interpretation of these values has already been discussed. 
Calcrete from the top of the Gilwern aiite is isotopically 
distinct from other soil profiles from within the Oolite Group 
(Fig. 7/12a, b, e), these having oxygen values 1_20 /00 lighter and 
a much wider spread of carbon values. Recrystallised calcrete 
nodules from the top of the Blaen Onneu Oolite show a decrease in 
S13C outwards that is irrespective of the fabric. Micrite crusts 
fall at the top of the trend shown by these samples. Their values 
are probably not original but attained when they recrystallisBd. 
Massive/columnar concretions 
These concretions from the Daren Odu Beds have similar 
isotopic values to the recrystallised calcretes. No progressive 
change is found along the columnar calcite crystals (Fig. 7/12d), 
13 
although a wide range of 5 C values may exist within a single 
crystal. Marshall (1982) also observed a wide range of isotopic 
values within columnar calcites from several localities. Ferroan 
calcites fall in a linear trend that is distinct from the rest of 
the concretion and which is coincident with the trend found in 
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Zone 6 cements. Therefore, it is thought that these ferroan 
calcites are coeval with Zone 6 cements. The distinction between 
ferroan calcites and the rest of the concretion indicates that 
the concretion gained its present isotopic composition prior to 
Zone 6 precipitation. These values are unlikely to be original 
as the concretions are recrystallised. 
5180 values are very similar to those found by Marshall 
(1982), but they display a much narrower range. The similarity 
in the 6180 values between these concretions and the cements of 
the Oolite Group suggest that they formed from similar pore waters 
as the cements during burial. Marshall (1982) discusses possible 
mechanisms for the reversal of isotopic trends. Of his suggestions 
the most likely to apply to these concretions is that of an external 
supply of pore waters - it is known that pore water chemistry 
changed many times during diagenesis. 013C values are very similar 
to those found in c e m e ~ t s s and are thought to have a similar origin. 
Botryoidal concretions 
These concretions fall in a group distinct from the other 
concretions, having a more negative oxygen value (Fig. 7/12e). 
This may have resulted from recrystallisation at slightly greater 
depth and temperature than the other Daren Ddu Bed concretions. 
Their carbon values lie at the top of the range exhibited by other 
concretions. The sparry calcites that fill fractures have similar 
values as the fibrous calcite. This is&ightly heavier than Zone 4 
cement. Baroque dolomite is similar to that found elsewhere in the 
Oolite Group. Ferrosn calcite falls on the Zone 6 trend. 
Interpretation of the isotopic composition of the concretions 
is difficult. The values found today are unlikely to be original. 
The similarity of the isotopic values with Zone 4 cement suggests 
that recrystallisation occurred in water similar to that which 
precipitated these cements. It must have occurred prior to Zone 6 
precipitation. The relationship between sparry calcite found 
within certain concretions and calcite cements is unclear, but 
there is good correlation between ferroan calcite and baroque 
dolomite found within concretion and Zones 6 and 7 cement. 
7.6 Conclusions 
1. The composition of Carboniferous seawater 
There is no decisive evidence as to the isotopic composition 
of Carboniferous seawater. The re-equilibration trend of allochems 
suggests that the 13C was much as it is todayo The same trend 
18 0 points to a 5 0 of up to 6 to 7 /00 lighter than found today. The 
uncertainty in knowing the exact composition of meteoric water means 
that no exact figure can be put on the depletion of 18 0 
• No 
additional evidence is provided by the cements or concretions. The 
~ 8 8 0 post-dolomite calcites, with a u 0 = -1.5 /00, have the heaviest 
oxygen values found within the Oolite Group and these may reflect 
seawater values. If this is the case this value falls well within 
the ranges suggested by Brand & Veizer (1981) and Brand (1982) for the 
oxygen isotopic composition of Carboniferous seawater. 
2. Origin of the variations in the isotopic composition found 
That such a wide variation in isotopic values is found in the 
Oolite Group demonstrates that re-equilibration has only been of 
minor importanceo Various processes explain the variations that 
are found. 
a. Re-equilibration - this caused the variation seen in the 
values of the allochems and Zone 2a cements. It occurred ~ a r l y 2 2
2 7 ~ . .
in the diagenetic history and no other re-equilibration 
events have influenced the Oolite Group subsequently. 
b. Variations in pore fluid isotopic composition - this caused 
the variations seen in the cements and post-dolomite 
calcites. These changes are not the result of temperature 
effects. 
c. Variations in fractionation factors with temperature - this 
has resulted in the very light 0180 values found in some veins. 
d. Variations in fractionation factors between minerals - this 
has obviously played some part in the variation between calcite 
and dolomite isotopic compositions. The extent of this 
effect is unclear due to the uncertainty in the value of the 
fractionation factor. 
3. The composition of meteoric water 
Evidence from calcrete and the re-equilibration trend of 
marine allochems suggests that meteoric water had an isotopic 
18 ~ 1 3 3 0/ 
composition with 0 0 = -6.5, v C = -5 000 The reason for the 
light 180 value is at least in part due to lighter seawater in 
Carboniferous seas. Light 13C reflects the addition of light soil 
gas CO2• 
4. Dolomitisation 
The fluids responsible for dolomitisation in the east of the 
1 . ~ 1 3 c coutcrop had norma mar1ne u • The 0180 was possibly similar to 
that of the fluids precipitating carbonate cements. This will depend 
on the fractionation factor between calcite and dolomite. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Diagenetic history 
8.2 Origin of pore fluids 
8.3 Paleohydrology 
8.4 Future work 
8.1 Diagenetic history 
In Chapters 2 to 6 the major diagenetic events that affected the 
Oolite Group were described and discussed. These are not the only 
events that occurred, but other events are only of minor importance 
e.g. grain to grain pressure solution, stylolitisation, fracturing. 
The major diagenetic events are summarised in Fig. 8/1. Although 
the relative timing of most of the diagenetic events, except the 
very latest ones, is clear, the duration of each event is usually 
uncertain. Hence it is usually impossible to put an absolute age 
on the events. 
The relative timing of diagenetic events post-dating the 
precipitation of Zone 6 cement is unclear. This is largely because 
the products of later events are isolated from each other and so 
their inter-relationship cannot be judged. Very late calcite is 
restricted to veins and a more detailed investigation of the cross-
cutting nature of these could party resolve this problem. 
There are some clues that can be used as guidelines to indicate 
the absolute ages of diagenetic events. The presence of pseudo-
morphs of gupsum associated with diagenetic sediment suggests that 
all events preceeding these occurred at less than 800 m.burial, 
the approximate depth at which gypsum dehydrates to anhydrite 
(8erner, 1971). 8y considering the probable thickness of over-
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lying sediments, now eroded, this suggests that all diagenetic 
events preceeding and including gypsum precipitation occurred 
during the latter stages of the deposition of the Millstone Grit, 
i.e. all events preceeding gypsum precipitation are at the latest 
mid-Carboniferous in age. 
The diagenetic events that affected the Oolite Group reflect 
the many changes in the nature of the pore waters that infiltrated 
the Group. This resulted in alternating periods of solution and 
cementation and later in the precipitation of sulphate minerals. 
Later in this chapter the nature and origin of the pore waters that 
passed through the Oolite Group will be considered and paleohydrological 
models will be developed. 
~ . 2 2 The origin of the pore waters affecting the Oolite Group 
The chemistry of pore waters can be partly deduced from the 
diagenetic affects, if any, that they produce. Cements are 
particularly important in this respect. 
The chemistry of cements as deduced from staining and CL 
from staining: 
The presence of Fe2+ in the calcite lattice can be datected 
by staining with potassium ferricyanide (Freidman, 1959; Dickson, 
1966; Evamy, 1963). This is usually used in association with 
Alizarine red-S. Lindholm & Finkelman (1972) used staining as a 
2+ 
semi-quantitative method of determining the amount of Fe in 
calcite. Many variables affect the colour and intensity of the 
stain so this is an unreliable method. Lindholm & Finkelman (1972) 
separated three classes of ferroan calcite: 
Class I 2,900 to 8,700 ppm, staining red/purple 
Class II 8,700 to 14,500 ppm, staining purple 
Class III 14,500 to 20,300 ppm, staining purple/blue. 
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It would appear that the detection limit of the method is approx. 
2,900 ppm. Oldershaw & Scoffin (1967) report being able to 
2+ detect 200 ppm fe by staining. Zones 3 and 5 of this study 
fall into Class If perhaps II. Zone 6 falls into Class III. 
These values should not be taken too seriously, but they are the 
only guidelines available. 
from Cl: 
Mn2+ is regarded as an 'activator' producing luminescence, 
2+ 
whereas fe is regarded as a 'quencher' inhibiting luminescence. 
2+ Sommer (1972) suggests that Mg also may act as a quencher, but 
Harwood (pers. comm.) thinks that it may be an activator in 
~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ e l e m i e e . . other than Mg all cations thought to affect luminescence 
U U in carbonates, e.g. Co and Ni t which are thought to act as 
'quenchers', are present in very low concentrations compared to 
Mn2+ and fe2+ and so these two cations are widely thought to be 
the dominant controls on luminescence (Sommer, 1972; Oglesby, 1976,. 
Meyers, 1974, 1978; Nickel, 1978; Pierson, 1981; Frank et aI, 1982). 
Mn2+ and Fe2+ act in opposing directions, the former causing, 
the latter inhibiting, luminescence. The nature of the interaction 
of these two cations is not fully understood. Ferroan calcites can 
luminesce very brightly. Indeed, some of the most brightly 
luminescing calcites found in the Oolite Group are highly ferroan. 
Pierson (1981) suggests that below concentrations of 10,000 ppm 
(1 wt%), re2+ has little influence on Cl, but above this valua Cl 
is rapidly quenched. Others consider the ratio of fe2+/Mn2+ to 
be the controlling factor (fairchild, 1978; frank et al, 1982). 
Martin & Zeeghers (1969) and Meyers (1974) suggest that 1000 ppm 
Mn2+ to be the minimum ~ e q u i r e d d to cause Cl. However, Pierson 
2+ (1981) has found that as little as 100 ppm Mn can produce Cl in 
dolomite. 
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Bearing in mind the above discussion it can be seen that few 
conclusions can be drawn about the chemistry of cements from their 
CL. It will be assumed below that Mn2+ is the cause of CL in the 
calcites of the Oolite Group. No conclusions can be drawn about the 
2+ 
concentration of Mn present in the luminescing zones. 
The significance of isotope and trace element chemistry in determining 
the origin of pore fluids 
Variations in re2+ and Mn2+ in calcite can be the result of a number 
of causes: 
1. variations in the concentration of these ions in the pore water 
2. 
in constant, reducing conditions; 
o 2+ 2+ 
variations in Eh in the presence of 9uff4cient re and ~ ~ • the 
zones free of these trace elements representing oxidising 
conditions and the zones rich in these trace elements representing 
reducing conditions; 
2-
variations in the 504 content of the pore waters in reducing 
diti h 502- i b d t 0 d i dO to f 2+ can ons, w en 4 s a un an 4n re uc ng can 4 40ns e 
and Mn2+ will be removed in sulphide minerals rather than entering 
the calcite lattice (Evamy, 1969). 
Anyone or combination of these factors can act at a given time. 
Most of the cements of the Oolite Group were precipitated at shallow 
depths and at least the Mn2+ distribution co-efficient is not 
sensitive to changes in temperature (Bodine et al, 1965). Hence it 
is thought that temperature and perhaps pressure are not important 
factors. Recent shallow carbonate terrains have a fairly constant 
pore water pH (Back & Hanshaw, 1970; Hem, 1970). Since pore water 
che.istry is known to have chenged many times in .the Oolite Group 
it cannot be assumed that pH was constant. Therefore pH may have 
been an important factor, although it is thought unlikely. The 
factors listed in 1-3 above will largely control the CL of calCites. 
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Oglesby (1976) has devised a model to predict the CL properties 
of calcites in different Eh/pH conditions. He also mentions the 
importance of other factors such as pC02• 
A knowledge of the Mg2+ content of the calcite is important 
in deducing the nature of the pore waters from which they are 
precipitated. Mg2+ is low in meteoric waters and one would expect 
calcites' precipitated from this type of pore water to have a low 
Mg2+ content «0.3 mole% MgC03 ). Mixing with marine pore waters 
increases the Mg2+ content and calcites precipitated from pore 
waters with a marine component would have a higher Mg2+ content 
( >0.8 mole% MgC03 ). Unfortunately, it is not possible to deduce 
the Mg2+ content of the calcites of the Oolite Group from the 
available data. The presence or absence of Mg2+ in calcite greatly 
affects the form in which it is precipitated ( f o l ~ ~ 1971; Berner, 
1972). The equant, blocky nature of most of the calcita in the 
Oolite Group suggests low Mg2+ contents. 
Oxygen and carbon isotope results indicate a strong meteoric 
influence. Only cements from the Pwll-y-cwm and 81aen Onneu 
Oolites in the Clydach area show any sign of a marine influence: 
zero or slightly positive 013 C values. These are thought to 
result by re-equilibration of meteoric water with allochems that 
have marine 613C compositions, so are not a reflection of the 
original pore water. Allochems and Zone 2a cements are thought to 
have secondary meteoric-like isotope values; due to re-equilibration 
with meteoric waters. 
The dolomites of Zone 7 must have been precipitated from 
pore waters with high Mg/Ca ratio. These occur late in diagenesis 
and are likely to have formed at greater depths than the calcite 
cements. The origin of the pore waters from which they are precipitated 
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is unknown. Isotope data is inconclusive on this point. 
The CL of Zone 4 (of this study) is very similar to Zones 1 and 
3 of ~ e y e r s s (1978), which he interpreted as products of a shallow 
meteoric groundwater system which was oxidisin9 and/or deficient 
. 2+ 2+ ~ n n Fe and Mn • A similar interpretation seems likely for Zone 4 
of this study. Zone 4a was interpreted as being associated with 
exposure at the top of the Oolite Group purely on petrographic 
9rounds. Within Zone 4 the brightly luminescing hairline sub zones 
tend to occur in clusters. This is thought to reflect fluctuations 
in Eh about the level at which ~ n 2 + + starts to be incorporated 
into calcite (En= 0.6, Ogelsby, 1976). Slight Eh fluctuations at 
this level would cause the alternate inclusion and exclusion of 
Mn2+ in the calcite lattice. In areas of Zone 4 where no harline 
subzones are present, conditions are thought to have been more 
oxidising and small fluctuations in Eh were not sufficient to result 
in Mn2+ being i n c o r p o r a ~ e d d into calcite. This presumes that there 
is always sufficient Mn2+ in solution to cause CL if incorporated. 
The information available about c e m e ~ t t Zones 1-7 is summarised 
in Fig. 8/2. 
8.3 Paleohydrology 
The significance of the identification of discrete cement zones and 
.. lution events 
The presence of discrete cement zones and solution surfaces in the 
cements of the Oolite Group illustrates that during diagenesis a 
large number (more than 6) of chemically distinctive pore waters 
have passed through the rocks of the Oolite Group. These have varied 
in their chemistry, degree of CaC03 saturation and Eh. There were 
periods when pore waters were saturated with respect to calcite, 
ZONE Fe2-
1 m 
20 none 
2b none 
3 lin?) 
I, none 
5 I 
6 m ~ n o n e e
with lime 
7 present 
/ 
DATA DEDUCED ENVIROMENT 
Mn2+ 6'3C 6180 so 2-I, Mg2+ Eh ORIGIN 
? marine ? none ? reducing ? 
none meteaic meteoric ? ? ? marine? 
present marine ? ? ? slightly oxidising ? 
present meteoric meteoric none ? reducing meteoric 
present only in meteoric meteoric ? ? oxidising. ~ ~ least meteorIC 
hOirline zones where Mn + present 
present meteoric meteoric none ? reducing meteoric 
? meteoric / meteoric none ? reducing. at least meteoric? 
marine white terroon 
? ? ? none hrgh reducing ? 
ng.3/2 D I ~ a n L \ " I ' I O N N DZWGED Ai3aJT 'lliE iliElAIS'I'RY OF IRE GEMtilT 
ZCNES 
Table sucmarising cllemical dal;a for the cement zones and thei.:- precipitation 
? 
eIl'riromCllts deductn from this.Tb.e amount uf Fe-+ IJresent 1S given in terms 
of the fe.:-roan calci1;e classes of Lindholm &: Fi!1kelman (l972).A ,1uesl;ion ;nark 
i!ldicat;es where nu firm conclusion can be dra\-m. 
COMMENTS 
Isotopes rHqulhbroted w.th RW'eOfI( war ... !, 
l o c ~ ~ (.of Mn 2 +ond Fe)- muy reflect .... I o n g l ~ ~
O)l.ldlslng clJfHldlOOS or the toc k of Iht!'sl' 
lOti:;. In the porI!! woters 
2- 2-tock of Mil and Fe moy reflect ilrongli' 
OkldlSlO9 condit I O " ~ ~ 01 lho loci< 01 f h e ~ ~
lOllS In the pore .atel" 
5Otope values loll on a straight I lilt' . wtllch 
$ U ~ ~ t ~ ~ fTMMI09 0' pore w o t e r ~ ~
Q::)k:,n. te 
, 
to.) 
Q) 
J). 
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and cement was precipitated, and there were periods when the pore 
waters were undersaturated, and cements were d ~ 8 0 1 v e a . . Since cement 
zones and solution events can be correlated over a wide area, Pwll du 
to ewar y Ystrad, this involves the movement of large volumes of 
chemically distinct pore waters. Such changes can be achieved in 
a number of ways: 
1. changes in sea-level can shift the position of the freshwater, 
phreatic lens, to which cementation is largely restricted 
(Meyers, 1978). This may be in response to local tectonic 
affects or worldwide changes in sea-level; 
2. changes in chemistry of the pore waters of the phreatic lens 
perhaps in response to changes in influx in the catchment area 
(Steinen et al, 1978); 
3. spatial changes in the phreatic lens perhaps associated with 
changes in influx in the catchment area (Steinen et aI, 1978). 
Such changes are likely to have affected the Oolite Group. Exposure 
surfaces, karsts and calcretes, alternate with marine sediments both 
in the Oolite Group and in the overlying limestone. This would 
result in a changing position of the freshwater phreatic lens. 
This, in part, may be in response to tectonic events (Owen, 1971) 
as well as eustatic changes in sea level (Ramsbottom, 1973)g 
'Early' diagenesis 
In the study area there is abundant evidence of exposure during 
sedimentation, the more so as one moves northwestwards, i.e. shore-
wards. At various times Buring the sedimentation of the Oolite 
Group, in the study area, marine pore waters would have been replaced, 
at least in part, by freshwater. The Ghyben-Hertzberg principle 
(Ward, 1967, p. 287) states that for every metre of freshwater that 
lies above mean sea-level, the thickness of the freshwater lens 
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floating on salt water of ocean density is about 40 metres. When 
exposed, the Oolite Group lay very near the coast so that the 
freshwater would not lie much above sea-level. However, if the 
water table lay only t m.above mean sea-level, the freshwater lens 
would extend down 10 m.below sea-level. Exposure during the initial 
stages of sedimentation of the Oolite Group would have resulted in 
all marine pore waters being expelled from the Oolite Group. During 
later sedimentation exposure may have resulted in marine porewaters 
being expelled only from the top of the Oolite Group. The phreatic 
lens would have to stand at least 1 m above mean sea-level to expel 
all marine pore water from the whole thickness of the Oolite Group. 
'Early' sparry calcites were precipitated in such thin pheatic 
zones. 
The most abundant 'early' ~ e m e n t s s are associated with the top 
of the Oolite Group. A model of the paleohydrology associated with 
their formation is presented in Fig. 8/3. Zone 3 cements can be 
divided into those that are ferroan and those that are not. This is 
thought to be the result of a change from oxidising to reducing 
conditions with increasing depth (fig. 8/3-1). lone 4a cements were 
precipitated below the water table at the top of the Oolite Group 
(fig. 8/3-2). Erosion and karst formation resulted in the distribution 
of these cement zones seen today (fig. 8/3-3). The lone 3 cements 
are only of a non-ferroan nature at the southeastern end of the 
outcrop. The junction between ferroan and non-ferroan Zone 3 occurs 
at progressively higher levels the further northwestwards one looks. 
At the northwestern end of the study area only ferroan Zone 3 is 
found, non-ferroan Zone 3 having been removed by erosion. Likewise 
Zone 4a has also been removed from the northwestern end of the 
outcrop. Solution of Zones 3 and 4a cements resulted from the 
Fi.g.8/3 PAI.ECRYlliOLOGY ASSOCIATED 'NIT!! '1m: roRMATION OF CnAENT 
ZONES 3 A!ID 4a 
:Jllree diagrams tracing the d.evelopment or Zone 3 and "'a cements. 
1) Zone 3 is :;;>recipi tated below the water table( 'iiT) .Near ';he base o£ the G:Uwem 
OoUte there is a change from oxidising to reducing conditions reSt.tlting in 
Zone 3 being ferro an :in tb.e lower ~ a r t t or the Oolite Group. 
2)Muc.b. Zone 4a cec:ent is precipitated llear the top of the Gil'Rem Oolite,just 
below ttle ·,'later table( WT). There is a ra;:id d.ecrease in the amount of cem en't 
preCipitated downwards. 
3)Erosion and karst formation removes the top of the Oolite Group.progressivel,. 
more is removed the further west one looks.This results in the distribution 
of Zone 3 and 4a cements seen today. 
~ i I l g g the t1llle period QOllsider.ed above Zone 3 and 4a c sents were not 
precipi tated in Diagenetic .\rea 1.Tll1s area is outlined by a fille, stippled 
line. 
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influx of undersaturated pore waters during karst formation at the 
top of the Oolite Group. Fig. 8/4 shows in more detail the 
development of the top of the Oolite Group in the southeastern end 
of the outcrop. Zone 4a was precipitated near the top of the Oolite 
Group in the phreatic zone. The rapid decrease in the amount of 
this cement downwards has been considered already (Fig. 8/4-1). 
The erosion associated with karst formation resulted in a lowering 
of the land surface and ~ a t e r t a b l e . . Hence, the water table came to 
lie in rocks that had formerly been cemented in the phreatic zone 
(Fig. 8/4-2). Further erosion resulted in the land surface 
truncating the phreatically cemented rocks, and the water table lay 
below the level of the phreatically cemented layer. Meniscus cements 
were precipitated between the watertable and the base of the 
phreatically cemented layer (rig. 8/4-3). This was followed by 
calcrete formation (Fig. 8/4-4). It is clear from the isotope data 
that during exposure of the top of the Oolite Group the meteoric 
ground water system extended at least 30 m below the surface 
(Fig. 7/3). Earlier meteoric ground water systems seem not to have 
had a significant affect on the isotopes of the allochems, perhaps 
due to their limited extent and residence time within the Oolite 
Group. The difference in CL between Zones 3 and 4a must reflect a 
difference in the chemistry of the pore fluids from which they were 
precipitated. It has already been stated that Zone 4a is of s h a l l o ~ ~
meteoric origin. The difference between this and Zone 3 may be due 
to them being precipitated from different portions of the phreatic 
lens, but this is only speculation and there is no evidence to use 
as a guide in the interpretation of this difference. 
Fig.S/1f. 'lllE DEVELOPMENT OF 'lH E KARST AT ')lIE TOP OF 'lHE GILWERN 
OOLITE 
Four diagrams trace the development of the karst at the top of tho Gilwern 
Oolite. 
l)A well cemented layer dovelops just below the water table(WT). 
2)Solution of the exposed surface results in the development of a karat. 
3)Continued erosion results in a drop in the water table(WT) below the well 
cemented. layer so that phreatically cmentod rock lays in the vadose zone. 
Meniscus cements are precipitated between the well cemented layer and the 
new water tabl e( WT) • 
If.)Karst development is replaced by calcrete formation. 
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'late' diagenesis 
The llanelly Fm.consists of peritidal deposits which contain many 
exposure surfaces; eleven have been identified by Wright (1981). 
Intermittent freshwater phreatic lenses must have existed within 
the llanelly Fm.associated with these exposure surfaces. It is 
unlikely that these extended much, if at all, into the Oolite 
Group; this is explained by the Ghyben-Herzberg principle. Therefore, 
during llanelly fm sedimentation marine pore water resided within the 
Oolite Group sediments. The same may have been true during the 
deposition of the Dowlais limestone, which is a dominantly subtidal 
unit, although it also contains exposure surfaces. If this is the 
case, it is unlikely that further cementation occurred until after 
the Oowlais limestone was deposited. It has Ilready been pointed 
out that Zones 4b-S were precipitated, at the latest, in the mid-
Carboniferous. 
It is known that the volumes of water from which Zones 4b-6 
were precipitated resided in the llanelly fm as well as the Oolite 
Group. Whether these waters were also present in the Dowlais Limestone 
and the lower limestone Shales can only be resolved by further work. 
It will be assumed that these waters resided in a large part of the 
Carboniferous limestone. 
The initiation of precipitation of Zone 4b-d cements moves 
progressively southeastwards, i.e. seawards, with time. This fits 
well with a model of precipitation during a marine regression 
( ~ e y e r s , , 1978) (fig. 8/5). Solution of Zone 4 cements (Solution 
Event 4) may have resulted when the sea had regressed far away 
from the Clydach area. Until it is possible to identify the absolute 
age of Zone 4 cements, it is impossible to identify the stratigraphic 
level at which this exposure occurred. 
fig.8/5 P A L E a i Y ~ O I . C G Y Y A . S S O C I . A 1 ' E ~ ~ 'fiI':'H rSE PRECIPITATICN OF 
Z O N ~ ~ 4b - d 
Four diagrams show the progressive change in the ;0 sition of the f'resh\vater 
phreatic lens !'rom ",vtU.ch Zone 4b-d "NaS prec1pl t;ated.lt progrades eastwards 
7l1th time and 1s assoclalied 'nth a carlne regression.It is aSSUIlled that the 
pbreatic lens ';)ccuPllied the Lower Licestone Shales, tn.e Llanelly Formation and 
possiblY' overl;ring li:nestones as l1ell as the OoUte Group. 
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The model outlined in Fig. 8/5 and discussed above cannot be 
extended to Zones 5 and 6. Although they may well have been 
precipitated from pore ~ a t e r s s that are meteoric in origin, their 
position in the phreatic lens is unclear. A f e ~ ~ isolated isotope 
results indicate a marine influence in Zone 6 cements, suggesting 
that ~ h e n n these cements were precipitated the pore waters were in 
part marine. This is consistent with Zone 6 cements occurring in 
association with pseudomorphed gypsum. 
The Clydach area 
In Chapter 2 the study area was divided into two distinct diagenetic 
areas:-
AREA 1 : the Pwll-y-cwm and Blaen Onneu Oolites in the Clydach 
area, in which cement Zones 1, 2b and 6 are present. 
Oolomitisation is largely restricted to this area; 
AREA 2 : the rest of the Oolite Group in which cement Zones 
2a, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are present. 
The isotopic distinctiveness of Area 1 was illustrated in Chapter 7. 
Cement Zones 3 and 5 die out laterally into Area 1 over a 
distance of approx. t km. However, the vertical transition between 
Areas 1 and 2 is rapid, occurring over several metres. The presence 
of these two distinctive diagenetic areas suggests that the pore 
waters pervasive through most of the Oolite Group (Area 2) did not 
enter Area 1, which contained chemically distinct pore waters. This 
distinctiveness persisted until the precipitation of Zone 6 cement 
which is found in both Areas. However, despite the visual similarity 
between Zone 6 cements in both Areas they remain isotopically distinct. 
It is not understood why Area 1 was not affected by the hydrological 
changes occurring in Area 2. 
It is not known whether Area 1 extends down into the underlying 
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Lower Limestone Shales in the Clydach Area. Whitcombe (1970) does 
not describe anything similar to the diagenesis seen in Area 1 in 
his description of the diagenesis of the Lower Limestone Shales. 
The rare occurrences where the cement zones typical of Areas 
1 and 2 are BBen in association suggests that there was no precipita-
tion of cement in Area 1 for a considerable period, spanning the 
precipitation of cement Zones 3 to 5 in Area 2. It is sometime during 
this period that dolomitisation occurred. 
The above discussion is no more than a description of the 
distribution and diagenesis of Areas 1 and 2. It does not suggest 
how these two areas arose or how they remained distinct for such a 
considerable period. Some of the problems associated with Area 1 
are considered and discussed below. The discussion is, however, 
speculative and it is difficult to draw firm conclusions. 
Why was there no precipitation of calcite in Area 1 while cement 
was being precipitated in Area 21 
The lack of precipitation of calcite in Area 1 probably has 
many possible explanations. Some are suggested below: 
1. for the period spenning the precipitation of cement Zones 
3 to 5 the pore water in Area 1 was undersaturated with 
respect to calcite. There is no evidence of solution during 
this period and, indeed, dolomitisation occurred suggesting 
that for at least some of that time the pore waters were 
supersaturated; 
2. the pore waters in Area 1 were 'stagnant' and there was no 
transport of carbonate into the area, thus preventing cementation. 
stagnation would have resulted from the paleohydrological nature 
of the area rather than to a restriction of flow of the pore 
waters due to low permeabilities; 
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3. the carbonate supplied to the area was used up in 
dolomitisation and the precipitation of dolomite cement 
rather than the precipitation of calcite. 
Why do the pore fluids in Areas 1 and 2 stay separate? 
Area 2 is typified by constantly changtg pore fluids, described 
earlier in this chapter. However, there is no evidence that the 
pore waters in Area 2 ever dislodged those in Area 1, at least not 
until Zone 6 precipitation. There is not even much evidence of 
mixing between the two. The transition b e t ~ e e n n ~ r e a s s 1 and 2 is 
wider laterally than vertically. The lack of mixing between the 
two pore waters suggests that Araa 1 has distinct physical 
parameters. for instance, the pore waters in Area 1 may have been 
denser than those in Area 2. It rests on the impermeable shales 
that make up the top of the Lower Limestone Shales at the down-dip 
end of the outcrop. This is the lowest possible position that 
such pore fluid could take up in the Oolite Group of the stUdy area. 
Of course the study area cannot be considered in isolation. Since 
the distribution of Area 1 outside the study area is not known no 
firm conclusions can be made. 
What effects did Area 1 have on the precipitation of cements 
in Area 21 
In the east of the field area the pore waters of Area 2 rested 
abruptly on those of Area 1. The Zone 5 cements that lie near the 
edge of Area 1 consist of alternating Ferroan and non-Ferroan 
second-order zones. The number of alternations decreases with 
increasing distance frem Area 1 (fig. 2/24). At Pwll du Zone 5 
consists of alternating ferroan and non-Ferrean second order zones 
throughout the entire thickness of the Gilwern Oolite. The rise 
in the level at which Zone 5 consists of alternating second order 
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mimicks the rise in the level at which dolomitisation occurs. 
Just to the east of Pwll du the entire thickness of the Oolite 
Group is dolomitised (fig. 8/6). 
The close association of the Zone 5 cements consisting of 
alternating second order zones with Area 1, suggests that the 
origin of their zonation is in some way controlled by the pore 
fluids in Area 1. It is thought that the development of Zone 5 
cements displaying second order zonation resulted from an oscillation 
in the position of Area 1 pore fluids. At the eastern end of the 
study area both vertical and lateral movements of Area 1 ~ o u l d d
occur due to the upturn in Area 1 (fig. 8/6). This is consistent 
with the Zone 5 calcite containing most second order zones at the 
eastern end of the outcrop. No second order zonation ~ a s s found at 
the western end of Area 1. This may be the result of the greater 
mixing having occurred at this end of Area 1. 
The nature of the interaction between Areas 1 and 2 is not known. 
It may be in the form of the mixing of the two pore fluids. 
What is the nature and origin of the pore fluids that affected 
Area 11 
There is conflicting evidence as to the nature of the pore 
waters in Area 1. The diagenetic events recorded suggest that the 
pore waters changed during diagenesis. The initial event, pyrite 
2-precipitation, must have occurred in a reducing SO 4 -rich environ-
ment. However, there is also ample evidence of the early inter-
action of the area with meteoric waters: 
1. solution of aragonite fossils; 
2. precipitation of intensely ferroan calcite (requires reducing, 
2-504 -frae waters); 
3. negative 18 5 0 values in Zones 1 and 2 (see Chapter 7). 
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Zune 5 . ' r ~ a a numter of secund urder zunes i n c r e a s ~ s s towards Di38enatic A=aa 1. 
It is thougilt tiut -r;his 'lIa:J be associated ':lith an oscillation in the positiun 
of t!:l.a boundary b6t",'/ean Diagenet;ic A r ~ a s s 1 and 2( 3 . L ' r o ~ v s ) ) .At F'.'Ill du there is 
an upturn in DiJ.C;enetic . ~ X e a a 1 ",'/hl.ch is associated 'int!). Zone 5 cemen';s ill 
D i a g ~ n e t i c c Area 2 b e L ~ g g m u l t ~ p u l l y y zones throughout the e n t i ~ e e tluckness of 
the Gilwern Oolite. 
N 
\0 
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Although 0180 values indicate the influence of meteoric waters, 
the 013 C values indicate the strong influence of marine carbonate 
sources, perhaps from the allochems of the area in questiono L ~ r g e e
~ 1 3 C Camounts of meteoric water with low u values resulting from the 
influence of light soil gas CO2 have not passed through Area 1, 
as they have in Area 2 •. The isotope values of Zone 6 vary between 
Areas 1 and 2, although they are petrographically similar. This 
again is attributed to re-equilibration of the pore waters that 
precipitated Zone 6 with an unaltered marine carbonate reservoir in 
Area 1. 
Area 1 is the most northerly extent of the dolomitisation that 
affects the eastcrop of the Lower Carboniferous Limestone in south 
Wales. It has been demonstrated that dolomitisation occurred between 
the precipitation of Zones 2b and 6 (Chapter 4, Fig. 4/1). Although 
it is generally presumed that high salinities are necessary to 
produce dolomitisation, this is not necessarily the case (folk & 
Land, 1975). Relatively high Mg/Ca ratios can be produced 
in low salinity pore waters by the mixing of meteoric and marine 
2 ~ ~pore waters. However, transport of SUbstantial amounts of Mg 
is required. The isotope data is inconclusive in indicating the 
nature of the pore waters causing dolomitisation. The 513C results 
have marine values, but the 0180 values can be interpreted in many 
ways. 
Hypersaline dolomitising brines would fit well with the 
suggestion that the pore fluids in Area 1 had high densities. 
HoweV8r, the evidence that the early diagenetic events resulted from 
the influence of meteoric water means that, at least initially, the 
pore fluids in Area 1 were not hypersaline. A mixing-zone model 
is consistent with the nature of the diagenesis of Area 2 (precipitation 
of Zone 4 during a marine regression). However, the distribution 
of Area 1 and the regional extent of dolomitisation suggests that 
this hypothesis is unlikely. 
Dolomitisation does not extend to the most westerly extent of 
Area 1; it dies out rapidly between Cwm Oyar and Clydach, although 
small areas further west show spasmodic dolomitisation. It would 
seem that the pore waters at the western end of Area 1 did not have 
such a high dolomitising potential as those further east. Two 
possible reasons are suggested below: 
1. mixing of the pore waters of Area 1 with the meteoric waters 
of Area 2 caused a reduction of the Mg/Ca ratio that was 
sufficient to inhibit dolomitisation; 
2. the pore waters in Area 1 were isolated from the ~ g 2 + + source 
since there ~ a a a no through-flow of water. Without replenish-
ment of ~ g 2 + + , effective dolomitisation could not occur. 
The position of Area 1 suggests that the pore fluids affecting 
it were introduced laterally, from the east, perhaps sinking down 
from higher levels east of Pwll du (N.B. dolomitsation rises here 
to include all of the Oolite Group). There is no evidence to 
suggest that the pore ~ a t e r s s affecting Area 1 ever passed through 
Area 2. The form of Area 1 suggests that a lobe of pore waters 
different to those in Area 2 extended up-dip, under Area 2, in the 
Clydach area. 
There are many problems associated with the interpretation of 
the paleohydrology in the Clydach area, not the least being the 
lack of data available on which to base an interpretation. Many 
questions about the area remain unanswered. An extension of the 
study area eastwards and trace element data from the cements are 
essential in understanding the paleohydrology of this area. 
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8.4 Future Work 
Throughout the text suggestions have been made where it is thought 
that further work would be useful. Topics that would benefit from 
further investigation fall into two categories: 
1. those pertaining to the understanding of the diagenesis on a 
regional scale; 
2. isolated topics associated with details of the diagenesis. 
Topics falling into category 1 include: 
a. an extension of the area over which the cement zones identified 
in the study area can be correlated, both vertically and 
laterally, in an attempt to work out the spatial distribution 
of former groundwater bodias and their absolute age; 
b. microprobe analysis of the cement zones that have been identified, 
2+ ... 2+ 2+ S 2+ . t especially for Mn ,re , Mg ,and r 1n an attempt 0:-
1. identify the nature and origin of the pore fluids from which 
the cements were precipitated; 
2. correlate the trace element chemistry with the intensity 
2+ of the CL and deduce the relationship between Mn and 
Fe2+ content and CL; 
3. correlate the trace element chemistry with the crystallographic 
form and changes in the form of the cements; 
c. fluid inclusion study of the cements to find the temperature 
and depth at which they were precipitated. Once this is known 
18 the 0 a of the pore waters from which the cements were 
precipitated can be calculated; 
d. isotope analysis of the allochems from the Lower Limestone Shales 
and the Llanelly Fm.to see if the trend seen in the allochems 
of the Oolite Group is continued in these or not. 
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Topics falling into category 2 include: 
a. serial sectioning of crystals showing 'fir-tree' zonation to 
accurately work out the distribution of the two ferroan 
calcites involved and hence to work out an accurate model 
for the formation of this type of zonation; 
b. SEM examination of the fibrous crystals found within the Oaren 
Ddu Beds and Zone 2a cements; 
c. to simulate the growth of calcite cements in which the 
crystallographic form changes many times to see how this 
affects the shape of inter-crystalline boundaries. 
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APPENDIX A 
CATHODOLUMINESCENCE 
Cathodoluminescence forms an important part of this study and 
CL photographs are widely used. Due to the variety of machines in 
use and the various photographic techniques employed in recording 
CL information it is important to record the conditions under which 
photographs are taken for comparitive purposes (Marshall. 1977). 
This is done below: 
Sample Preparation 
Thickness: 20-50 ..urn. 
Surface : polished with 2 ~ m . a l u m i n a a
Instrument Parameters 
Model: 
Beam energy: 
Beam current: 
spot size: 
Ambient gas: 
Gun type: 
tha instrument used is housed and was built in the 
Department of Geology at Nottingham University 
30 kV DC 
4 - 6 mA 
the spot size can be varied with a solenoid. The 
usual working diameter is approx. 2 mm. 
air 
cold cathode 
PhotographiC Conditions 
Microscope: Zeiss photomicroscope ,1 with a vertical photo tube 
so that all the light from the specimen can be used. 
ObJective: 
Magnification: 
Camera: 
film type: 
Exposure time: 
Processing: 
Leitz Pl 2.5/0.08 
Zeiss Neofluar 6.3/0 0 20 
x 7 to x 56 
Leitz 
Ilford HPS 
average 1 min. (range t to 2 mins.) 
developed in Acutol for twice the recommended time. 
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